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ABSTRACT
Based on previous literature, it is known that American, German and Japanese car
dealerships use their own strategy to fulfill customer demand and face the different
challenges from mass customization. Furthermore, after-sales-service is becoming
increasingly important for car dealerships in order to create a positive differentiator or
even a unique characteristic in competition between different companies. Therefore, this
study aims to gain a deeper understanding of the different order fulfilment and aftersales strategies that are used by US car dealerships representing auto makers from Japan,
Germany and the US. In order to be able to conduct this research and to achieve the
goals, a self-made questionnaire containing 17 questions is developed. The objective is
to schedule interviews with managers or top managers of the dealership to give semistructured interviews with them. After collecting all interviews, the results are compared
with ten different hypotheses and sub-hypotheses by using multiple two-paired t-tests.
After running all the tests, it can be found that Japanese, German and US car dealership
activities have become more similar and German and US car dealerships have been
successfully closed the gap to their competitors from Japan.
For example, Japanese luxury car dealerships have a higher delivery time than
GE luxury car dealerships and a comparable one to US luxury car dealerships.
Furthermore, American, German and Japanese standard car dealerships sell the same
percentage of cars from their inventory by now. However, Japanese makers still have a
slight advantage over their German and American rivals in terms of electric vehicles but
this is likely to change as German car dealerships are changing their strategy,
personnel’s mindset and products.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
It is commonly stated in literature and among economic and engineering
historians that the automotive business will have major changes within the next years.
Especially technology-driven trends such as shared mobility, self-driving and electrified
vehicles will have a tremendous impact on the today’s business of many automotive
suppliers and manufacturers (McKinsey & Company, 2016). In order to be able to
successfully participate in these changes, car manufacturers have to ensure that they are
able to continuously attract their customers.
In recent years, automotive companies have become increasingly interested in
providing mass customization as a crucial factor of attracting customers. As companies
are continuously improving their product quality, it turns out that this is the only way to
succeed in a globalized world against the many competitors. To be able to create further
growth and to keep customer retention, car manufacturers have to bring together the
advantages of mass production and the production of individual products. Therefore,
mass customization allows the automotive manufacturers to deliver customized
products at low costs, associated with mass production, in a short order lead-time
(Investopedia, 2018). Lead time is defined as time between ordering a vehicle at the
manufacturer and receiving it at the dealership (Spearman & Hopp, 2001). Furthermore,
researchers found out that mass customization does not only offer the potential to boost
business for car makers but also creates new challenges which will be discussed in
chapter 2.
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Previous literature has found that different car makers follow different
approaches and strategies in order to handle these challenges and successfully fulfill
customer demand. Moreover, car manufacturers are using the tools of after sales service
more and more, in order to create a positive differentiator or even a unique characteristic
in competition between different companies (Malorny, 2018). Therefore, car
manufacturers not only try to offer the best primary product, in this case a car, but also
aim to offer excellent service to their customers. Consequently, the car manufacturer’s
performance in a market is heavily dependent on professional dealerships, as they are
the customer’s first place to go.
Especially in the United States, with its franchise dealership system, a close
cooperation between the dealerships and the car manufacturers is very important.
Furthermore, the US automotive market is a highly competitive and despite it being the
only major car market in the world with weaker car sales in 2017 compared to 2016,
with its 17.13 million vehicles sold, the US still accounted for 22% of all car sales and
was the second biggest car market after China (Bekker, 2018) (Reuters, 2018) (Statista,
2018). According to Figure 1, there were three nations responsible for the major car
sales in the US by the end of 2017: US car makers with a market share of 45% , Japanese
makers with 39% and German car makers with a market share of 8% respectively (Wall
Street Journal, 2018) (Cremer, 2018). Others were 8%, mainly South Korea with 7%
and other European counties were 1%.
Following the data in Figure 1, it can be seen that the Japanese car makers are
very strong in the US car market. Based on this fact, a lot of researchers and car makers
have focused on finding out the secret of Japanese car makers and tried to adapt
2

Japanese methods in order to defend or even gain back their market share. However,
these studies have usually analyzed and compared differences in the manufacturing
process at automotive manufacturing plants and did not consider the different strategies
of dealerships in the study.
Market share on US auto market by nation in 2017

8%
8%
45%

39%

US

Japan

Germany

Others

Figure 1: Market share on US auto market by nation in 2017 (Wall Street Journal, 2018)

Moreover, most research studies only examine car manufactures from a single
country such as Japan or Germany (Hitomi, 1992) (Chappell, 2002). One well-known
exception is the book “The machine that changed the world” by Womack, Jones and
Roos that was published in 1990. This book was a major initiator for German and
American car makers to adapt Japanese makers’ methods and consider Japanese cars
and an example of high-quality products that are produced in lean and fast
manufacturing lines. Later, Staeblein and Aoki (2014) compared planning and
scheduling methods of Japanese and German automakers but did not consider American
makers. Nevertheless, the trend of after sales activities used by modern car makers has
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not been considered in (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990) or (Staeblein & Aoki, 2014). A
holistic, cross-company comparison of the most important car makers in the US in terms
of their sales and service strategy could not be found in literature.
This study aims to close the research gap, as it provides a general overview of
the different order fulfilment and after sales strategies used by the most important
automobile manufacturers in the US. To do so, similarities and differences between the
various approaches that automotive manufacturers use will be analyzed. Furthermore,
the research will contain a discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of the
chosen strategies. The collected information will also be used to verify and update the
data found in previous literature which will be presented in Chapter 2.
A cross-company comparison not only gives the reader of this study an overview
of the worlds’ most powerful and biggest car manufacturers but also provides crucial
input for American and German makers to determine whether they still have
optimization potential in order to close their gap to their Japanese competitors. Based
on the results of the study, the Japanese car makers can also determine to what extent
they still have a lead over their German and American competitors.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The following chapter examines the most important literature in the field of
study and includes the current knowledge. In the past 30 years, a lot of research has
been done in the field of order fulfilment strategy in the automotive industry.
A major milestone in automotive manufacturing research was the results of the
first international automobile assembly plant study conducted by the MIT between 1985
and 1990 (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990). The book that contains the results of this
five year study (“The machine that changed the world”) was the first piece of work in
literature that cross-compared Japanese, US and European automotive makers and their
fundamentally different business systems. On the one hand the mass production system,
mainly applied by the US and European automakers and on the other hand the lean
production system, applied by the Japanese makers. The study also examined their
production philosophy and their ways of thinking about how humans should work
together in order to create value and build cars.
The study of the differences between these auto nations became necessary, as
American car makers saw their US market share shrinking. According to the data given
in (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990), the downswing of the American-owned firms had
been consequently going on since the mid-1950s. In 1955, American makers nearly had
a market share of 100% in the US. However, by that time mass production had become
the state of the art technique for most automotive manufactures around the globe. With
their compact and economic cars such as the Volkswagen Beetle or their very modern
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and sporty luxury cars such as Mercedes, European car makers increased their market
share in the US from the early 1950s into the 1970s. The rise of the Japanese lean
production system and the demand for low price, compact vehicles as a consequence of
a significantly higher oil price after 1971 further eroded the market share of American
auto makers in the US and prevented the further market share increase of European
makers (Automotive News, 2018) (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990). Moreover,
Japanese car makers became known for their high quality in the 1980s and 1990s by
building cars that were much more reliable than their competitors at that time (West,
2015).
Womack, Jones and Roos (1990) basically found out that the Japanese systems
was much more efficient, faster and profitable than the US and European system and
product quality was even better. In 1986, Toyota for example needed less than 50% of
the time that GM needed to assemble a car had one third of the assembly defects as GM
which cause expensive and time-consuming rework. A lot of attention was paid to the
fact that luxury car assembly quality and productivity was much better at the Japanese
system than the US or European system. Especially for the Europeans and in particular
the German luxury brands such as BMW, Mercedes and Audi, these results were a
disaster. Womack, Jones and Roos (1990) proved that Japanese makers were not only
able to successfully establish their system in Japan but also were able to rebuild factories
in North America that would achieve comparable results in productivity and quality as
in Japan. In the end, they predicted that the lean system would triumph over mass
production. Followed by this study, automotive companies from Europe and the US and
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many researchers around the world extended and applied the findings from the
Womack, Jones and Roos study.
In 1992, Katsundo Hitomi took a closer look at the Japanese manufacturing and
management system. The most important information in his paper are that Japanese
manufacturing technologies usually come from the US, Germany and the UK and are
usually largely modified and refined to make them more suitable for the use in their
factories and to further optimize the quality, the costs and the productivity of the
machines. Furthermore, the machines are constantly improved over time whereas US
and European machines are usually bought and working without any changes for many
years before they are replaced by a new generation of machines. Hitomi (1992) also
mentioned Japanese inventions in production control such as Just-in-time, quality
circles and total quality control as a key for Japanese success. However, the author also
pointed out that the high living costs, poor housing conditions and the fact that
employees usually never change their employer during their work life might create
challenges for the lean production system in the future (Hitomi, 1992).
In 2005, Hitomi described historical trends and the present state of the US
industry and manufacturing system. He found out that compared to his previous study
about Japan, the manufacturing industry had lost influence on the total US GDP and the
US labor market. In 1955, 30% of the 57 million labor population in the US worked in
manufacturing compared to 13% out of the 135 million labor population in 2001.
Furthermore, Hitomi stated that recent US economic growth has mostly been supported
by the tertiary industry (service sector) compared to Japan. However, the author showed
that contrary to common belief, efficiency in US manufacturing is comparable to
7

Japan’s and that profit on sales for US manufacturing was much bigger than in Japan in
2000 (Hitomi, 2005).
In order to not further lose market share to their Japanese competitors, German
and US car makers quickly started establishing their own lean production systems but it
took years for them to change their decades old mind-set of mass-production and
investment of personnel. For example Volkswagen, today’s world’s biggest car maker,
was in serious economic problems in 1993. In order to be able to gain back market share
that was lost to Japanese makers around the globe, Ferdinand Piech, CEO at
Volkswagen at that time significantly increased efforts and spendings in the
establishment of lean production systems at his company (Schneider, 2016)
(Volkswagen AG, 1993).
Another aspect that shaped the automotive industry for the last two decades is
the idea of mass customization. Mass customization is used “to develop, produce,
market, and deliver affordable goods and services with enough variety and
customization [such] that nearly everyone finds exactly what [he/she wants]” (Pine,
1993). By following this approach, the companies are convinced that they are able to
maximize the fit between product offerings and customer desires which makes it
possible for them to keep or even increase their market share (Salvadora, Forzab, &
Rungtusanathama, 2008). Rungtusanatham and Salvador (2008) find out that
redesigning the manufacturers’ products, processes and supply chains are essential in
order to install mass customization in their factories (Salvadora, Forzab, &
Rungtusanathama, 2008).
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In their paper, Holweg and Pil (2004) distinguish between two different
approaches in mass customization (Holweg & and Pil, 2004). The first mass
customization principle is used by Japanese automotive manufacturers. By bundling
individual accessory options into packages instead of offering single accessory options
to the customer, the auto makers significantly decrease the amount of variants for their
production system but also reduce the degree of customization to the customer.
Furthermore, these packages are not assembled at the manufacturing line as the
manufacturers only produce very similar and standardized vehicles in their factories
based on their forecasting models. The customization is done outside the factory at
dealerships and allows the maker to establish very simple and lean manufacturing lines.
Holweg and Pil (2004) call this principle assembly-/distribution-based customization.
The second mass customization principle is the design-based approach and mainly use
by German car makers. Here, variety is achieved with different product platforms, from
which different models are derived. Instead of having the complexity outside the
manufacturing lines at their dealerships, German car makers had the complexity in their
factories. The car makers would produce their components such as engines,
transmissions and car bodies based on forecasting models but the actual assembly
process would be based on customer demand. A good example for the design-based
mass customization principle is to use product architecture, such as Volkswagen’s
“Modular Transverse Toolkit” (Takeishi A., 2001).
As an American maker, General Motors introduced their new vehicle delivery
system in 1996, using the full potential of mass customization. The idea was to stock
most of their cars in the most popular configurations at regional distribution centers.
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When a customer ordered one of these vehicles, the company was able to deliver the car
within 24 hours to the dealership. For more uncommon configurations, the vehicles still
had to be produced at the factory and it took several weeks to get them. With this
concept, General Motors combined the so-called make-to-stock principle which means
that the most important elements of the car were already produced and put together
based on demand forecasts without any relation to a specific customer order, and the socalled make-to-order or build-to-order principle, as the last parts such as options were
assembled to the car at the dealership based on an actual customer order (Spearman &
Hopp, 2001).
Later on, especially German car makers started to improve Toyota’s lean
production system and General Motor’s new vehicle delivery system as they established
their own system which was basically a full build to-order-system. This allowed them
to offer a large variety of choices for their customers and still deliver highly customized
vehicles in a relatively short amount of time to their customers (Chappell, 2002).
Chappell (2002) described the changes that were done in several BMW manufacturing
plants in order to install this build-to-order system. The author shows that the suppliers
play a major role in BMW’s new strategy. The most important information from that
article is that the car manufacturer gradually redesigned its vehicles in order to reduce
variations for production and simplify assembly processes. Furthermore, the company
wants to be more flexible in their assembly order as BMW will construct and paint their
bodies based on improved and tightened forecasting models before the production
control department releases the actual order. Then, the pre-produced parts will be taken
from the inventory and finally assembled. According to the author, the car manufacturer
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will be more accurate in terms of their delivery date and moreover, customers can still
ask for changes in their order after it is placed (Chappell, 2002).
A paper published by Meyr in 2004 underlines the findings of Chappell (2002).
The main purpose of Meyr’s article is to discuss recent developments in supply chain
planning in the German automotive industry. The author analyses the impact of a further
increase of the build-to-order system in the German automotive industry on the planning
system and the planning methods of the maker. Meyr (2004) concluded that a build-toorder system will have a huge impact on the planning processes of car makers which
requires steady supplier involvement in the automotive planning and scheduling
processes (Meyr, 2004).
However, literature also analyzed the disadvantages of mass customization.
Salvadora et al. (2008) found out that mass customization ends up increasing the product
variety of the company which requires more complex manufacturing processes and
managerial experience. Manufacturing lines have to be more flexible to deal with the
increasing amount of variants and products (Salvadora, Forzab, & Rungtusanathama,
2008). Moreover, the managerial practice and experience becomes more and more
important and highly skilled and trained employees are crucial for a company. Based on
these circumstances, it can also be assumed that the planning and scheduling process in
a company’s order fulfilment system gets more complex when mass customization is
implemented. (Holweg & and Pil, 2004) (Meyr, 2004) (Tomino, 2009) (Volling &
Spengler, 2011).
One of the most important articles for this study was published in 2014 and
basically started the idea for this research. In 2014, Staeblein & Aoki published an
11

important paper, where they compared the planning and scheduling strategies at German
and Japanese auto makers between 2007 and 2012. In order to be able to compare the
two different auto nations with each other, the authors conducted 25 semi-structured
interviews at different automakers in Japan and Germany and two case studies with an
additional 17 interviews at automotive companies and 14 at suppliers and dealers. The
case study simulated the entire order fulfilment process. In the end, they created a map
of the different order fulfilment processes and planning and scheduling functions from
which they drew their conclusions. In addition to the interviews, they defined five key
indicators to compare the car manufacturer with each other. The five indicators were:
1. Production volume per model
2. Production volume per platform
3. Number of products per plant
4. Number of models per assembly line
$

5. Inventory turns =

$

The inventory turns are defined as “annual cost of goods sold divided by the
value of inventory” and are understood as an indicator of leanness (Schonberger, 2007).
The goal is to achieve a high inventory turn, characterizing a lean and fast
manufacturing system.
Table 1 summarizes the main results for the manufacturing conditions at German
and Japanese car makers. It shows that there are significant differences between German
and Japanese makers. German car makers tend to produce fewer different car models
on one assembly line and in one manufacturing facility than Japanese car makers.
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Japanese car makers have development lean manufacturing lines that allow them to
easily produce various models. Furthermore, Japanese car makers have a much smaller
production volume per model and platform. Despite a significantly higher number of
different models (27.0 for the Japanese compared to 9.6 for the German car makers),
the Japanese makers achieve a faster inventory turn. According to the authors, the main
reason is the remarkable difference of varieties.
Table 1: Manufacturing conditions in five German and five Japanese car makers in 2012
(Staeblein & Aoki, 2014)

Indicator

German auto
makers

Japanese auto
makers

Production volume per model

95,538

47,047

Production volume per platform

205,222

120,408

Number of products per plant

3.2

7.4

Number of models per assembly line

1.6

3.8

Inventory turns

4.5

7.7

Staeblein & Aoki (2014) also found out that German makers offer a much larger
amount of customization and product varieties than Japanese makers in order to meet
customer demand. The variety of German manufacturers in body-styles and powertrains
compensates for the significantly higher number of models at Japanese makers.
However, a much larger number of paint-trim combinations and factory-fitted options
by German makers lead to a significantly higher number of variants in the end (3.7x1024
possible configurations created inside the factory of German car makers versus 4,296 in
Japanese). This is because German car makers follow the demand-oriented build-toorder principle, offering their customers a huge choice of extras and giving them the
13

chance to build their own customized car. Consequently, German makers have larger
complexity in their factories with higher levels of buffer stock between paint and final
assembly compared to Japanese makers who follow the lean factory approach.
Furthermore, Staeblein & Aoki (2014) determine that dealerships play a more important
role in the order fulfilment process of Japanese auto makers than in that of German auto
makers as they are more connected. Japanese car manufacturers keep their
manufacturing processes lean but outsource the product variety to their dealers by using
late-configuration customization techniques. Therefore, finished cars are transported to
so-called New Car Service Centers, where all the dealer options are assembled and then
brought to the local dealership. Staeblein & Aoki (2014) claimed that the so-called
Keiretsu-dealer-system puts pressure on dealerships to sell forecasted demand with high
discounts even though demand does not occur. Furthermore, they found out that the
average delivery time for a German car is between 20 to 80 days, whereas for a Japanese
car it is 14 to 28 days.
In the second part of the research, Staeblein & Aoki (2014) found out that the
design and the management of the planning and scheduling functions are not influenced
as much as by country (German or Japanese) as was expected. German and Japanese
car makers used similar planning and scheduling functions. In a more detailed analysis,
the authors were able to find out that the auto makers from Japan and Germany used
similar frequencies for their demand forecasting (12 times per year), their master
production planning (12 times per year) or their car sequencing (daily). Furthermore,
both auto makers have a comparable use of computer support for their planning and
scheduling functions and start their planning and scheduling process with demand
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forecasting. However, differences in the planning and scheduling functions can be found
in the use of different time-horizons, especially for MRP (Materials Requirements
Planning) and Demand Forecasting (German car makers forecast their demand every 24
months, Japanese makers every three months). Furthermore, the MRP function in
Germany is based on actual demand and is closely linked to the master production plan
and serves as a fundamental information source for suppliers, whereas in Japan it is
mainly based on forecasts. Japanese car makers use a three-month production plan that
relates to monthly, weekly and daily production schedules, whereas the daily production
schedule shows all of the specifications for each car and is the only plan that is linked
to actual customer demand.
In recent years, researchers have become increasingly interested in the question
of how existing manufacturing systems could be increased in order to make them more
innovative and sustainable. In their paper, Parry and Roehrich (2013) discussed how the
build to order principle can be used to follow the principles of lean production and
furthermore, can be used as a sustainable approach to build cars in the pace of
customer’s demand. The key question the authors address is if it is possible to
significantly reduce the time that a build to order process needs and on the same side
reduce the ecological impact. The most important information in this engineering article
is that the build to order principle can be used in order to fully sustainable achieve the
three main sustainable goals of companies. They can reach their economics,
environmental and societal goals by providing build to order cars that exactly fit the
customers demand, reduce suppliers’ inventory and cut overproduction and avoid
unnecessary transportation. Furthermore, product development should increase their
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effort in design for manufacturing and include logistics in their planning. The authors
propose to use more modularity instead of single parts which leads to a reduction of
costs in logistics and development. Finally, Parry and Roehrich conclude that a build to
order system in the automobile industry is an appropriate solution in order to minimize
overcapacity and implement the full potential of lean production (Parry & Roehrich,
2013).
For the last 10 years, automobile manufacturers have significantly increased
their interest in the field of after-sales services in order to create a positive differentiator
or even a unique characteristic in competition between different companies as the
quality of the primary products adjusts each other (Malorny, 2018). In the United States
(and also Canada), car dealership activities are regulated by so-called franchise state
laws. According to these laws, automotive manufacturers are not allowed to sell their
products directly to their customers and new cars can only be sold by franchised dealers.
The owner of that dealership is the franchisee in this business concept and the
manufacturer (who is the franchiser) licenses their know-how, business procedures and
intellectual property to the franchisee. Furthermore, the auto maker gives the dealership
the right to sell the branded products and services to the market. Therefore, the
franchisee pays the franchiser a certain fee and agrees to comply with certain
obligations. Usually several dealerships are owned by a dealership group (Bodisch,
2009) (Wieczorek, 2012).
In his article “An Introduction to Automotive Dealerships” Carter (2015) gives
a general overview of the function and work of an automobile dealership in the US.
According to that article, car dealerships have five different fields of work: The sales of
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new and used vehicles, fixed operations, parts, and finance and insurance. According to
the author, used vehicle sales and fixed operations are becoming more and more
important for the profit of a dealership. Furthermore, car dealerships use their store to
sell extended warranty policies and finance packages to their customers. This business
is especially interesting in a time of low interest rates and easy credit. One of the main
conclusions of the article is that new vehicle sales are usually used as a business-opener
in order to bring the customers to the dealership. Further business will follow after a
customer bought his first car (spare parts, extended warranty policies, finance or tradein). Furthermore, the author thinks that the European dealership system, where
manufacturers can indeed directly sell their new cars, will not influence the American
system by a great extent as US law forbids car manufacturers from getting in contact
with customers directly. These laws has been defended many times in the past (Carter,
2015).
In 2017, a study by Wyman found that the automotive business is making the
greatest profits in the field of after sales and financial services. Wyman summed up the
turnover and profit of all major automotive companies and assigned it to the departments
of new vehicles, uses vehicles, after sales, financial services and mobility/connectivity.
Figure 2 and 3 show the results. Therefore, a modern automotive company’s major
business is by selling new vehicles followed by selling used vehicles. The after-sales
department only accounts for 10% of the profit. However, this looks very different if
one takes a look at the profit distribution which figure 3 shows. According to Wyman
(2017), the majority of today’s automotive company’s profit comes from the after-sales
and the financial services department. Companies barely earn money by selling new or
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used vehicles as profit margins are continuously shrinking. This underlines the
importance of a well working after sales business of modern automotive companies,
executed by their dealerships (Wyman, 2017).
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After sales

Mobility/ Connectivity

Financial services

Figure 2: Percentage of an automotive company’s turnover at different company's departments
(Wyman, 2017)
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Figure 3: Percentage of an automotive company’s profit at different company's departments
(Wyman, 2017)

Automotive companies continuously try to figure out how they can further
increase their product quality. They use customer feedback and after-sales key
performance indicators (KPIs) in order to improve the company’s quality management
system. In their paper, Sabbagha et al. (2015) analyze the connection between a
company’s quality management and its after sales service. The key question the authors
are addressing is whether the use of automotive after sales key performance indicators
can support the quality management of a company. The most important information in
this engineering article is that margins in the automotive sales business have been
shrinking over the last couple of years whereas the annual sales of cars went up and is
expected to increase further until the end of this century. That is because the product
lifespan has been becoming longer and longer. The main conclusions of the article are
that the automotive after sales business is a market segment with a high potential as the
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demand for high-quality products is rising. The author also concludes that recent
literature only includes one or two elements of the KPIs (Key Performance Indicators)
in a simulation of a manufacturer quality systems but rarely more. The authors prove
that especially Japanese car makers achieve a high customer satisfaction rate in the
customer satisfaction index survey. However, the authors also see risks for the after
sales service as new technologies and longer maintenance intervals plus a new
customer’s philosophy (better purchase than repair) will stress the growth in the after
sales market (Omar Sabbagha, 2015).
In 2014, Townsend and Calantone published an article where they took a closer
look at car dealerships and their services they should provide in addition to the primary
product (vehicle). The most important information in Townsend and Calantone (2014)
is that there is an increasing demand for highly-sophisticated products and their product
services. Furthermore, basic features and services such as Bluetooth connection, driver
and passenger safety features or providing a vehicle during a longer repair under
warranty, will have to become much lower in terms of costs or even be complementary
in order to stay competitive (Townsend & Calantone, 2014).
This falls in line with the study done by Parida et al. in 2014. The main purpose
of this engineering article is to determine the extent and profit potential of different
types of services that are offered in addition to the actual primary product. As little is
known about the variety and extent of offered product-services, the authors’ key
question is how different types of product-services impact the business and financial
situation of today’s companies. The most important information in this engineering
article is that companies are actively using product services to ensure economic stability
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and achieve strategic and marketing benefits. Moreover, the companies offer basic and
maintenance services mostly as they therefore can establish experience in the field of
customer service and are able to increase their customer loyalty. Furthermore, the
authors found out that these product services are simple services or maintenance
services for the most part. The authors conclude that especially lower value-adding basic
services are a substantial business for companies but do not have a positive impact on
companies’ profit. Today’s customers expect companies to offer these services
complementary with the primary product and they are not willing to pay money for basic
services (Vinit Parida, 2014)
In 2014, AutoTeamAmerica published an important study in order to determine
future trends in the industry of automotive dealerships and to give a general overview
of how the business will likely be in the year of 2025. The key questions the authors of
the study address are what the dealership’s activities will likely be in 2025, how the
dealership will be owned, how the size of the facility will change, how the dealership
will stay profitable, how new technologies will impact their business and what their
greatest concerns are. The most important information in this study are that the
manufacturer’s influence at the dealerships is likely to increase in the future as well as
the dependency on auto maker’s incentives and factory cash. Furthermore, certain areas
of the store will likely be growing as car sales are predicted to grow to 17.9 million in
2025 from 16.5 in 2014. That’s why dealership groups are predicted to grow in the next
decade. The authors assume that in 2025, the average dealer group will probably have
between 30 to 40 different stores. According to the authors, this type of size for a group
is the most efficient for management and staffing. The study also found that 3 out of 4
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dealerships will probably not be able to be profitable without manufacturer incentives
such as volume bonuses, facility money or customer satisfaction rewards. According to
the authors, this is one of the main concerns for the next decade as this situation causes
a high dependency on the manufacturer dealership relationship. In addition to that, new
technologies will have a great impact on communication with customers and making
processes more efficient. Also, there will be different generations shopping at the same
dealership and the generations have different expectations. Generation X and Baby
Boomers have a different shopping preference involving more interaction with the sales
people than Generation Y (born between 1985 and 2005). They prefer less
communication at the dealership and usually will do a lot of research on their own,
choose a car and then approach a dealership with a certain offer. Also, Generation Y
will not accept the build-to-order principle as they are not willing to wait several weeks
for their car.
Figure 4 shows the answer to the question regarding which area of operations
dealerships will likely see as their most profitable. Therefore, in 2025, Service and Sales
and the Used Vehicle Department will continue to be the most important profit earner.
An increasing average age of vehicles, the complexity of today’s cars that will be the
used cars of the future and improved vehicle analysis will compensate reduced
maintenance intervals and increased vehicle dependability. Following the results of the
study, further difficulties could be new regulations and tightened customer protection
(AutoTeamAmerica , 2014).
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Figure 4: In 2025, what area of operations will be most profitable? (AutoTeamAmerica , 2014)

The growth of the after-sales market should not be taken for granted and will
probably not happen without any obstacles, as was concluded in a study from PR
Newswire in 2017 which underlined the importance of the automotive after-sales
market. The study found that the global automotive aftermarket industry is going to
grow from 300 Billion Dollars in 2015 to 680 Billion Dollars in 2024. The authors of
the study named increased governmental regulation regarding vehicle safety and
emission control and rising consumer awareness towards online maintenance tutorials
as the main reasons for this trend. Today’s consumers are more focused on increasing
vehicle comfort and after-sales customization including lights, paintings, rims or
spoilers than they used to be. Furthermore, the rising vehicle average age is another
factor that will stimulate the aftermarket demand for parts and services as maintenance
is more and more required by the law (PR Newswire Association LLC, 2017).
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Moreover, the trend towards electric mobility (e-mobility) will have an impact on the
after-sales market. E-mobility is a general expression for vehicles powered by electric
drivetrains such as electric vehicles (EV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV)
(Dombrowski & Engel, 2014).
Thus the question arises regarding, how automotive companies and their
dealerships can participate in this trend and increase their customer base. In an article
by Fard et al., published in 2015, the authors determine the main factors that have an
influence on customer satisfaction in the after-sales service business of car dealerships.
The key question is whether there are important factors that have an impact on the
satisfaction of customers when they conducted business at a car dealership. The most
important information in this article is that services and customers satisfaction have a
positive relationship. The main conclusion is that the cost of service, the quality and the
responsiveness have the greatest impact on customer satisfaction. Furthermore, aftersales activities become more and more important and are recognized as a primary source
of revenue, profit and competitiveness. Therefore, the quality of after-sales services and
the measurement of customers’ satisfaction are important (Shahnoush Shahrouzi Fard,
2015)
Although the Womack, Jones and Roos findings in 1990 led to many changes in
the order fulfilment process of American and German car makers, Japanese car makers
have continued to be very successful in the US. Figure 5 shows the US market share of
the most important car makers from the US, Japan and Germany. Back in the year 1985,
when Womack, Jones and Roos began their study, the two biggest American car makers
General Motors (GM) and Ford had a total market share of about 62% together (GM
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40.4% and Ford 21.3%), compared to 31% (17.2% GM and 13.9% Ford) in February
2018. However, the two biggest Japanese makers Toyota and Nissan had a market share
of about 11% together in 1985 (6% Toyota and 5.3% Nissan) and in 2018, they had a
total of 25% (14.5% Toyota and 10.7% Nissan). The two major German car makers
Volkswagen and Mercedes basically kept their market share constant at around 3 to 4%.
Japanese makers were consequently growing and established a US business (Acura
started business in the US in 1986, Infinity and Lexus in 1989) in the late 1980s. They
experienced another boost of their US business, as oil and consequently gas prices rose
significantly from 1999 until the middle of 2008 as countries like China and India had
a rising demand for oil in order to fuel their economy (Mouawad, 2007).
Based on the literature review it can be stated that much has been done in the
field of order fulfilment and manufacturing strategies at different automotive
manufacturers. The general discussion that has been started by the results of the
Womack, Jones and Roos findings in 1990, significantly changed manufacturing,
planning and scheduling processes for today’s auto makers. Especially European and
American car makers had to redesign their production strategy and philosophy in order
to gain back market share that was lost to Japanese makers that used the more efficient
and better quality lean production system. American car makers such as GM changed
to a new vehicle delivery system which allowed them to combine the Japanese maketo-stock system for their vehicle production and the German build-to-order system for
their final vehicle configuration.
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Figure 5: US market share of most important car makers from the US, Japan and Germany
(Knoema, 2018) (Wall Street Journal, 2018)

Furthermore, researchers compared German and Japanese auto makers’
planning and scheduling strategies with each other and discussed the possibility of
combining build-to-order with make-to-stock in order to sustainably produce cars. In
the course of time, auto makers and researchers realized that the after-sales business at
the manufacturers’ dealerships is becoming more and more profitable. Authors focused
on the relationship between a car company’s quality management and their dealer
structure and its after sales service activities.
However, previous literature did not study well the different order fulfilment and
after-sales strategies that various automobile manufacturers in the US use. As shown
earlier in this chapter, previous studies were only focused on a single company or only
gave general observations for one country. Furthermore, multiple country comparisons
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such as (Staeblein & Aoki, 2014) and (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990) never included
after-sales activities or looked at dealership activities that are so important for today’s
business. Moreover, the literature that was reviewed only considered US car dealerships
in general and did not distinguish between German, Japanese and American car
dealerships in the US.
After studying well the literature, one can claim that a comparison of different
order fulfilment strategies of German, Japanese and American automotive
manufacturers in the US including their after-sales activities at their dealerships is an
important area of study which will be the focus of this study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
In chapter 2, it became clear that a comparison of American, German and
Japanese car manufacturers including after-sales and service activities in the US is a gap
in previous literature. Researchers found that differences in approaches regarding
planning and scheduling at Japanese, German and American car makers occur. In order
to come to such a conclusion, authors such as Womack, Jones, Roos (1990), Staeblein,
Aoki (2014) and Chappell (2002) collected their data at manufacturers’ plants who
produced a variety of models from low-end to luxury segments by interviews with
managers of the planning and scheduling department. Moreover, authors like Staeblein
and Aoki (2014) did facility observations at automotive suppliers, dealerships and
logistic service providers related to these makers in Japan and Germany (Staeblein &
Aoki, 2014). Other researchers such as Carter (2015), Townsend and Calantone (2014)
and the authors of the study published by AutoTeamAmerica (2014) went into
automotive dealerships to collect their data.
3.1 Interview Approach
This study follows the approach of interviewing employees at automotive dealerships.
It usually requires some time in order to be able to schedule an appointment with a
manager or someone that oversees the topics that are asked in the interview. This study
includes the manufacturers’ product sales strategies and also after sales and service
strategies.
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In literature, several different interview techniques are discussed that are
presented below:
1. Structured interviews
2. Unstructured interviews
3. Semi-structured interviews
Furthermore, questions that are asked in interviews can be open- or closed-ended. Openended questions are used to encourage a full and meaningful answer from the participant
to capture his or her knowledge. Furthermore, they tend towards a more objective
answer and are less leading compared to closed-ended questions. Closed ended
questions try to get a short or single-word answer from the participant that can be
compared easily to other participants’ answers (MediaCollege.com, 2018).
According to Wilson (2013), a structured interview is a “verbal, [and
standardized] questionnaire in which interaction is limited by a script and a fixed set of
questions”. The participant is asked several questions and then usually selects a response
from a numerical range or a set of fixed responses. This type of interview has a specific
structure that the interviewer has to follow with only slight deviation (Wilson, 2013).
Usually, structured interviews are used to obtain general information about
demographics, relationships or behaviors. Structured interviews are also useful to ask
specific questions about a product after teaching the participant the product’s major
issues. Furthermore, they are used to quickly collect customer satisfaction data. After a
purchase of a car, for example, all customers usually get a short questionnaire containing
the question: “Are you likely to recommend our product?” Then, they have to choose a
response from the fixed response “yes” or “no”. Usually, most questions in a structured
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interview are closed-ended. Advantages and disadvantages of structured interviews are
given in Table 2.
Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of structured interviews (University of Portsmouth,
2018) (Wilson, 2013)

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Responses are easy to compare

• Interviewer has to follow the

• Questionnaire can be answered

questions in the questionnaire
• Structured

online

interviews

require

• Large sample is possible

interviewer to behave consistently

• Data analysis is easy and fast as

when reading questions
• Rigid script makes it difficult for

questions are structured

interviewers

to

connect

with

participant
The second type of interview is the unstructured interview. This is basically a
conversation with the participant of the study and the interviewer where no
predetermined or specific interview questions are given but only the general topic. This
type of interview is very challenging, as it aims to obtain the participant’s experience in
the field of study without giving him any restrictions or limitations. The only thing the
interviewer can do to determine the direction of the conversation is ask questions he or
she prepared before the interview in order to acquire as much information as possible to
fulfill the crucial goals of the study. Therefore, unstructured interviews are only used to
obtain data on general themes such as the future orientation of a company or on sensitive
or emotional topics. Usually, they would be used if an open conversion with a
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stakeholder of a company or a politician is held (Wilson, 2013). Advantages and
disadvantages of unstructured interviews are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of unstructured interviews (University of Portsmouth,
2018) (Wilson, 2013)

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Direct

experience

• Interviewer

with

stakeholders

lot

of

• Analysis and interpretation of data

are ordered

can take a long time

• Participants can use their own
rather

a

experience

• More flexibility in how questions

words

needs

than

• Taking notes is challenging and if

chosen

audio-recording is not allowed, a

predetermined answers

second person is needed to take
notes

The third type of interview is the semi-structured. This is a combination of a
structured and an unstructured interview. On the one hand, the interviewer asks
predefined questions in a certain order and gives the participant a choice of
predetermined answers; on the other hand, the interviewer can add new questions or
change the order of questions to gather further understanding of a specific topic. This
procedure ensures that the interviewer can systematically gain information about a
certain topic but also allows him to explore new topics or issues that are related to the
actual goal of the study. Usually, a semi-structured interview is used for a topic where
some basic knowledge or understanding is already given, but further details are still
needed which can come from open-ended questions. The amount of structured and
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unstructured questions can depend on the environment where people are interviewed.
Advantages and disadvantages of semi-structured interviews are given in Table 4.
Table 4: Advantages and disadvantages of semi-structured interviews (University of
Portsmouth, 2018) (Wilson, 2013)

Advantages
• Structure

Disadvantages
of

questionnaire

• Personal background, sex, age and

is

flexible

other demographics may influence

• In contrast to structured interview:

how willing participants are to
share their knowledge

May uncover unknown facts

• Interviewers

• Complex topics can be addressed

could

participants’ answers

easier due to flexible structure
• Digressing conversations can be

influence
as

they

might guide them to a particular
answer

redirected easier

After taking a look at the three most important interview techniques, it becomes
clear that the most appropriate one for this study is the semi-structured. It is a good
combination of the structured and unstructured interview concepts and allows the
interviewer to ask further questions when needed. This is particularly useful for complex
topics where one question might be divided into more questions. However, if the
participant digresses too far from the main topic or focuses on other issues that are not
important for the study, the concept of semi-structured interviews provides a mechanism
for redirecting the conversation. Considering the literature review, previous authors also
used the concept of semi-structured interviews. For their study of differences between
German and Japanese automakers in terms of planning and scheduling functions in the
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order fulfilment process, Staeblein and Aoki (2014) conducted 14 semi-structured
interviews with automotive dealerships, logistic service providers and suppliers plus
another 17 semi-structured interviews with managers from various functional
departments in automotive factories such as production, development and sales. Each
of these interviews lasted between 30 minutes to 3 hours (Staeblein & Aoki, 2014). This
shows that the concept of semi-structured interviews is appropriate for this research.
After choosing the right type of interview, the questionnaire has to be planned,
developed and designed. Furthermore, the sample size has to be determined and
eventually, the data needs to be collected. The United States General Accounting Office
(1993) contains a structure that helps researchers complete the major tasks to create and
execute a questionnaire-based survey. Figure 6 gives an overview of the most important
steps. The first step is to plan the semi-structured interview. Here, it is important that
the goal of the research is clear. In this case, it is to gain a deeper understanding of the
different order fulfilment and after-sales strategies that various automobile
manufacturers from Japan, Germany and the US use in the US. Therefore, semistructured interviews with managers or top managers of different car dealerships will be
scheduled. The next step is to define factors that can be measured to draw conclusions.
In this case, factors that were used by other researchers in this field of study such as
Staeblein and Aoki (2014) or Womack, Jones and Roos (1990) or AutoTeamAmerica
(2014) will be used and others, where the studied literature has not provided enough
information, will be added. In the analysis of the sales and services approaches of the
different car dealerships, the following factors will be considered: number of models
per car maker, product variety of makers, average demand lead time (delivery time),
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average manufacturer’s MSRP (manufacturer's suggested retail price), dealer inventory,
warranty models, personnel training, etc.
Plan questionnaire
Develop constructs and measures
Design sample or population
Develop questionnaire
Produce questionnaire
Prepare mail-out package
Collect data and follow up nonresponses
Check and reduce data
Analyze data
Figure 6: Major tasks for an interview using a questionnaire (United
States General Accounting Office, 1993)

The next step is the design of the sample. Before the questionnaire is developed,
it is important to ensure that a sufficiently large sample size can be found. Furthermore,
the sample has to be selected randomly. In order to make results comparable, only car
dealerships from Rhode Island are initially approached and the geographic region for
the study can only be extended to surrounding areas such as Connecticut or
Massachusetts if participation in Rhode Island is insufficient. Furthermore, ultra-luxury
brands (Porsche and Maybach) and light vehicle makers (Smart, Daihatsu and Suzuki)
were excluded from the sample size.
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As a first step, automotive dealerships need to be identified and contacted to see
if they are willing to participate in the study. The sample size for German, Japanese and
US car makers should be equal. In this case, it is limited by the amount of German car
dealerships in Rhode Island. As there are only eight of them, the total sample size is 24
(eight German, eight Japanese and eight American car dealerships). In the next step, all
German, Japanese and American car dealerships in the state of Rhode Island are listed
in a spreadsheet. This spreadsheet contains the name of the dealership, address and
telephone number. When more information such as an appointment for the interview or
a special contact person is collected, the spreadsheet will be extended.
As there are more than eight Japanese and American car dealerships in Rhode
Island, eight of the 17 Japanese and 16 American dealerships have to be selected
randomly. Therefore, the computer program “Modern Dice Roller” is used. For the
Japanese makers, a 17-sided dice is rolled eight times and the numbers that are rolled
give the dealerships that will be interviewed. For the American car dealerships, a 16sided dice is rolled eight times to order the dealerships randomly. Figure 7 shows the
“Modern Dice Roller”.
3.2 Survey Questions
Once the correct sample size has been determined and the dealerships are
selected randomly, the questionnaire can be developed. It is important that each of the
interview questions is relevant to the goals of the project that were defined earlier. Every
question should be connected to one of these goals. Furthermore, questions should not
be too long or complex and should be in an appropriate language for the participants.
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Figure 7: The Modern Dice Roller is used to randomly select 8 Japanese
and American car dealerships (Hasbro Inc., 2018)

It is very important that the questions are not biased or threatening. They should not
influence the participants’ answers and be as neutral as possible. Moreover, the
questions need to fulfil the University of Rhode Island’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB) requirements which ensure that the participants are not placed at undue risk and
that they give uncoerced, informed consent to their participation. That is why the
interview questions were based on previous studies that were presented in chapter 2.
The interview should not be shorter than 30 or longer than 120 min because interviews
that are too short may not provide enough time to establish rapport and cover the topic
in sufficient depth and when they are too long it may reduce the pool of qualified
participants who do not want to give up their valuable work time. Furthermore, the
questions should be arranged by topic and ordered according to their complexity with
easy questions coming first and more complex ones later. Based on these boundary
conditions the following questions will be asked in the interview:
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1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
This first question is required by the IRB committee in order to ensure that the
participants are willing to continue this interview while being audio-recorded. If the
participants do not wish to be audio-recorded, the interview will be continued but notes
will be taken instead.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
The second question is the actual start of the interview. It is a general question about a
topic that most of the participants are able to quickly answer. It is targeted to determine
the number of products per company and eventually gives information about the product
variety this maker offers. However, this question can be interpreted differently, as every
participant might consider different models differently. Therefore, a description is
provided under the question. It says that a model is meant to be a separate car, including
different options but if there is a hybrid or electric version of this specific vehicle, it
counts as two different models. Commercial vehicles are not included. This question is
a closed-ended question. After taking the interviews, the number of models given during
the interview was adjusted based on the definition of different car models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the
auto maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
This question has been asked similarly in Staeblein and Aoki’s study from 2014. It aims
to examine the average demand lead time (delivery time) for the different makers which
is a result of the company’s managerial practice related to the order fulﬁlment process.
Based on the literature review, it is known that Japanese and German auto makers use
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different mass customization and order fulfilment strategies. By asking this question,
the connection between the makers and the dealerships should be focused.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
This question is taken from the study of Staeblein and Aoki (2014) and aims to examine
whether the makers implemented the lean system not only at their production plants but
also at their dealerships. This closed-ended question can be seen as an indicator of
leanness as a low amount of dealer inventory is desired.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
This question is also taken from the study of Staebein and Aoki (2014) and connects to
question 4. The answer to this question gives information about whether the maker uses
an inventory-driven make-to-stock or build-to-order principle. This question is a closedended question.
6. What dealer options do you have?
As with questions 3, 4 and 5, this question is part of Staeblein and Aoki’s study. By
asking this question, the different management practices related to the order fulfilment
process should be determined. As mentioned in the literature review, Japanese makers
heavily use late configuration, as they customize their vehicles at their dealerships
outside the car factory whereas German makers mostly produce their customized cars
inside the factories. This question tries to find out if previous findings can be confirmed
and to what degree car makers offer customizing options at their dealerships.
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7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
This question from Staeblein and Aoki (2014) tries to determine the auto maker’s
influence on the dealerships. It is also an indicator of how connected car manufacturer
and dealership are.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts maker or at the auto maker?
This question builds on the seventh question and aims to find out to what extent the car
manufacturers influence the dealerships’ business. It also shows whether car dealerships
tend to procure their parts from the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer, here the
car maker) or a third-party company. This question is also taken from Staeblein and
Aoki’s study (2014).
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
This question is also taken from Staeblein and Aoki’s survey and focuses on the makerdealership relationship. Furthermore, the dealerships have to comment on how realistic
they assume their sales quota to be.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the automaker?
Question 10 is an extension of Question 9 because by asking about the sales incentives
that automakers provide to their dealerships, more information about the makerdealership relationship can be obtained. It also describes the strategy that automakers
use in order to make their car dealerships sell the amount of cars defined in the quota.
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11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
This question is an open-ended question and addresses the main challenges and
problems that are faced today in terms of the after-sales and service-business. The
participants should describe the main challenges they have to deal with after they sell
vehicles to their customers. This question allows the participants to mention all kind of
problems they are facing today without being restricted to a certain field, e.g. product
quality, customer satisfaction or personnel training.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
This question aims to obtain service-related data from the after-sales and service
business of the dealership. Scheduling of customer orders in the service area of
dealerships is important in order to achieve a lean and fast service department The data
received by this question gives information about the implementation of lean business
and customer orientation in the after sales business of car dealerships. For a better
understanding of the question, the interviewer adds the following explanation of the
question to the participants: “If a customer gets to the dealership to make an oil change,
a brake check or a filter replacement, is the average time that is needed for the work
measured?”
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
As Womack, Jones and Roos (1990) found out, highly skilled and trained employees
are a crucial factor of success for automotive companies. The same accounts for car
dealerships. Highly trained personnel, especially in the service department, ensures high
customer satisfaction and product quality. This open ended question tries to find out to
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what extent the car dealerships have implemented sufficient and sustainable strategy
training for their employees.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
In order to differentiate from other competitors, car makers offer different models of
warranty for their products in order to increase customer attraction. This question asks
the dealerships which different types of warranties customers are able to buy and what
the warranty model includes, if a customer buys a car at the dealership. Furthermore, it
is asked if there are also third-party companies involved in that system.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
According to the findings in chapter 2, measurement of the customer satisfaction rate is
very important as it provides input for the dealerships and allows them to continuously
improve their business. Question 15 tries to find out how dealerships determine
customers’ happiness and which strategy they follow.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership
of tomorrow look like?
This open-ended question allows the participant to describe, based on his experience in
the car business, the main challenges for the automotive dealership industry in the
future. Participants can included everything they think will have a significant impact on
their business.
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17. Are there already Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) or Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (HEV) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
As e-mobility will play a major role in future mobility, this question determines how
automakers are preparing for this trend. As part of this question, the participant will be
asked what different technologies the car makers are using in their vehicles and how
successful they are right now.
3.3 IRB Approved Procedures & Analysis Methods
After designing the questionnaire, approval from the IRB board is needed prior
to starting with the interviews. Therefore, an Initial IRB Application has to be made
which contains a detailed description about the summary of research, the scientific
background, research objectives, research methods and activities and the interview
questions. Moreover, an estimated time required from each participant for the interview
needs to be given and detailed information about the participants needs to be provided.
The Initial IRB Application also contains a description about risks, harms and
discomforts related to this study, explains how the confidentiality of data is ensured and
how the privacy interests of the participants are protected. To be able to estimate the
time needed for a single interview, the interview questions were asked to different
randomly selected people from the office and the college of engineering and answers
were made up by the participants. Based on this experiment, the estimated time for the
interviews at the dealerships should be between 30 to 60 minutes. IRB requires that
every interview package should consist of the survey questions that are asked to the
dealerships, recruitment material, and a Low Risk Survey Consent Form for Research.
The recruitment material will be the first paper that the contact person at the dealership
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will read. It is basically a summary of the research, gives some scientific background,
and contains a description about risks, harms and discomforts related to this study. It
provides contact information about the major advisor and the department that supervises
this study. The interview questions will be next. The third document the contact person
at the dealership will see is the Low Risk Survey Consent Form for Research. It is
basically a description of how the confidentiality of data is ensured and how the privacy
interests of the participants are protected. Furthermore, it contains the information that
the participants will be audio-recorded. Moreover, it provides contact information of the
University of Rhode Island IRB. All three documents can be found in Appendix A.
After receiving the final IRB approval, the interview package was printed 35
times in order to have 11 extra to hand out. Based on the spreadsheet of dealership
locations, multiple routes are created, using Google Maps, in order to find the most
efficient connection between the randomly selected car dealerships. It is also possible
that on one day, dealerships from different countries (Japan, Germany, and USA) are
visited. Figure 8 shows a sample route to different dealerships. When walking into a
dealership, the first contact person is usually at the reception desk where the interviewer
hands over the interview package and explains the purpose of his visit. Usually, the
receptionist sends the researcher to a manager or employee that could answer the
questions the best. In some cases, the receptionist keeps the student’s number and as
soon as the person at the dealership is available, calls the researcher back. After the
manager or top manager of the dealership agrees to participate in the study, the
participant receives the interview package and takes a first look at the questions.
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Figure 8: First route calculated by google maps to seven different car dealerships

At that point, the participant decides whether he or she wants to give the
interview now or wants to schedule an appointment in order to have the interview later.
If the participant decides to do the interview now, the audio-recording starts. However,
if the participant wishes to schedule a separate appointment, he or she gets an e-mail
confirmation for the interview appointment and 24 hours before the interview, the
researcher sends another reminder.
After having scheduled and conducted various interviews, the spreadsheet is
expanded to support the researcher. By using various colors, the different dealerships
are marked according to their current status which makes it easier to find out which
dealerships still need to be contacted or maybe have not responded yet. Furthermore, it
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shows which dealerships have already taken part in the study and where an appointment
for an interview has been set up.
If the dealership declined to take part or has not responded to several interview
requests, it is marked red which means the dealership will no longer be considered. If a
first contact with the dealership was made and the interview package was handed over
but no interview has been determined, the dealership is marked orange in the
spreadsheet. If an interview is scheduled, the color is yellow. Dealerships that have
successfully participated in the study are green. White-colored dealerships have not
been contacted yet. Figure 9 shows an example for a spreadsheet.
To follow up to nonresponses, dealerships are visited one to three more times
after visiting them the first time. Furthermore, the contact information given on the
participant’s business card such as his or her phone number or email-address will be
used to contact the participant directly.

Figure 9: Extended spreadsheet using colors to show status of dealerships
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In order to audio-record the interviews, the recording function of a smartphone
is used. After the recording is completed, every recording file is named like the
dealership in the spreadsheet. If the participant does not agree to be audio-recorded,
notes will be taken on a separate sheet of paper and answers will be written out in the
questionnaire file on a laptop directly after the interview. Therefore, sufficient time
between interviews has to be scheduled to be able to make some general notes, including
questions that might be asked to the next participant. All the collected data will be saved
on the University of Rhode Island’s Engineering Computer Center (ECC) server. This
server is encrypted and only the researcher has access to it. In addition, it will be backed
up quarterly in a cloud based server.
After collecting all 24 interviews from the automotive dealerships, various
methods are used to analyze the data. This includes qualitative and quantitative methods.
Different types of plots will be used to illustrate the results. For this research, the
statistics tool Minitab is used as this tool specifically allows the user to focus on the
analysis of data and the interpretation of results. Minitab is able to execute different
statistical tests, such as 2 sample t-test, a regression analysis or ANOVA (Analysis of
variance). Minitab will be used to test different defined hypotheses by comparing the
calculated p-value with a chosen -value. For this case, the -value is chosen to be 0.1
as the sample size is small and the standard deviation is expected to be relatively high
(Perezgonzalez, 2018).
In these experiments, a multiple 2-sample t-test will be used. The Japanese
makers will be compared to the Germans first and in a separate test, the Japanese will
be compared to the Americans. In order to conduct the different tests, the data that
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should be compared with each other need to be selected in Minitab. Figure 10 shows a
Minitab screenshot that gives an overview of the workspace. The 2-sample t-test is part
of basic statistics menu. After the 2-sample t-test is selected, the two different pairs of
data that will be compared with each other need to be selected. Figure 11 shows the
corresponding screenshot. After selecting the different sets of data and running the test,
Minitab will show the results in its output window. Figure 12 shows an example of an
output window after a 2-sample t-test was run. It shows the method and gives an
overview of the descriptive statistics such as the mean and the standard deviation stdev
. The most important part of the output window is the test section. It shows the
hypothesis and alternate hypothesis plus gives the p-value that is needed in order to
determine the significance of the hypothesis. Furthermore, the confidence level is set to
90% as the α-value equals to 0.1. The alternative hypothesis depends on the subhypothesis made in chapter 3.
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Figure 10: Minitab screenshot of the data tables and the selection of the 2-sample t test
as part of basic statistics

Figure 11: The two pairs of data for the 2-sample t-test are selected.
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Figure 12: Output window of Minitab after running a two-sample t-test

3.4 Standard and Luxury Classification
It is assumed that the results will not only differ between the various makers
from the US, Japan and Germany but also within single makers from one country.
Therefore, car makers will be grouped into the categories “standard” and “luxury” based
on the brand’s philosophy and products. Table 5 gives an overview of the different
makers that are being interviewed in this survey and their classification to either luxury
or standard. In addition to that, the company’s average MSRP is given, based on sales
volume of their single models. Kelly Blue Book (KBB) provided the sales volume data
(Buehler, 2018). As table 5 shows, luxury brands do not necessarily have to have a
higher MSRP than standard brands such as Ford and Buick. That is because a maker
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like Ford sells more than 80% of its vehicles in the very profitable and high-priced
Truck- and Large SUV-segment whereas Buick is known for its strength in premium
sedans and small Crossovers that have lower average MSRPs than Trucks and Large
SUVs (Wall Street Journal, 2018). Furthermore, German makers are abbreviated by GE,
Japanese JP, and American US throughout the thesis. The comments section in Table 5
gives sources for the chosen classification based on the company’s marketing materials
and websites.
Table 5: List of automakers that are part of the study and their classification in "normal" and "luxury"

Maker
(Country)

Standard

Acura (JP)

Audi (GE)

Average
MSRP

Comments

X

$40,449

Acura is the luxury vehicle
marque of Honda (Acura, 2018)

$51,270

“we
buil[d]
the
most
sophisticated and elegant luxury
performance vehicles on the road
today” (Audi USA, 2018)

$55,009

“BMW USA: Luxury Sedans,
SUVs, Convertibles, Coupes &
Wagons” (BMW USA, 2018)

$35,365

“Discover the Buick lineup of
luxurious, refined, and efficient
luxury cars, crossovers, SUVs
and sedans” (Buick USA, 2018)

$59,249

"Cadillac has been a leading
luxury auto brand since 1902”
(Cadillac, 2018)

$35,800

“An innovative range of awardwinning, affordable and fuel-

X

BMW (GE)

X

Buick (US)

X

Cadillac (US)

Chevrolet
(US)

Luxury

X

x
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efficient cars, trucks, and SUVs”
(General Motors, 2018)

Chrysler (US)

Dodge (US)

Ford (US)

GMC (US)

Honda (JP)

x

x

x

x

x

Infiniti (JP)

Jeep (US)

Lexus (JP)

X

x

x

$36,436

“Founded in 1925, the Chrysler
brand today is primarily focused
on the minivan and full-size car
segments in North America”
(FCA, 2018)

$33,338

“Dodge and SRT are our
ultimate
and
mainstream
performance brands in North
America.” (FCA, 2018)

$38,936

“The company sells automobiles
and commercial vehicles under
the Ford brand and most luxury
cars under the Lincoln brand”
(Ford, 2018)

$46,575

“GMC […] primarily focuses on
trucks and utility vehicles”
(GMC, 2018)

$26,585

“At Honda, The Power of
Dreams drives us to create
intelligent products that enhance
mobility and increase the joy in
people’s lives.” (Honda USA,
2018)

$45,968

“Visit the official Infiniti USA
Site to explore the 2017 lineup of
Infiniti luxury vehicles” (Infiniti,
2018)

$34,653

Jeep is a brand with its main
business in SUVs (Jeep, 2018)

$48,279

“Explore the line of Lexus
luxury sedans, SUVs, hybrids,
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performance
cars
and
accessories” (Lexus, 2018)
Lincoln (US)

Mazda (JP)

X

x

MercedesBenz (GE)

Nissan (JP)

RAM (US)

Toyota (JP)

Volkswagen
(GE)

X

x

x

x

x

$46,701

see Ford

$27,352

“Despite a very positivelyreceived range of mainstream
cars and SUVs with a sporty
bend […] (Carsalesbase.com,
2018)

$57,359

“Mercedes-Benz
combines
luxury with performance across
the full line of luxury cars,
sedans, SUVs, coupes, roadsters,
convertibles
&
more”
(Mercedes-Benz, 2018)

$27,548

“For Nissan, this means making
cars that are more efficient, more
beautiful, more inspiring and
more human than ever before.”
(Nissan USA, 2018)

$45,378

Ram Trucks offers Pickup
Trucks, Work Trucks and Cargo
Vans (RAM, 2018)

$29,598

“We build cars and trucks that
help you and your family go
places reliably and safely“
(Toyota USA, 2018)

$25,635

“That is the key to offering a VW
at a price that is competitive
against mainstream American
and Asian competitors” (Carney,
2018)
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Table 5 shows that there are 9 premium automakers and 12 standard automakers that
are considered in the study. Table 6 shows them summarized.

Table 6: Classification of standard and luxury car makers

Standard

Premium

Chevrolet

Acura

Chrysler

Audi

Dodge

BMW

Ford

Buick

GMC

Cadillac

Honda

Infiniti

Jeep

Lexus

Mazda

Lincoln

Nissan

Mercedes-Benz

RAM
Toyota
Volkswagen

3.5 Hypotheses
In this section ten hypotheses are defined that are tested in this thesis in order to
obtain discussable results. The hypotheses are based on findings from chapter 2.
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1. Japanese car makers offer more models than Germans or Americans do
This hypothesis is based on chapter 2 and the common finding that Japanese
makers have a higher amount of models that they offer to their customers compared to
their competitors. In order to test the hypothesis, various 2 sample t-tests will be
executed in Minitab. First, Japanese makers will be compared to German makers,
leading to the following sub-hypothesis:
:

=
(1. %)

:

>

The null-hypothesis states that the number of models at JP makers and GE
makers is the same, whereas

means that JP makes offer a higher amount of models

than GE makers. In order to prove hypothesis 1

needs to be found true. If

is false,

hypothesis 1 is false too. If the p-value for this comparison is bigger than the -value
(0.1), the null-hypothesis is true, otherwise it is false. In a second test, the number of
models at JP and US makers are compared with each other, using the following
hypothesis:
:

=

!

(1. ')
:

>

!

Although not necessarily needed, GE and US makers are also compared with
each other as previous literature usually focused on comparing other makers to JP
makers. Therefore, the following hypothesis is randomly chosen:
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:

=

!

(1. ))
:

>

!

In the next step, the standard car makers are compared with each other, leading
to the following sub-hypotheses:
:

=
(1. *)

:

>

:

=

!

(1. +)
:

>

!

:

=

!

(1. ,)
:
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In the next step, the luxury car makers are compared with each other, leading to
the following sub-hypotheses:
:

(

=

(

(1. -)
:

(

>

(
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Finally, the standard overall and luxury overall makers are compared with each other:
:

=

(

(1. 2)
:

>

(

2. Japanese delivery time is lower than German or American delivery time
Based on chapter 2 it is expected that JP makers have the lowest standard lead
time (delivery time) as their processes are fast, effective and lean. This hypothesis aims
to prove this finding. At first, Japanese makers will be compared to German makers,
leading to the following sub-hypothesis:
:

.

=

.

(2. %)
:

.

<

.

The null-hypothesis states that the delivery time at JP makers and GE makers is
the same, whereas

means that JP makers have a lower lead time than GE makers.

After that, JP and US makers are compared:
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The following hypothesis is chosen to compare German and US delivery times:
:
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In the next step, the standard car makers are compared with each other, leading
to the following sub-hypotheses:
:
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In the next step, the luxury car makers are compared with each other, leading to
the following sub-hypotheses:
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Finally, the standard and luxury makers are compared with each other:
:
:
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(2. 2)

3. German car makers have a lower percentage of cars sold from inventory
This hypothesis aims to prove the common fact that German car makers use
more build-to-order approaches instead of make-to-stock and therefore sell less
inventory-based vehicles than JP and US makers. Therefore, it is expected that their
percentage of vehicles sold from the inventory is lower than at JP or US makers.
Consequently, the first sub-hypothesis is:
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For the US and GE, the sub-hypothesis is:
:
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And the US is also compared to Japan:
:
:
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In the next step, the standard car makers are compared with each other, leading to the
following sub-hypotheses:
:
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In the next step, the luxury car makers are compared with each other, leading to the
following sub-hypotheses:
:

% (
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Finally, the standard and luxury makers are compared with each other:
:
:

%

=

%

<
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(3. 2)
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4. The MSRP of Japanese standard and premium makers is the lowest
compared to US or GE car makers
This hypothesis aims to prove the common fact that JP car makers do not only
offer a great variety of different model but also very competitive and inexpensive prices.
Therefore, it is expected that the average JP MSRP is lower than of GE or US makers.
Consequently, the first sub-hypothesis is:
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5. German makers have the most extended dealer options
As part of their build-to-order strategy, German car makers offer a huge variety of
different options that customers can choose when they design their own car. With this
question, it is tested whether GE dealerships do also offer a higher and more extended
variety of different dealer options than their JP and US competitors. In order to do so,
three different types of dealer options are distinguished. The first type is the basic one.
It contains a limited amount of standard, inexpensive cosmetic options such as the
installation of roof racks, a tow hitch, a navigation system, a remote starter, mats and
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rugs, bigger wheels and spoilers. Car dealerships that answer question 6 from the
questionnaire by indicating that they do not have many dealer options and then list a
couple of the named options, are considered as offering basic options. Also makers that
offer packages instead of single options will be part of that group. The second group
(extended) contains dealerships that offer advanced, more expensive cosmetic options
to their packages such as heated seats, leather, a moon roof and air ride suspensions.
The third group, extended plus, also offers performance and tuning packages and usually
has basic and extended options as packages. Depending on the category of the answer,
the dealership might either get 1, 2 or 3 points (first, second or third group).
Furthermore, standard and luxury makers are distinguished. At the end, all points are
summed and the average value is calculated. The average gives a tendency of the dealer
options offered by the different makers also distinguished by standard and luxury
makers. In order to compare the different car dealerships with each other, a 2 sample ttest is used to statistically determine significant differences. First, JP and GE car
dealerships are compared with each other. In order to do so, a null-hypothesis needs to
be defined. As it is assumed that the average German car dealership offers more
extended dealer options, the alternate hypothesis is

:
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Now standard makers are considered:
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Now luxury makers are considered:
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6. Japanese car dealerships sell the most cars per dealership compared to US
or GE car dealerships
This hypothesis aims to prove one of Womack, Jones and Roos findings (1990).
It is a common belief that JP car dealerships are leaner and therefore more effective and
faster than GE and US car dealerships. In order to determine how fast and efficient
dealerships are, Womack, Jones and Roos (1990) calculated the annual sales volume
per dealership. For this study, the annual US sales volume is divided by the number of
dealerships in the US. The higher the number, the more vehicles are sold and the more
effective the dealership network is. Based on the average dealer inventory, the inventory
turns can be calculated and compared to Staeblein and Aoki’s (2015) findings. Based
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on the definition in chapter 2, the inventory turns are defined as
this case as
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7. Japanese makers follow a significantly different approach in personnel
training than US or GE car dealerships
Following the results from Womack, Jones and Roos (1990), part of the success
of Japanese car makers was the idea of continuous improvement, not only in terms of
production but also in personnel training. Japanese makers made personnel training as
a crucial part of their business system and implemented it in a lean and efficient way.
This hypothesis aims to prove this finding by comparing the different personnel training
strategies. In order to do so, a methodology similar to the previous hypothesis is used.
The training methods and strategies listed by the dealerships in the interview are
classified in three different categories: Category 1 contains “online in-store and rarely
out-of-store”-training methods where the dealership usually trains personnel in-store
and online. Category 2 contains a “both online in-store and out-of-store on a regular
basis” strategy where car dealerships follow a mix of in-store and out-of-store trainings.
Category 3-dealerships follow a “usually off-site at special training facilities, rarely instore training”-strategy. Depending on which strategy the dealership follows, it gets 1,
2 or 3 points. At the end, all points are summed and the average value is calculated. In
order to compare the different strategies, several sub-hypotheses are defined and the
results of a 2-paired t-test are used to draw conclusions.
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First, a null hypothesis for the JP and GE car dealerships is needed. As an
alternate sub-hypothesis it is randomly taken that JP car dealerships have a lower score
than GE car dealerships:
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8. Japanese car dealerships offer the best warranty models
This hypothesis is derived from the fact that Japanese car makers are usually
leaders in several customer satisfaction indexes. Therefore, it is assumed that their
warranty models are better than those of their competitors. In question 14 of the survey,
the car dealerships are asked about the warranty models they offer. As a result, the
different offers of “bumper-to-bumper”- and powertrain and engine-warranties will be
compared in terms of mileage and years and plotted. Always the best offer of JP, GE
and US car dealerships will be compared to the others and eventually the best overall
warranty will be identified. It is expected that JP makers, both luxury and standard, offer
the highest mileage and highest amount of years of coverage.
9. Japanese car dealerships are more customer-related than their US and GE
competitors
In the literature it has been said that JP car makers and their dealerships focus
more on their customers compared to their GE and US competitors and that is why they
usually receive top rankings in various customer satisfaction indexes. In order to prove
that, all 24 different interviews will be analyzed in terms of important key words that
the participants use. Based on this analysis, these words will be grouped into different
categories and on the basis of the percentual distribution of these categories, conclusions
will be drawn.
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10. Japanese makers are leading in e-mobility
With this last hypothesis the researcher wants to determine whether JP car
makers are not only leading in terms of lean manufacturing but also have the best
products and technologies for the e-mobility. Therefore, the relatively open-ended
questions 16 and 17 are analyzed in terms of key words and repetitive expressions. The
answers to these questions will be scaled between -1 and 1 whereas -1 means that the
dealership is totally opposed to the use of EVs (electric vehicles) and PHEV (plug-in
hybrid electric vehicle) s as part of their brand’s future and 1 is the most positive answer.
Based on this analysis different conclusions will be drawn.
After defining 10 different hypotheses, Table 7 gives an overview of all
hypothesis and sub-hypothesis. For the results in chapter 4, this table will be expanded
by two more columns that show the calculated p-value and the results in words.
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Table 7: All hypotheses and sub-hypothesis summarized

Hypothesis
Japanese car
makers offer
more models
than Germans
or Americans
do

Sub-hypothesis
1.a

1.b

1.c

1.d

1.e

1.f

1.g

[…]

[...]

[…]

[…]

[…]
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The following chapter contains the results that were found. The 10 hypotheses
made in chapter 3 are checked and the results will be summarized in tables after each
hypothesis. The analysis of the first hypothesis and its sub-hypotheses will be explained
in detail, whereas the explanation of the other hypothesis testing will be less detailed in
order to avoid duplication of writing.
4.1 Hypothesis 1
1. Japanese car makers offer more models than Germans or Americans do
Table 8 shows the different JP, GE and US makers that were interviewed and
the number of models they sell in the US. It is basically the answer to question 2. In the
8 different interviews at JP, GE and US car dealerships, 7 different JP brands, 4 different
GE brands and 10 different US brands were interviewed. US makers are special because
compared to their JP and GE competitors, they sometimes offer more than one brand at
one dealership such as Dodge, Ram, Chrysler & Jeep or Buick & GMC. That is why
there are more brands interviewed than the number of interviews. Out of these 7 JP
makers, 2 were luxury and the other 5 were standard. For the GE, 3 were luxury and 1
standard and for the US, 3 were luxury and 7 were standard. Table 8 also gives the mean
value of different models

and the standard deviation . Therefore, the average JP

maker offers 13 different models, compared to 14 different models at an average GE
maker and only 8 at a US maker. However, GE makers not only have the highest mean
but also the smallest standard deviation compared to US makers that have the lowest
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mean value and the highest standard deviation. That means that the various US brands
have a significantly different amount of models compared to the Germans where the
makers seem to have a more similar amount of different models. These results can also
be seen in figure 13 that illustrates the worst (lowest amount of models), the best
(highest amount of models) and the average amount of models for the different makers.
Figure 14 and 15 give an overview of the standard and luxury makers.
Table 8: Number of different models at JP, GE and US car makers, luxury makers are bold

No

Models JP

Models GE

Models US

1

9

13

6

2

13

15

6

3

7

18

7

4

16

10

18

5

7

3

6

15

5

7

24

5

8

1

9

22

10

7
13.00

6.08

14.00

73

3.37

8.00

6.65
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22
20
15

18
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14

13

Average
10

10

Worst
8

7
5

1
0
JP

GE

US

Figure 13: Number of models offered by car manufacturers, every maker

Based on figure 16 and 17, one can see that the results look different when
standard and luxury makers are distinguished. According to figure 14, JP standard
makers have the highest mean of number of models, whereas US standard makers have
the lowest mean of numbers of different models. Furthermore, figure 14 underlines the
finding that the different US standard makers have a huge variety of numbers of models
that they offer (1 to 22 different models). As there is only one standard GE car maker,
the standard deviation is 0. Figure 15 shows the number of models of luxury makers.
Except for the GE luxury makers, the average number of models offered by luxury
makers is lower than by standard makers. Furthermore, the spread between lowest and
highest number of models offered by the maker is much lower for the US luxury makers
in particular.
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Figure 14: Number of models offered by car manufacturers, standard
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Figure 15: Number of models offered by car manufacturers, luxury
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6

In order to be able to find statistically significant data, chapter 3 described how
sub-hypotheses were tested. First, sub-hypothesis 1.a will be tested, using a two-sample
t-test for models JP and models GE:
:

=

:

>

Figure 16 shows the output window from Minitab with mean, stdev and p-value.

Figure 16: Minitab output for two-sample t-test comparison models JP and models
GE
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As seen in figure 16, the p-value equals to 0.633. As the p-value is larger
than

= 0.10, the test failed to reject

and therefore,

is true. This means that there

is no significant difference between the amount of models offered at Japanese and
German car dealerships.
The next test is a two-sample t-test for models JP and models US. Here subhypothesis 1.b is used:
:

=

!

:

>

!

Figure 17: Test section of the Minitab output
window

As seen in figure 17, Minitab calculates a p-value of 0.066. The p-value is
smaller than

which means that

is to be rejected and

is false. Consequently,

is true and the amount of models at Japanese makers is larger than at US makers.
Following these steps, sub-hypotheses 1.c, 1.d, 1.e, 1.f, 1.g, 1.h, 1.i, and 1.j will be
checked by the same procedure and table 9 shows the results of hypothesis 1. If the pvalue is between 0.10 and 0.12, the alternate hypothesis cannot be fully denied, but there
is still a certain tendency. That is why p-values between 0.10 and 0.12 are considered
as “moderately significant” and the alternate hypothesis tends to be true. Significant pvalues are colored grey, moderately significant light grey.
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Table 9: JP makers offer more models than US or GE, summary

Sub-hypothesis
1.a

1.b

1.c

1.d

1.e

1.f

1.g

1.h

1.i

1.j
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Conclusion

0.633

No significant difference between
the amount of models offered at JP
and GE car dealerships

0.066

JP car dealerships offer significantly
more models than US car
dealerships

0.025

GE
car
dealerships
offer
significantly more models than US
car dealerships

0.135

No significant difference between
the amount of models offered at JP
and GE standard car dealerships

0.113

JP standard car dealerships tend to
offer more models than US standard
car dealerships

0.328

No significant difference between
the amount of models offered at GE
and US standard car dealerships

0.886
(alternate
0.114)

GE luxury car dealerships tend to
offer more models than JP luxury
car dealerships

0.141

No significant difference between
the amount of models offered at JP
and US luxury car dealerships

0.014

GE luxury car dealerships offer
significantly more models than US
luxury car dealerships

0.52

No significant difference between
the amount of models offered at
standard and luxury car dealerships
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Based on the results in table 9, it cannot be said that JP car makers offer more
models than US or GE car dealerships in general. However, sub-hypothesis 1.b, 1.c, and
1.i were found to be significant. According to that, JP car dealerships offer significantly
more models than US car dealerships, GE car dealerships offer significantly more
models than US car dealerships and GE luxury car dealerships offer significantly more
models than US luxury car dealerships. Moreover, 1.e and the alternate of 1.g showed
some tendency, as their p-value is close to the

-value. Therefore, JP standard car

dealerships tend to offer more models than US standard car dealerships and GE luxury
car dealerships tend to offer more models than JP luxury car dealerships. Thus,
hypothesis 1 is only partly correct.
4.2 Hypothesis 2
2. Japanese delivery time is lower than German or American delivery time
Table 10 shows the delivery time of the different makers that were interviewed.
Here, there are eight data points per nation because car dealerships that offer several
brands would just give one answer for all of their brands. If the participants answered
with a range, the middle value was taken. For example, if the answer was 6 to 10 weeks,
8 weeks would be taken. Luxury makers are bold printed. The first “10” in the US maker
column is actually the answer of a dealership that offers standard and luxury brands.
Therefore, the “10” counts both for US standard and US luxury makers.
Following the results from figure 18, it becomes clear that the mean delivery
time is comparable between the three different countries whereas the GE makers tend
to have a slightly higher range of delivery time than their JP and US competitors.
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Furthermore, the spread between lowest (best) and highest (worst) delivery time is
comparable between JP and US makers, only one GE car dealership indicated that the
worst delivery time could be significantly higher than at JP or US car dealerships.
Table 10: Delivery time in weeks at JP, GE and US makers. Note: luxury makers are in bold,
% means this maker does not offer delivery from manufacturer but only sells from the lot.

Maker No

JP

GE

US

1

10

12

10

2

12

5.5

7

3

10

6.5

7

4

5

9

6

5

7

20

7

6

6

8

7

7

%

8

10

8

%

%

13

9
10
8.33

2.73

9.86

4.92

8.38

2.39

Figure 19 shows the delivery time for the standard makers. Compared to the
overall delivery time shown in figure 18, figure 19 indicates that there are larger
differences in the mean delivery time between the different makers from JP, GE and the
US. GE standard car makers seem to have the highest mean delivery time, whereas JP
makers tend to have the lowest. Figure 20 shows the delivery time of the luxury makers.
It can be seen that US and JP luxury car makers have a higher delivery time than their
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standard makers, whereas for the Germans, it is the other way around. Furthermore, the
standard deviation between the best and worst delivery times at luxury makers is smaller
than at the standard makers.
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Figure 18: Time to get car after placing an order at the auto maker (mean time), all makers
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Figure 19: Time to get car after placing an order at the auto maker (mean time), standard
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Figure 20: Time to get car after placing an order at the auto maker (mean time), luxury

In order to gain statistically proven results, all sub-hypotheses will be checked
using Minitab. Table 11 shows the results. Based on these results, it cannot be said that
JP delivery time is lower than GE or US delivery time. As already seen for hypothesis
1, standard and luxury makers need to be distinguished in order to gain further results.
Then, it becomes clear that JP standard car dealerships have a lower delivery time than
US standard car dealerships and that JP luxury car dealerships have a higher delivery
time than GE luxury car dealerships. These are the only significant conclusions that
could be drawn for this hypothesis. All other comparisons did not lead to significant
results.
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Table 11: JP delivery time is lower than US or GE, summary
Sub-hypothesis
:
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Conclusion

0.25

No significant difference
between the delivery time of JP
and GE car dealerships

0.488

No significant difference
between the delivery time of JP
and US car dealerships

0.756

No significant difference
between the delivery time of
GE and US car dealerships

0.138

No significant difference
between the delivery time of JP
and
GE
standard
car
dealerships

0.045

JP standard car dealerships
have a lower delivery time than
US stan. car dealerships

0.794

No significant difference
between the delivery time of
GE and US standard car
dealerships

0.90
(alternate
0.10)

JP luxury car dealerships have
a higher delivery time than GE
lux. car dealerships

0.623

No significant difference
between the delivery time of JP
and US luxury car dealerships

0.241

No significant difference
between the delivery time of
GE and US luxury car
dealerships

0.223

No significant difference
between the delivery time of
standard and luxury car
dealerships

4.3 Hypothesis 3
3. German car makers have a lower percentage of cars sold from the
inventory
Table 12 shows the percentage of cars that are directly sold from the dealers’
inventories. As in chapter 2, there are eight data points per nation as car dealerships that
sell more than one brand gave one percentage for all brands.
Table 12: Vehicles sold from inventory in % at different makers, luxury in bold

Maker No

JP [%]

GE [%]

US [%]

1

99.00

75.00

85.00

2

85.00

60.00

95.00

3

90.00

75.00

90.00

4

80.00

50.00

90.00

5

80.00

85.00

75.00

6

87.50

70.00

80.00

7

98.00

95.00

95.00

8

85.00

90.00

95.00

9
10
88.06

7.28

75.00

84

15.1

88.13

7.53

The first “85” in the US dealership column is actually the answer of a dealership that
offers standard and luxury brands. Therefore, the “85” counts both for US standard and
US luxury makers.
Figure 21 shows the data from table 12 in a plot where the percentage of vehicles
sold from the inventory is on the x-axis and the number of models is on the y-axis. Based
on figure 21, it becomes clear that there are big differences between JP and US on the
one side and GE car dealerships on the other side. Whereas JP and US dealerships seem
to be randomly distributed between 75% and 99% and furthermore independent from
the amount of models the dealership offers, GE dealerships tend to sell less vehicles
from their inventory the more models they offer.
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Figure 21: Number of models over cars sold from inventory

If luxury and premium car dealerships are considered separately, a big gap
between them can be identified as figures 22 and 23 show. Standard dealerships tend to
sell a high percentage of their vehicles from their inventory, independent from the
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amount of models that they offer. The same accounts for JP and US luxury car makers
where the findings from hypothesis 1 can be seen again as US luxury makers offer
significantly less models compared to their GE luxury competitors (figure 23).
Furthermore, GE luxury makers seem to be different as they sell fewer cars from their
own inventory the more different models they offer.
The mean and the stdev of the percentage of cars sold from the dealers’ inventory
for the standard makers are
%

= 89.10%

%

= 85.00%

%

!%

= 85.83%

!%

= 5.39%

%

= 10.8%
= 7.36%

It can be seen that Japanese makers have the highest mean value and the lowest
standard deviation, whereas Germans have the lowest % and the biggest standard
deviation. However, all three standard makers seem to have a similar percentage of
vehicles sold from the inventory.
The mean and the stdev of the percentage of cars sold from the dealers’ inventory
for the luxury makers are
% (

= 86.30%

% (

= 65.00%

% (

!% (

= 91.67%

!% (

% (

= 11.00%
= 12.2%
= 5.77%
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It can be seen that US luxury makers have the highest mean value and the lowest
standard deviation, whereas Germans luxury makers have the lowest % and the biggest
standard deviation. So far, both results confirm hypothesis 3. In order to gain statistically
proven results, the different sub-hypotheses will be tested and table 13 shows the results.
The results from this test show that generally speaking, GE car dealerships sell a lower
percentage of cars from their inventory compared to their JP or US competitors. That
confirms hypothesis 3. However, when luxury and standard car dealerships are
distinguished, it can be found that only GE luxury dealerships have a significantly lower
percentage of cars sold from their inventory compared to JP or US luxury car
dealerships. Furthermore, the percentage of vehicles sold from the lot of luxury car
dealerships is lower than of car dealerships selling standard vehicles. All the other tests
were found to be not significant. That shows that GE car dealerships indeed tend to sell
a lower percentage of their car straight from their inventory, and in particular German
luxury dealerships. When standard car dealerships were compared with each other, no
significant differences could be identified.
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Figure 22: Number of models over cars sold from inventory, standard
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Figure 23: Number of models over cars sold from inventory, luxury
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100%

Table 13: GE have lower percentage of cars sold from the inventory than JP or US, summary
Sub-hypothesis
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3.a

3.b

3.c

:

3.d

3.e

3.f

3.g

3.h

3.i

3.j

p-value

:

0.026

The percentage of vehicles sold
from the lot of GE car dealerships
is significantly lower than from JP
car dealerships.

0.026

The percentage of vehicles sold
from the lot of GE car dealerships
is significantly lower than at US
car dealerships.

0.507

No significant difference between
the percentages of vehicles sold
from the lot of US car dealerships
and JP car dealerships.
No significant difference

0.263

No significant difference
0.450

No significant difference
0.211
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0.036

The percentage of luxury vehicles
sold from the lot of GE car
dealerships is significantly lower
than at JP car dealerships.

0.009

The percentage of luxury vehicles
sold from the lot of GE car
dealerships is significantly lower
than at US car dealerships.
No significant difference

0.745

0.90
(alternate
0.10)
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The percentage of vehicles sold
from the lot of luxury car
dealerships is lower than of car
dealerships
selling
standard
vehicles

4.4 Hypothesis 4
4. The MSRP of Japanese standard and premium makers is the lowest
compared to US or GE car makers
Figure 24 gives an overview of the different MSRPs in Dollars from the JP, GE and US
car makers (Buehler, 2018). It shows the lowest MSRP, the highest and the average
MSRP in $. Based on this figure, JP’s and GE’s lowest MSRP’s are around $26,000,
whereas the lowest US MSRP starts at over $33,000. Furthermore, US makers offer the
brand with the highest MSRP, followed by the GEs, followed with a significant gap of
almost $10,000, by the JPs. However, the average MSRP of all GE makers is the highest,
followed by US and Japanese makers. That is because Japanese makers are strong in
inexpensive segments such as compacts, sedans and small crossovers for everyone,
whereas US car makers make the majority of their business in the more expensive midsize and full-size truck- and SUV-segments. Three out of the four German car makers
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(Audi, BMW and Mercedes-Benz) are known for offering high-priced luxury products
in almost all segments which drives up the average MSRP.
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Figure 24: MSRP in $ of the different makers, according to (Buehler, 2018)

Table 14 considers standard and luxury makers and gives the standard deviation
(StDev) and the range of the different MSRPs. By comparing the standard makers with
each other, it can be seen that US standard makers have a much higher mean compared
to JP and GE makers. Furthermore, JP standard makers have a low standard deviation
and their range is only $3,000 which means that the majority of JP standard makers are
focused on offering vehicles for this inexpensive segment and their customers. The same
accounts for the only GE standard maker.
If the premium makers are considered, it becomes clear that there is a distinct
difference between luxury and standard mean MSRP. That can especially be seen
between GE standard and German luxury makers (difference of around $30,000) and
Japanese standard and luxury makers ($17,000). Surprisingly, US standard and luxury
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makers have a gap of less than $8,000. Moreover, US luxury makers have the biggest
range and standard deviation of their MSRPs. That indicates that the three US luxury
makers all follow a completely different model and price policy and are targeting a
different segment of customers. GE luxury makers instead have the lowest range and
standard deviation which indicates that all GE luxury makers follow a similar, high price
policy and define themselves as luxury makers.
Table 14: MSRP of different makers according to (Buehler, 2018)

Variable

Mean

StDev

Minimum

Maximum

Range

MSRP JP
standard

$27,771

$1,287

$26,585

$29,598

$3,013

MSRP GE
standard

$25,635

$0

$25,635

$25,635

$0

MSRP US
standard

$39,113

$5,642

$33,338

$46,575

$13,237

MSRP JP
premium

$44,899

$4,023

$40,449

$48,279

$7,830

MSRP GE
premium

$54,546

$3,071

$51,270

$57,359

$6,089

MSRP US
premium

$47,105

$11,947

$35,365

$59,249

$20,884

Based on these first results, it becomes clear that different car makers use
different strategies to gain customers. German and especially Japanese standard car
makers are very focused on inexpensive car segments with a clear distinction between
their luxury and standard brands. All German luxury makers are focused on offering
high-priced vehicles and therefore have a very well-defined premium model range.
However, some US luxury makers have lower MSRPs than their standard makers
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because they focus on well-equipped and comfortable sedans and crossovers, whereas
some standard makers have their main business in big and more expensive SUVs and
trucks.
Figures 25 and 26 include the number of different models over the MSRP [$] for
the luxury and standard makers. It underlines the findings from table 14 that US standard
makers have a much higher average MSRP than JP or GE standard car makers. It also
shows that the amount of different models offered by the car maker does not influence
the average MSRP. The same accounts for the JP standard makers. Figure 26 underlines
the results from table 14, as the spread between the minimum average MSRP and the
maximum average MSRP of US luxury makers is very high whereas that of GE luxury
makers is comparatively small. It also points out that GE luxury makers are all covering
the $50,000 plus vehicles whereas JP luxury makers serve the mid-priced vehicles and
US luxury makers have a maker offering the low-price, mid-price and high-price
segment. Table 15 shows the results of the different sub-hypotheses tested for
significance in Minitab defined in chapter 3.
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Figure 25: Number of different models from standard makers over MSRP [$]
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Figure 26: Number of different models from luxury makers over MSRP [$]
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Table 15: JP MSRP is the lowest, summary
Sub-hypothesis
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Conclusion
The average MSRP of vehicles
sold from the lot of JP car
dealerships is significantly lower
than from GE car dealerships.

:
4.a

4.d

p-value

The average MSRP of vehicles
sold from the lot of GE car
dealerships is significantly higher
than from US car dealerships.
The average MSRP of standard
vehicles sold from the lot of JP car
dealerships is significantly higher
than from GE car dealerships.

0.001

The average MSRP of standard
vehicles sold from the lot of JP car
dealerships is significantly lower
than from US car dealerships.

0.000

The average MSRP of standard
vehicles sold from the lot of GE
car dealerships is significantly
lower than from US car
dealerships.

0.023

The average MSRP of luxury
vehicles sold from the lot of JP car
dealerships is significantly lower
than from GE car dealerships
There is no significant difference

0.395

There is no significant difference
0.797
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According to the results of table 15, the average MSRP of vehicles sold from the
lot of JP car dealerships is significantly lower than from GE and US car dealerships
which confirms hypothesis 4. However, if the different luxury and standard makers are
considered, differences can be noticed. For example, the average MSRP of standard
vehicles sold from the lot of JP car dealerships is significantly higher than from GE car
dealerships. However, that is because there is only one German standard car maker who
is focused on sedans and does not offer more expensive trucks and SUVs like the JP
makers who offer products in multiple car segments. So the validity of this subhypothesis may be limited. Furthermore, there is no significant difference between the
average MSRP of luxury vehicles sold from the lot of JP car dealerships and US car
dealerships. However, GE luxury car makers have a significantly higher average MSRP
compared to their competitors from JP and the US. To summarize, it can be said that JP
makers offer very competitive, inexpensive standard vehicles but also luxury vehicles.
GE luxury makers are more expensive than their JP and US competitors which is part
of their strategy as they define themselves as high-class luxury makers.
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4.5 Hypothesis 5
5. German makers have the most extended dealer options
As mentioned in chapter 3, the answers from the different dealerships given in
the interviews will be put into three different categories. Category 1 is for basic options,
2 is for extended and 3 for extended plus. At the end, all numbers are summed up and
the average value is calculated. Table 16 gives an overview of the different dealer
options that Japanese car dealerships offer. The left column of the table lists the dealer
options named in the interview with the dealership and the right two classify these
options by giving either 1, 2 or 3 points. Furthermore, standard and luxury makers are
distinguished.
The average value for Japanese car dealerships is 1.5. JP standard car dealerships
have a value of 1.8 and luxury dealerships have a value of 1. Based on these results, it
can be said that JP standard car dealerships offer a higher amount of customization at
the dealership than JP luxury car dealerships. That is because Japanese luxury makers
offer already fully equipped vehicles where usually only standard aesthetic features can
be added. Extended options are usually not available as the maker offers them in
different packages or has possible upgrades such as leather and heated seats already
included. Also, Japanese dealerships do not really offer performance packages so
customers usually would have to go to a separate company.
Table 17 shows the dealer options of German car dealerships. The average value
of German car dealership is 2, of German standard car dealerships 1.5 and of luxury car
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dealerships 2.75. This seems to be different than the JP car dealerships. Generally
speaking, German dealerships tend to offer more extended dealer options than Japanese.
Table 16: Dealer options at Japanese car dealerships

Dealer options
a lot of accessories but no leather
(warranty), DVD and navigation with
special accessories
not so many actually, mats, roofs, rugs
navigation or SD
a lot of options but send cars out, leather,
spoiler, moon roof
lux: very nice equipped, have already
running boards, grills, all weather mats,
more packages
lux: wheels, moldings, trailer hitches,
port options, accessories
a lot of options, moldings, exhaust tips
lux: well equipped, only change roof rails
or remote starters
a lot of accessories such as rims, sunroofs
Avg. Level

All

Standard

2

2

1

1

2

2

Luxury

1

1

1

1

2

2

1
2
1.5

1
2
1.8

1

However, standard and luxury car dealerships need to be distinguished. German
standard car dealerships offer a bit less extended dealer options than Japanese makers,
especially because German standard makers would rather offer a higher trim level
instead of fulfilling single dealer options at the dealership. However, German luxury
makers offer a significantly higher amount of extended and extended plus dealer options
than Japanese. That is because German luxury makers usually offer dealer made
performance updates, extended accessories and a huge variety of options. Although they
try to bundle these options into packages, they will still offer single options that they
will add at the dealership.
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Table 17: Dealer options at German car dealerships

Dealer options
lux: many options but we try to bundle
them in packages
lux: car cosmetics and accessories,
exhaust pipes, wheels, spoilers,
navigation system, add performance
lux: very minimal, tech options from the
factory, little customization at the
dealership but a lot of cosmetics and also
tuning and performance updates
wheels, tires, roof rages, recommend to
take the higher trim
small accessories, but if leather take
higher trim
lux: mats, running boards, roof rags,
performance updates
roof top, tow hitches, rear locks, heated
seats, leather
not a lot of accessories and customization
usually order higher trim level
Avg. Level

Standard

Luxury

2

2

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

3

3

2

2

1

2

2

1.5

2.75

Table 18 shows the dealer options of American car dealerships. Car dealerships
that offer luxury and standard brands in their dealership gave an answer for their
standard and luxury brand so in this case, two numbers per interview were given, one
for the luxury and one for the standard maker. First of all, the average dealership gets a
score of 1.75 which is right between Japanese and German car dealerships. However,
the standard US car dealerships have the highest value of all three (2). The main reason
for that is the big truck and SUV-business. Especially trucks are vehicles that are usually
highly customized by their customers. Usually a big part of the trucks are equipped with
extra options such as leather, covers, bed liners, heavy duty accessory etc. Furthermore,
the brand Jeep has a high amount of customization in their vehicles as customers change
wheels, suspensions, etc. However, US premium car dealerships usually do not
customize their vehicles with extended options such as Germans. Similar to the
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Japanese, they would just offer different trim levels and customers would customize
their own car by choosing a higher trim level.
Table 18: Dealer options at American car dealerships

Dealer options
accessory, DVD, leather, covers, bed
liners, remote starter, lot of customization
options and accessory such as tires,
suspensions, air ride suspensions, LED,
etc.
lux: offer more packages, three trims,
change color, wheels, grills
a lot of customization, suspensions, life
kits, heavy duty accessory, remote
starters, lux:; packages
Leather, sun roofs, covers, mats, etc.
steps, covers, all weather floor mats
lux: cars are fully equipped, moon roof,
change color
a lot of different options: add leather,
roof tops, seats, paintings, performance
Avg. Level

Standard
2

2

2

2

1

Luxury

1

2

2

2
1

2
1

1

1

1

3

3

1.75

2

1

Table 19 shows the results of the Minitab calculations that were done in order to
test statistical significance of the data.
Based on the results in table 19, it can generally be concluded that GE car dealerships
offer more extended options compared to their JP competitors. However, GE car
dealerships do not offer more extended dealer options than US car dealerships but about
the same variety of options. In terms of standard makers, GE standard car dealerships
offer less dealer options than US standard car dealerships. That is because US standard
makers have a strong SUV- and truck-model range and they offer huge variation and
customization on them. Furthermore, GE luxury car dealerships offer more extended
dealer options than JP and US luxury dealers which underlines the strength of GE luxury
makers. Therefore, hypothesis 5 is only true for the luxury makers.
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Table 19: GE makers have most extended dealer options, summary

Sub-hypothesis
5.a

5.b

5.c
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0.100

GE car dealerships offer
more
extended
dealer
options than JP

0.369

US and GE car dealerships
offer the same variety of
dealer options.

0.854

US and JP car dealerships
offer the same variety of
dealer options.

0.784

JP and GE standard car
dealerships offer the same
variety of dealer options.
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Conclusion

US standard car dealerships
0.881
tend to offer more extended
alternate:
dealer options than GE
0.119
standard dealers.
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0.721

US and JP standard car
dealerships offer the same
variety of dealer options.

0.003

GE luxury car dealerships
offer more extended dealer
options than JP luxury
dealers.

0.003

GE luxury car dealerships
offer more extended dealer
options than US luxury
dealers.

0.50

US and JP luxury car
dealerships offer the same
variety of dealer options.

4.6 Hypothesis 6
6. Japanese car dealerships sell the most cars per dealership compared to US
or GE car dealerships
In order to determine how fast and efficient dealerships are, Staeblein and Aoki
compared different dealership systems in the US, EU and Japan with each other by
dividing the annual sales volume by the amount of car dealerships. Table 20 shows the
results of that calculation that was made for US, JP and GE standard and luxury car
dealerships in the US. However, for US car dealerships no data was given for the
number of luxury and standard dealerships when they were part of one company (for
example Lincoln and Ford would give a total number of dealerships instead of their
single brands Lincoln and Ford). Therefore, only GE and JP car dealerships can be
compared in terms of standard and luxury car dealerships whereas JP, GE and US car
dealerships can only be compared in terms of total sales per dealerships.
Finally, it turns out that JP standard car dealerships sell more than 1,400 vehicles
per dealership in a year which is much more than GE standard car dealerships (485).
This is positive for the JP dealerships as standard car dealerships quickly want to sell
their vehicles in order to gain customers and therefore profit. On the other hand, JP
luxury car dealerships sell only about half of the vehicles per dealership than standard
car dealerships do which is comprehensible as luxury car dealerships should not focus
on selling as many vehicles as possible but on customer service and a longer counseling
process with the customer. However, GE luxury car dealerships are able to annually sell
about 300 vehicles per dealership more than JP luxury car dealerships which is
definitely remarkable. The results underline the strength of JP makers in the standard
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segment and of GE luxury brands in the luxury segment. If standard and luxury makers
are not distinguished, it can be calculated that US car dealerships sell the least amount
of cars per dealership compared to their JP competitors which sell almost more than
double the amount of cars per dealership. That shows than JP car dealerships have
successfully established their lean business system not only in their factories but also in
their car dealerships. However, the high density of US car dealerships can also be a
positive aspect for customers as it is easier for them to find a dealership in their
neighborhood.
Based on these results, the inventory turns are calculated as they are a direct
indicator of leanness. In order to calculate the inventory turns, information about the
cars sold per dealership and the cars on the lot need to be known. The cars sold per
dealership was calculated in table 20 and the cars on the lot are basically the dealer
inventory which is question 4 of the interview. Based on this data, the average dealer
inventory for standard and luxury makers at JP, US and GE car dealerships can be
calculated and the results can be seen in table 21.
Using the equation for the inventory turns =

?

9
?

<9
<

gives the

average inventory turns in table 22. Based on the results in table 22, it can be seen that
the average inventory turns for all makers (luxury and standard) is the highest at the JP
car dealerships (4.2), followed by the GEs (3.7) and the US (2.4). That indicates that JP
makers still have a much leaner and eventually faster dealership system with small
inventories which saves time and money.
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Table 20: Car sales per dealership

Producer

German

Japanese

American

Number of
dealerships in
the US

US sales
volume

Car sales per
Dealership in
the US

Sources

Standard: 700

339,676

485

(Automotive News,
2018)
(Audi USA, 2018)
(BMW USA, 2018)
(Mercedes-Benz,
2018)

Luxury: 931

904,436

971

Total: 1,631

1,244,112

763

Standard:
3,736

5,345,523

1,431

(Honda USA, 2018)
(AutoNews, 2018)
(Nissan USA, 2018)
(Undercoffler, 2018)

Luxury: 908

613,246

675

(Infiniti, 2018) (John
Lippert, 2018)

Total: 4,644

5,958,769

1,283

Total: 11,3251

7,598,288

671

(Buick USA, 2018)
(Rosevear, 2018)
(AutoTrader, 2018)
(Vellequette, 2018)
(DeBord, 2018)

Table 21: Average dealer inventory at different makers, luxury and standard makers
distinguished

Nation

Standard

Luxury

JP

343

162

GE

235

183

US

308

190

1

No distinction between luxury and standard because data only exists for entire companies and not single
brands
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Table 22: Average inventory turns at different makers, luxury and standard makers
distinguished

Nation

Standard

Luxury

All

JP

4.2

4.2

4.2

GE

2.1

5.3

3.7

US

-

-

2.4

When standard and luxury makers are considered, it turns out that GE luxury
makers have the highest inventory turn, whereas JP standard maker have an inventory
turn that is more than double the size of a GE standard car dealership. The results further
emphasize the strength of JP standard car dealerships and GE luxury car dealerships in
their segment.
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4.7 Hypothesis 7
7. Japanese makers follow a significantly different approach in personnel
training than US or GE car dealerships
This section compares the different strategies and concepts to train and develop
the dealership’s personnel. The left column of table 23 lists the training methods and
strategies named in the interview with the dealership and the right two distinguish
between standard and luxury makers. In order to classify the answers given in the
interviews, the answers will be grouped into category 1, 2 or 3. As mentioned in the
methodology section, level 1 is for an “online in-store and rarely out-of-store” strategy,
level 2 is for a “both online in-store and out-of-store on a regularly basis” strategy and
level 3 for a “usually off-site at special training facilities, rarely in-store training”
strategy. At the end, all numbers are summed and the average value is calculated.
Consequently, the average value for Japanese car dealerships is 1.5. Standard
car dealerships have a value of 1.6 and luxury dealerships 1.33. Based on these results
it can be concluded that there is no large difference in the training strategies of JP
standard and luxury car dealerships and that Japanese dealerships prefer online in-store
training compared to off-site training at special facilities.
Table 24 shows the results for German car dealerships. The average value for
German car dealerships is 2.13. Standard car dealerships have a value of 2.25 and luxury
dealerships of 2. Based on these results it can be concluded that there is no large
difference in the training strategies of GE standard and luxury car dealerships. However,
GE car dealerships tend to use much more out-of-store and off-site training facilities
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than JP car dealerships. In other words, Japanese dealerships prefer online in-store
training compared to off-site training at special facilities which Germans also consider
as part of their education and training strategy.
Table 23: Training of personnel at Japanese car dealerships

Training of personnel
virtual academy, online, in the dealership
certain training when they start, then
complete more courses online
online tests, very rarely offside classes,
but mostly dealership
lux: OEM send field people, plus walk
around, sometimes travel to take different
tests
lux: manufacturer, at dealership training,
webinars, managers are responsible to
improve learning process
OEM-certified online and offsite
trainings
lux: online tests, self-drives, at dealership
trainer offsite at headquarter
Avg. Level

1

Standard
1

1

1

1

1

Luxury

2

2

1

1

2
1
3
1.5

2
1
3
1.6

1.33

Table 25 shows the results for US car dealerships. The average value for US car
dealerships is 1.25. Standard car dealerships have a value of 1.17 and luxury dealerships
of 1.33. Here, it can also be concluded that there is no big difference in the training
strategies of US standard and luxury car dealerships.
However, US car dealerships use much more online and in-store training than
GE car dealerships do and even tend to use more online and in-store training than their
JP competitors. In order to gain statistically proven data, 2-paired t-tests in Minitab are
executed. Table 26 shows the results.
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Table 24: Training of personnel at German car dealerships

Training of personnel
lux: OEM sends them out and they stay 2
to 3 days and get trained
lux: in-house and out-house training
every month
lux: in-house and out-house training
every month
in-store and out-store training every year
do in-store and also out-store training
lux: in-store and look at our competitors
they go to special training facilities
in-store and out-store training every year,
a lot of them are web-based
Avg. Level

Standard

Luxury

3

3

2

2

2

2

2
2
1
3

2
2

2

2

2.13

2.25

1
3

2

Table 25: Training of personnel at American car dealerships

Training of personnel
once a month, in-store training
in-house and out-house but more inhouse
lux: It’s in store but also out store. The
sales people they go out and ride and
drive the car.
in-store and online
trained in store by dealership and by the
company online
every month so comes in and we do
online tests
lux: online tests, special tests at the
manufacturer
online-tests, university and also go to the
headquarters
Avg. Level
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1
1

Standard
1

Luxury

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

1.25

1.17

1.33

Table 26: JP follow different approach in personnel training, summary
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Based on the results of table 26, it can be found that different makers follow
significantly different training strategies for their personnel. JP car dealerships for
example do more online, in-store training than GE car dealerships. The same accounts
for US car dealerships. If standard and luxury makers are distinguished, it becomes clear
that JP standard car dealerships tend to do more online, in-store training than GE
standard car dealerships, whereas US standard car dealerships do more online, in-store
training than GE standard car dealerships. All luxury makers tend to follow the same
strategy for their personnel. Therefore, the hypothesis that JP car dealerships use a
significantly different approach than GE or US car dealerships is wrong as it could rather
be found that GE car dealerships use a significantly different approach than their US
and JP competitors. Generally speaking, JP and US car dealerships tend to follow a
more online, in-store personnel training strategy whereas GE car dealerships try to use
off-site training at special training facilities which indicates a stronger connection to
their car manufacturer.
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4.8 Hypothesis 8
8.

Japanese car dealerships offer the best warranty models
The following chapter compares the different warranty models with each other.

In this case, only the best models are compared with each other in order to determine
whose model is actually the best. Figure 27 shows the best “bumper-to-bumper”coverage for the standard makers whereas the first y-axis shows the years of coverage
and the second y-axis the miles of coverage. According to the results, the best standard
car maker’s warranty is offered by a German car maker. It covers 6 years and 72,000
miles whereas the best JP and US standard car maker warranty only covers 3 years and
36,000 miles.
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Figure 27: "Bumper-to-bumper"-coverage, standard makers

Figure 28 shows the “bumper-to-bumper”-coverage for the luxury vehicles.
However, the offers of the different makers do not seem to vary as much as the standard
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makers offer do. All three countries offer a 4 years warranty with a 50,000 miles
coverage except the best JP luxury maker, who offers 60,000 miles.
After comparing the different “bumper-to-bumper”-coverages, powertrain and
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Figure 28: "Bumper-to-bumper"-coverage, luxury makers

transmission-warranties are compared with each other, similar to the “bumper-tobumper”-coverages.
Figure 29 shows that the German standard car dealerships not only offer the best
“bumper-to-bumper”-coverage but also the best powertrain and transmission-warranty.
The GE dealership offers a 6 year 72,000 miles warranty, whereas both JP and US
standard car dealerships offer 5 year and 60,000 miles as their best model. However,
figure 30 shows that the powertrain and transmission coverage for all luxury makers is
the same (6 years and 70,000 miles).
To summarize, hypothesis 8 which said that JP car makers would offer the best
warranty models, is wrong. For the standard makers, the GE maker had the best offer in
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both cases (bumper-to-bumper and powertrain and transmission-warranty). For the
luxury makers it was found that all best offers of the different makers were the same for
the powertrain and transmission and only for the bumper-to-bumper-warranty, JP luxury
makers offer 60,000 miles coverage instead of 50,000 miles like GE and US luxury car
dealerships.
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Figure 30: Powertrain and transmission coverage, standard
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Figure 29: Powertrain and transmission coverage, luxury
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4.9 Hypothesis 9
9. Japanese car dealerships are more customer-related than their US and GE
competitors
In order to investigate this hypothesis, open-ended questions 16 and 17 of the
interview will be analyzed. Important key words will be identified, counted and
grouped. Based on this analysis, focus areas of different car makers and their strategies
for the future can be determined. As a first step, the top 8 most used words are listed
which can be seen in Table 27. The left column shows the ranking, and the second
column shows the top 8 most used words of the US makers. The number of points equals
the number of times the word was used in notes taken during the interview. Then the
results for the GE and JP makers are shown in the next columns.
As one can see, rank 1 and 2 are the same for JP and US makers. All US car
dealerships used the word customer 92 times which gives an average of more than 11
times per interview, compared to 80 times or 10 times per interview of the JP car
dealerships. This underlines that JP and US car dealerships have the customer as their
number one priority. The term “dealer” is followed on the second rank, used 63 times
or about 8 times per interview of the US car dealerships, compared to 77 or about 10
times per interview of the JP car dealerships. This shows that US and JP car dealerships
put their car dealership on the second rank after their customers. The actual “brand” is
named 40 times or 5 times per interview at JP car dealerships (rank 3) followed by the
word sale (32 times, 4 times per interview). US car dealerships used the word “sale” a
bit more often than the name of the brand they are selling (36 times, about 5 times per
interview; 32 times, 4 times per interview). In fact, US car dealerships named this word
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more often than their JP or GE competitors. GE car dealerships are different though.
After analyzing their interviews, it becomes clear that GE car dealerships focus more
on their brand and the company of the products they are offering (57 times or 7 times
per interview) than their US or JP competitors. Furthermore, GE car dealerships tend to
work much closer together with their manufacturer, as proven in hypothesis 7 and 8
(They offer more extended dealer options coming from their car manufacturer and use
more off-site facilities which are mainly at the car manufacturer). The second most used
word by GE car dealerships is the word “customer” which is the same for the JP and US
car makers, underlines the importance of their customers (49 times or 6 times per
interview). The word dealer (36 times or about 5 timer per interview) and sale (23 times
or 3 times per interview) follow in rank number 3 and 4.
Furthermore, it is interesting to compare the other top 8 most used words in the
list. Another word that all the car dealerships use is “service”. It is ranked 5th for US and
JP and 7th for GE car dealerships. However, the term “service” is used less than “sales”
which underlines the great importance of selling cars for a dealership and therefore
beating their given sales goals by the end of the month. Moreover, GE car dealerships
used the word “SUV” about 3 times in the interview which is more often than US or JP
makers. GE car dealerships expect SUVs to be about 60 to 65% of their business in the
near future. In addition to SUVs, US car dealerships named trucks as being their most
important and profitable business.
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Table 27: Most important words and number of times it was mentioned in the interviews

Ranking US

points

GE

points

JP

points

1

Customer

92

The “brand”

57

Customer

80

2

Dealer

63

Customer

49

Dealer

77

3

Sale

36

Dealer

36

The “brand”

40

4

The “brand”

34

Sale

23

Sale

32

5

Service

25

Incentive

19

Service

31

6

Online

16

SUV

17

Online

19

7

Manufacturer

15

Service

15

Manufacturer

12

8

Truck+SUV

14

Manufacturer

13

Incentive

11

Table 27 shows the top 8 most used words by the different car dealerships. Now,
each of these words is put into one of three different categories that will be defined in
the next paragraph. This is done in order to determine which of these three categories is
used the most by every country.
Table 28 describes every group. Group 1 contains all words out of Table 27 that
describe customer-related activities that are done in order to please the customer and
increase the customer satisfaction, e.g. the word “customer” or “service”. Group 2
contains words that describe dealership-related activities in order to increase car sales
and to grow, for example “dealership”, “sale”, “incentive” or “online”. The third group
includes maker-related activities to boost sales such as the name of “the brand”, “SUV
and trucks” or “manufacturer”.
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Table 28: Description of the three groups

Group

Description

1

Customer-related activities in order to gain customers

2

Dealership-related activities in order to boost

3

Maker-related activities in order to boost sales
According to figure 31, US and JP makers tend to use the same distribution of

their groups, as about 35% of their most used words are customer-related, about 44%
are dealership-related and about 22% maker-related. That shows that JP and US car
dealerships strongly focus on their dealership and dealership activities to boost sales,
followed by customer-related activities. US dealerships use the word “sale” more often
than their JP and GE competitors which indicates that US car dealerships are more
willing to push sales or focus on increasing their sales than the others. Maker-related
activities only follow on the 3rd rank. However, the picture looks different for the GE
car dealerships. With almost 40%, German car dealerships strongly focus on makerrelated activities followed by dealership activities (36%) and customer-related activities
(26%). That’s because GE car dealerships do not only sell a product but also sell the
brand and the positive, highly-engineered product image that is connected to cars made
in Germany. Furthermore, GE car dealerships work together very closely with the
manufacturer in terms of customization and as a result of their build-to-order strategy
and strongly focus on SUV as part of their future business as they use the word “SUV”
more than their competitors.
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Figure 31: Grouping and their percentual distribution
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4.10 Hypothesis 10
10. Japanese makers are leading in e-mobility
In order to investigate this hypothesis, the answers to the open-ended question
16 will be analyzed regarding the words and terms used about future risks and
challenges. Furthermore, question 17 aims to examine the makers’ strategy about future
powertrain and mobility concepts.
After analyzing the different interviews, the answers will be scaled from -1 to 1
where -1 means that the dealership is totally opposed to the use of EVs (electric vehicle)
and PHEVs (plug-in hybrid electric vehicle) as part of their brand’s future mobility, and
where 1 is the most positive answer, and 0 means neutral. Only numbers that are
rounded to one decimal place can be given such as -0.8, -0.1, 0.4, 0.0. 0.9 etc. The
allocation process for the points depends on how the different car dealerships include
EVs and PHEVs in their future model policy and how convinced these dealerships are
about e-mobility. For example, a dealership that already offers a great amount of EVs
and PHEVs and that is very positive about e-mobility as part of future mobility, will get
a score of 1.0. If a dealership is very positive about e-mobility but still needs 2 to 3 years
before more EVs come on the market, the score given is 0.9, and so on. The more
dampened the enthusiasm about e-mobility and/or the longer the time until new models
come on the market, the lower the score. A score between 0.0 and 0.5 is defined as the
“dampened positive” area where car dealerships see e-mobility as part of their future
strategy but also mention a few obstacles and/or still need a few more years before they
are able to introduce new EVs and PHEVs to the market. Dealerships that offer more
PHEVs than EVs get a lower score, as PHEVs still include an internal combustion
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engine compared to EVs. The area between 0.0 and -0.5 is defined as the “dampened
negative” area where car dealerships see more obstacles and are more critical at this
point of time. They might have one or two PHEVs but do not plan on introducing more
to the market in the next couple of years as they do not expect the breakthrough of this
technology in that time. The area between -0.5 and -1 is defined as the “negative” area
where car dealerships explicitly mention the downturns of e-mobility and are skeptical
about the technology and whether the obstacles can be solved in the next couple of
years. Furthermore, these dealerships do not have PHEVS or EVs and do not plan on
introducing them to the market in the next years. The more negative a dealership is, the
more negative the score.
Based on these explanations, the answers from the interviews will be evaluated.
For example, one GE luxury maker said that electric vehicles would be part of their
strategy and they will be redesigned and completely developed. That accounts for both
EVs and PHEVs. Furthermore, the brand described itself as a frontrunner in e-mobility
but also mentions that government support should be increased. This answer is a very
positive response regarding whether e-mobility is part of the company’s strategic plan
or not. The score for this answer is 0.9 on that scale. A US maker answered question 17
by saying that they are skeptical in terms of EV due to the price of batteries and asked
the question whether one can really save money with that technology. Furthermore, they
indicated that they would rather use diesel technology and increase fuel economy of gas
engines instead of using electric vehicles. That is a pretty negative answer and that is
why a score of -0.8 was given. After analyzing the 24 different interviews and assigning
them a number between -1 and 1, Figure 32 can be built. The solid dot shows the average
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value. The US average value is -0.075, the GE average value is 0.625 and the JP average
value -0.05.

JP

GE

US

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

Figure 32: How convinced are car dealerships about e-mobility?

Surprisingly, JP and US dealerships seem to answer the question quite similar.
Three US dealerships received a negative score, one a neutral and four a positive score,
whereas five JP dealerships received a negative score, one a neutral and two a positive
score. Two of the US makers answered very negatively about e-mobility as their future
powertrain concept as they had a lot of doubts about the battery price, the range, the
resell value and the very slow market. One dealership called electric vehicles “dead
products” as they are “extremely unpopular”. Another car dealer called electric vehicles
as “crucial” in order to fulfil 2025 gas consumption goals and another mentioned that
“they seem to be a little bit behind in that field”. Generally speaking, US makers seem
to be divided on the question of whether e-mobility should be a key concept of future
mobility as the answer varies between great skepticism and moderate acceptance.
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JP dealerships seem to be slightly negative about e-mobility except for two dealerships.
Only 5 of the 8 dealerships offered more than one PHEV or EV and 2 do not even offer
EV or PHEV. For the most part, JP car dealerships usually offer PHEV instead of EV.
Some dealerships focus on the improvement of their actual gas engines or develop new
diesel engines for trucks and SUVs. One maker works on “fuel economy and tries to
make the car lighter and 100% recyclable”. Another JP maker said that “PHEV and fully
EV was not good for this market and we are waiting for higher gas prices to boost sales
of PHEV”. One JP car dealership said that the infrastructure needed to be improved and
fully EV was only for US makers in order to compensate for their high truck and SUVsales. To summarize, Japanese car dealerships do not seem to be more focused on EV
or PHEV than their US competitors. A reason for that might be that JP makers have
been offering EV and PHEV in particular for many years without seeing an actual
breakthrough of that technology. Most car dealerships expect e-mobility to be a
substantial part of their business in 10 or more years.
However, GE car makers seem to be different here. All eight interviews were
scored positive with a minimum score of 0.3 and a maximum of 0.9. Furthermore, the
spread between the best and worse value is the lowest (0.6 vs. 1.0 at JP and 1.2 at US
car dealerships) which indicates that all makers at least tend to see e-mobility as a
positive trend. Although GE car makers have not been strong in the area of EV and
PHEV, they seem to be extremely positive about a near breakthrough of e-mobility.
More than half of the GE car dealerships expect that breakthrough “within the next four
to five years” as “the cars manufacturers put all their effort in the development of EV”.
Furthermore, six out of the eight dealerships will put their focus in pure EV instead of
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PHEV which shows their commitment to that area. One car maker called this trend “the
right thing to do for the environment”. Another dealer describes his brand as a
“frontrunner” in the field of e-mobility and another claims that his company “will be
big in e-mobility”. Although GE car makers have been weak in this field and a lot of
their business was done by their JP competitors, they seem to be extremely willing to
close that gap and even plan on becoming the leader in that new market. Therefore, GE
car makers seem to be very positive, optimistic and consequent but also brave with their
e-mobility strategy. One reason for that could be that GE car makers were forced by
customers to reduce their activities in the development of diesel engines after
Volkswagen’s emission scandal went public, and increase their spending in e-mobility
in order to restore their positive image.
Although some of the JP and US car makers have offered a couple of EV and
PHEV for the past years, the market has not seen a breakthrough yet. GE car makers
just recently started their e-mobility strategy but put a lot of effort and motivation in it.
It was also found that their car dealerships are more positive and convinced about emobility as a crucial part of future mobility than their JP and US competitors. At that
point of time, especially two JP makers seem to have a certain advantage in the field of
e-mobility but that might be different in about five years as GE car dealerships are
finally changing their strategy, their personnel’s mindset and eventually their products.
After analyzing all ten hypotheses and sub-hypotheses, Table 29 shows how
many of the sub-hypotheses are significant. For hypothesis 6, 8, 9, and 10, no subhypotheses were defined.
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Table 29: Number of sub-hypotheses that were found significant

Hypothesis Number of significant Total number of subsub-hypotheses
hypotheses
1

5

10

2

2

10

3

5

10

4

7

9

5

4

9

6
7

/
4

10

8

/

9

/

10

/
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of Findings
The goal of this thesis was to gain a deeper understanding of the different order
fulfilment and after-sales strategies which are used in the US by various automobile
manufacturers from Japan, Germany and the US. The main result of this study is that
German, Japanese and American car makers and their dealerships cannot be compared
with each other appropriately without distinguishing between standard and luxury
makers. For example, the results show that there is no significant difference between
the delivery time of Japanese and American or Japanese and German car dealerships in
general but when standard and luxury makers are considered, the picture is different.
Now, it can be shown that Japanese standard car dealerships have a lower delivery time
than US standard car dealerships whereas Japanese luxury car dealerships have a higher
delivery time than German luxury dealerships.
Another main result of this study is that German luxury car dealerships are
stronger than their Japanese and American competitors. For example, German luxury
car dealerships offer more models than their Japanese and American luxury competitors,
have a lower delivery time and offer more extended dealer options than Japanese and
American luxury car dealerships. Furthermore, German luxury dealerships sell more
vehicles per dealership than their Japanese rivals which shows that German luxury car
dealerships work more efficiently. German luxury car dealerships also still offer more
customization for their customers as they use the build-to-order strategy more than their
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Japanese and American luxury rivals. German luxury car makers have a wellpositioned, highly competitive luxury model range and not only sell a product but also
sell the brand and the positive, highly-engineered product image that is connected to
cars made in Germany.
Japanese standard car makers have been very successful in the US over the past
decades but their German and American standard competitors were able to reduce the
gap. For example, the average percentage of vehicles sold from the inventory at
Japanese standard car dealerships is 89%, whereas US and German standard car
dealerships sell about 85% of their vehicles from the inventory. However, Japanese
standard car dealerships still have a very strong position in the inexpensive sedan- and
crossover-business as their average MSRP is much lower than the average US standard
MSRP. US standard makers are strong in selling expensive SUVs and trucks.
Furthermore, Japanese car dealerships still have the highest inventory turns (4.2),
followed by the Germans (3.7) and the Americans (2.4). That indicates that Japanese
car makers still have a much leaner and eventually faster dealership system than their
German and US competitors.
In terms of electric mobility, it can be concluded that at this point of time,
Japanese makers still have a slight advantage over their German and American rivals,
because they offer more EV and PHEV models at this time. However, this is likely to
change in the future as German car dealerships are changing their strategy, personnel’s
mindset and products. They are more positive and convinced that electric vehicles and
hybrids are a crucial part of future mobility, when compared to their Japanese and
American competitors.
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5.2 Future Work
For this research, 24 different car dealerships were interviewed whose answers
were transcribed after the interview. However, only two participants agreed to be audiorecorded which had an impact on the quality of the data as the other 22 interviews were
transcribed based on notes taken during the interview. In addition, future studies could
include quantitative Likert style scales regarding brand image, e-Mobility outlook, or
other topics of interest. Furthermore, the sample size of 24 is relatively small as only 8
interviews from German, Japanese and US car dealerships were conducted, and all were
limited to the state of Rhode Island and very close surroundings. Because of the small
sample size, the standard deviation of some results is relatively high which led to the
choice of an -value of 0.1. This leads to a 10% chance of a type I error where the null
hypothesis would be rejected although it is correct.
In order to increase the accuracy of the study, future work should extend this
study to further states in New England and the US as this will lead to a smaller standard
deviation. This could allow the use of an -value of 0.05. Furthermore, future work
could include interviews with managers and experts at the companies’ automotive
planning and scheduling departments in addition to dealership interviews. Another very
common method in the automotive industry is the use of the Delphi survey method. This
means that the questions from this interview will be asked again to the participants but
this time, they will be able to see the de-identified answers from the other dealerships.
Based on this influence, they might correct or elaborate their previous answer.
Consequently, this strategy encourages the participants to revise their earlier answers in
light of the replies of other participants. Hence, the range of the different answers could
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be decreased and the answers could converge towards the “correct” answer (Wright,
1999).
Despite the named limitations of the study, the goal was achieved as the ten
hypotheses and their sub-hypotheses that were tested gave a good overview of the
differences between Japanese, German and American car dealership approaches in the
US. Their model policy, average delivery time and dealer options were studied, as well
as their after-sales activities, service and personnel strategy. This is one of the first
studies that includes the dealership perspective about electro mobility and distinguishes
between standard and premium makers of Japanese, German and American car
dealerships in the US car market. It is a valuable base for future work in the field of
comparing different car dealership approaches in the US.
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APPENDIX A
Recruitment material:
Dear Sir or Madam,
You are being asked to take part in a research study conducted by the
University of Rhode Island (URI). The purpose of this research study is to gain
a deeper understanding of the order fulfilment and after-sales strategies of
dealerships that represent automobile manufacturers from around the world.
The researchers will analyze similarities and differences between the
approaches that various car makers use. If you agree to be in this study, you
will have an interview with the researcher that will last approximately 60 minutes.
The interview will be audio recorded if you allow take place at your dealership.
You are eligible to participate if you are a manager at a dealership and you have
to be older than 17. Questions will be asked about the order fulfilment strategy
as well as specific questions regarding the after-sales business. The questions
can be provided in advance, if needed. There are no known risks, benefits or
compensation. If you have questions about the study, at any time feel free to
contact Dr. Valerie Maier-Speredelozzi from the Mechanical, Industrial and
Systems Engineering Department at 401-874-5187. She is the Principal
Investigator and responsible for the research. Furthermore, this research has
been approved by the University of Rhode Island Institutional Review Board.

Interview questions:
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?

2. How many different models does the company offer?
(In this case, a model is meant to be a separate car, including different
options. However, if there is a hybrid or electric version of this specific
vehicle, it counts as two different models. The amount of models is equal
to the number given on the website. Commercial vehicles are not
included.)
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with
the auto maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
(This question refers to the customer. Is there any difference in the time
for the customer and the dealership? When the customer orders a car, is
the order placed immediately?)
4. How much dealer inventory do you have? (How many cars are waiting to
get sold on the lot?)
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
6. What dealer options do you have?
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto
maker?
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
(To determine whether the company sets a fixed target of cars that need
to get sold)
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
(General overview of the challenges and problems that are faced today)
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
(If a customer gets to the dealership to make an oil change, a brake
check or a filter replacement, is the average time that is needed for the
work measured?)
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
(If a customer buys a car at your dealership, which different types of
warranties is he/she able to buy and what does the warranty include? Which
one is the best-seller?)
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
(How do you determine that your customers are happy with the service you
provided?)
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership
of tomorrow look like?
(Open question, also consider the trend towards BEV and HEV and their
effect on a car repair, amount of spare parts etc.)
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid
Electric Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?

Low Risk Survey Consent Form for Research
You are being asked to take part in a research study. The purpose of the research study
is to gain a deeper understanding of the order fulfilment and after-sales strategies of
dealerships in Rhode Island that represent automobile manufacturers from around the
world. The researchers will analyze similarities and differences between the different
concepts that various car makers use. Please read the following before agreeing to be in
the study. If you agree to be in this study, you will have an interview with the researcher
that will last approximately 60 minutes. Questions will be asked about the order
fulfilment strategy as well as specific questions regarding the after-sales business. The
questions can be provided in advance, if needed. There are no known risks, benefits or
compensation.
Your responses will be confidential and you have to be older than 17 years and a
manager at the dealership. The responses will be used in a master thesis. If you agree
to be audio recorded, you can ask for the recording to stop at any time. The audio
recording will not identify you by name and will be destroyed within 1 year of
completing the study.
The decision to participate in this study is entirely up to you. You may refuse to take
part in the study at any time without affecting your relationship with the investigators
of this study or the University of Rhode Island (URI). Your decision will not result in
any loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You have the right not to answer
any single question, as well as to withdraw completely from the survey at any point
during the process; additionally, you have the right to request that the researchers not
use any of your responses.

You have the right to ask questions about this research study and to have those questions
answered by me before, during or after the research. If you have questions about the
study, at any time feel free to contact Dr. Valerie Maier-Speredelozzi from the
Mechanical, Industrial and Systems Engineering Department at 401-874-5187.
Additionally, you may contact the URI Institutional Review Board (IRB) if you have
questions regarding your rights as a research participant. Also contact the IRB if you
have questions, complaints or concerns which you do not feel you can discuss with the
investigator. The University of Rhode Island IRB may be reached by phone at (401)
874-4328 or by e-mail at researchintegrity@etal.uri.edu. You may also contact the URI
Vice President for Research and Economic Development by phone at (401) 874-4576.
You may keep a copy of this document for your records. You may also contact the
researcher to request a copy. By proceeding with the interview, you indicate that you
have read and understood the above and volunteer to participate in this study and
consent to be audio recorded.

APPENDIX B
Appendix B contains the notes of the 24 different interviews. At first, the 8
German interviews will be shown followed by the Japanese and the American. After
taking the interviews, the number of models given during the interview was adjusted
based on the definition of different car models made in the methodology section. The
adjusted answer is written in squared brackets [#]. Furthermore, in order to make the
different car dealerships anonymous, their name is replaced by the country’s
abbreviation and a number.
GE1
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
It is going to be hard to audio-record me because I get interrupted very quickly and
very often. It might be easier for you to just put down some notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment, [GE1] is selling 11 [13] different models
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If the customer cannot find his car in the inventory, the car will get ordered and built
in Germany. This process usually takes around 90 days but that’s something that we
don’t do anymore. Only 2-3% of the customers order their own specific car and are
willing to wait that long. That’s usually something for high-price products. Once the
order gets placed, which happens the same day when the customer orders his car,
the allocation process starts and tries to find a free spot that is available. This means,
when the car can be produced and how long it is going to take to bring all the extras
together. That process can take several days.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have? Right now there are 162 cars on the lot
which is a high number compared to the average that is around 100 cars. The reason
for that is that the business has been a bit slow this year and the production is still
high. Furthermore, the winter is not the time when people think about buying a
50,000 or 60,000 $ car because of all the potholes, the salt or the sand on the streets.
It is just not on their list. Usually, sales recover in march though.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?

About 75% of the time people choose to take a car from the dealerships inventory.
6. What dealer options do you have?
There are many different options and they all depend on the model. For some cars
there are only 5 options but for others there are nearly 50 different options.
Sometimes the whole variety of options makes it hard for customer to decide what
they should take and what not. Therefore the automaker tries to offer not only single
accessories but also more and more option-packages. However, all the operations
are being done here at the dealership.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
As we only sell [GE1] -products, all the dealer options are decided by [GE1]. They
don’t come from us.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
All the parts come from the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) so therefore
come from [GE1]. This is part of our contract that we are having with [GE1]. We
are not allowed to get cars off the market.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
We receive a yearly quote of the amount of cars that we have to sell. We get this
information at the beginning of the year. They call that DSP which means dealer
sales plan. They revise this plan as business is off. There are many factors that have
an impact on our business. This can be the stock market, a national disaster or a war.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes, we do receive them from [GE1]. If we hit the target we get the money. So they
usually break it down quarterly and will send us x-amount of money. If you don’t
hit it, they give an extra incentive if the business is slow. The incentive is different
though and depends on the car. A 100,000 $ [GE1] A8 gets another amount as a
smaller hatchback. The A8 in this case would get between 4,000 and 6,000 $. Could
also be only 500 $.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
Generally speaking, there are two main challenges for the after-sales-service
business. The first problem is the availability of parts as all the parts come from
Germany and sometimes take an unpredictable amount of time until the parts arrive
at the dealership. Let’s say there is a major uniform problem that causes a recall of
let’s say 300 people, a big problem is to get the parts needed. The second problem
is the manpower. Not having enough people that can fix the cars in the amount of
time it should be repaired.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Not specially measured but the numbers come from experience and the
manufacturer knows how much they call for that job. The parts usually come from
Germany and go to New Jersey or Massachusetts.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?

[GE1] sends them out. They go to Massachusetts or New Jersey and they stay there
for 2 to 3 days and get trained on the new models.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Every customer gets the [GE1] warranty that they put on their cars which is 4 years
and 50,000 miles. However, the warranty can be extended in terms of coverage,
time, the make, the model etc. Actually, there is an infinite number of different
warranty models that customer can choose from. The warranty can come from
[GE1] but also from other insurance companies.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
This is what J.D. Power does. They send an email to every customer that bought a
car or did a service at the dealership and they will ask the customer to answer
different questions about the service at the company and the dealership in general.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
The main challenges are going to be the trend towards SUV and HEV. HEV have
been a challenge for [GE1] so far but with the new Q8 there is one new upcoming
model. The Q8 is going to be a SUV as the company tries to shift its model lineup
to 60-65% SUV and 30-35% sedans. Customers want all kind of SUV. Small,
midsize and large SUV. This is because families are carrying around more and more
different stuff and materials and they need more and more room. Furthermore, the
dealership of the future should offer the family all kind of options they need. This
store has been renovated two years ago in order to make the customer feel more
comfortable with a bar, restrooms and a lounge. All these changes come from [GE1]
and are all brand related. That’s why every [GE1] dealerships looks quite similar.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
The company had an [GE1] Q5 hybrid which was not even a plug-in hybrid. But
they stopped production and will come with a brand-new Q5 HEV which is going
to be a plug-in hybrid too.

GE2
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer when you just take notes because I don’t want to be audio-recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?

Right now [GE2] offers six different SUVs and six different sedans plus two
different electric vehicles, so in total we are offering 14 [15] different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
What we would do first is, we would try to locate the vehicle in the inventory or we
would just build our own car. If the car comes from South Carolina, where usually
our SUV models are build, it would take between 4 to 6 weeks. If we would order
one of our sedans which are built in Germany, it would take 6 to 9 weeks. We do a
lot of ordering cars at the manufacturer, so I would say it’s about 25%.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 87 new cars in our store which is about average for our size of
store. We are a small to medium size store. Our main business is from April to
December.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
The majority tries to find it from our inventory, so I think 75% can find their car
based on our and other dealers inventory. And 25% would place an order at the
maker. We have about 10% of our customers that would always order a car at the
manufacturer.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We can actually do a lot of car cosmetics and accessories at the dealership such as
exhaust pipes, wheels, spoilers, navigation systems or we can also add performance
packages. Usually we would add all these things right at the port when a car comes
from the factory. Here at the dealership, we usually don’t do a lot of things. We
might just add a tow hitch or small things like that. But usually we offer different
trim levels with different accessories. However, even our baseline models are
equipped with rear cameras and leather, something every customer has to have
today.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the options are controlled by [GE2].
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We order our parts at [GE2] only. This has to do with the high quality standard the
company is offering and also the validity of our cars warranties.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes we receive a month to month sales quota which I would consider is realistic. It
is based on our market share and the market performance.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do get them. There are special rebates and special incentives such as a 1500
dollar loyalty incentive, we have to give to the customer in order to reduce the
MSRP.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?

When customers bought a car, you want to make sure that they would stay at your
facility and use it. So what we do is we give discount coupons to encourage them to
get parts accessories. We want them to get to the [GE2] dealership. We also offer
them discounts on a performance upgrade that id backed by the manufacturer’s
warranty. We usually have a high loyalty rate as we have people that bought their
third, fourth or fifth car at the dealership. About 50% of our customers finance and
the other 50% lease their car.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
There are guidelines from [GE2] that say how long an oil change or a transmission
job would usually take and that is the time the customer pays.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
[GE2] is very good at training as they provide monthly training for their employees.
They would send people and also want people to go through the car and understand
the product. They do in-house and out-house training.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Every new car comes with a 3 year 36k miles maintenance warranty which covers
scheduled maintenance such as tires, windshield, brakes and wiper blades. There is
also the 4 yrs 50k miles bumper to bumper repair warranty and if it is required the
warranty can be extended. The three year warranty does not cover brakes and
wipers.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
This is very important for us. Everyone that bought a new or preowned vehicle will
get an email survey and the customers have to answer that. If the result is less than
good, we failed and we will have to report the result and try to figure out how we
can improve that. It is about 10 questions. And by the end of each month, we
compare our monthly performance to the other stores by CSI. By the end of the year
we are also compared to the other dealership in the region and the best receive
special incentives for their sales.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
The thing is that today, everybody, even the low-budget vehicles have backup
cameras, navigation and things like that. The thing is about having the best
technology in terms of passenger safety such as blind sport, pedestrian warning etc.
and the best quality and customer service in the market. And of course, the new
styling of our new vehicles.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
Today, [GE2] has a very good selection of PHEV such as the X5, 3er and 5er sedans
and the i3 as a fully EV and the i8 as a performance EV.

GE3
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
It is better when you just take notes because I don’t know if I get interrupted or not
during the interview.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment, [GE3] offers sedans and SUV. For the sedans, the company offers
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 series plus the convertible Z4. For the SUVs, [GE3] offers the X1,
X2, X3, X4, X5 and the X6 which gives 13 different models. Furthermore, the
company offers the electric vehicle i3 and the hybrid i8. So in total, [GE3] offers 15
models. Most of the models use a 4 cylinder engine, followed by a 6 and some 8 and
12 cylinder engines. There are also a couple of diesel engines, especially for the 3
and 5 series and the X5 and the upcoming X7 such as several PHEV. The positive
thing about [GE3] is that we use the same engines in different models meaning that
the 2, 3, 4 series have the same 4 cylinders and the 5, 6 and 7 series use the same 6
cylinder engine. In some models we offer the 601 hp twin turbo W12 cylinder
engine.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
Sometimes, it is very difficult to meet the customers guideline. Therefore, if a car
cannot be found in the lot, we basically do three different things. The first thing is
that we order the car in Germany what we do for the majority of our sedans. The
whole process takes between 6 to 8 weeks where 1-2 weeks are allocation and other
processes and the actual production and shipping to New Jersey takes 6 weeks. The
second option is ordering the SUVs in Spartanburg, South Carolina. Here, the whole
process takes between 3 to 4 weeks. The third but very rare option is the individual
ordering process. Here, a customer can choose its own leather that is usually not
available for the car but they will customize it for you. This implies a significant
higher amount of money. It takes between 3 to 6 months and costs between 2,000
and 7,000 $. But this is very rare and only happens once or twice a year. 10 to 20%
of the customers customize their own car (optn 1 or 2) and another 10 to 20 percent
find the cat on another dealer’s lot. To find the car we use a very sophisticated
system. In total, I have to say that we can find a decent amount of factory ordered
cars which makes sense as customers want to build their own 40,50, 60 or 100k $
car.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 176 new cars and 98 pre-owned cars.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?

It’s about 60%. That’s because buying a car is always something emotional. People
see the car and fall in love with it. Also, [GE3] has one of the highest brand loyality
which is about 90%.
6. What dealer options do you have?
Very minimal. If you order a car, it comes with all tec options from the factory.
Because [GE3] does not want the quality to drop and therefore installs all the options
with the high [GE3] standard in the factory. So there is little customization at the
dealership. However, what we do is offer a high amount of car cosmetics such as
wheels, spoilers, carbon fiber optics and also work with Dinan, the tuning company
of [GE3]. You can increase the hp and that does not change the actual warranty
[GE3] gives you and they just do it in the dealership.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the options are controlled by the manufacturer and they have to get authorization
from [GE3] always. [GE3] is like Apple where the company wants to ensure the
high quality standard.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
The parts are ordered at [GE3] and [GE3] sends them directly to the dealership.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes we do receive sales quota from the auto maker. We get a new vehicle quota and
a pre-owned quota. However, we do not only receive a quota from [GE3] but also
from the dealership holding Penske automobile. But this is only a quota for the total
vehicle sales. However, the difference between the two different quotas is less than
5 percent. In comparison to other companies, our sales goals are realistic as we are
grouped by different markets. We are in the market E and therefore we are not
compared to cities like NYC, LA or MIA which are in group F. Every group has
similar demographic characteristics. Furthermore, the last 5 to 7 years are
considered when the new sales quotas are determined.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do get them. Whenever a car comes in. However, factory-ordered incentives
might be gone by the time the car comes. I can only give the incentives today. The
incentives are decided on a monthly basis and we get them every first of the new
month. The incentives per car depend on several factors: How do you get your car?
Buy? Lease? Loyalty? And that depend on the submodel, whatever they want to
push. The incentive can be between 0 to 6000 $.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Every new car comes with a 3 year 36k miles maintenance warranty which covers
scheduled maintenance such as tires, windshield, brakes and swiper blades. There is

also the 4 yrs 50k miles bumper to bumper repair warranty and if it is required the
warranty can be extended. The company only offers [GE3] products but there is also
a non [GE3] tire warranty. [GE3] insurances are usually a bit more expensive but
also more convenient because it is faster to book them. An extra warranty can cost
up to 8000 $ and can include extras in power-train, suspensions, and electronics and
also extended in length and time
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
This is very important for [GE3]. After a customer bought a car, he or she gets a
survey containing 4 questions and they can value how their experience was (1-10)
and if they would recommend the business. Plus they can make comments twice. In
our new model, the system distinguishes in promoter who achieve 9-10 points,
passive (7-8 points) or detractors who chose less than 8 points. The overall score is
determined by subtracting the promoter minus the detractor. Because it is so short,
it is worth it spending the time and everything works via email. Also [GE3] sees the
result and they have to act when a customer is a detractor and they have to proof
that to [GE3].
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
Customers are really smart. With the use of the internet they don’t want to negotiate
anymore and they know the prices. More and more people don’t go to the dealership
anymore but do home shopping and contact 5-6 different dealership. So the
customer do their research and therefore online recommendation is very important.
Also, by 2025, the overall fleet has to achieve an average consumption of 54.5 mpg.
In 2017 [GE3] was at 40 mpg based on the sold models. The supply and demand of
big engine cars is therefore controlled by [GE3]. Lets say, if they send me 3 series
cars, they will send my 12 320, 18 330 and 4 340 in order to push four cylinder cars.
It’s always a trade-off of profit and fuel economy because you make more money
with 6 cylinder cars.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
Yes [GE3] offers more and more plug-in-hybrids that are able to drive 15 to 20 miles
fully electronically and the i3 is able to drive 120 miles fully electronically. In the
future, every single model will be available as a PHEV. The problem here is, where
do you put the battery as you cannot just put the battery somewhere in the car. The
cars get redesigned. However, [GE3] is a frontrunner in EV. Also the state and the
government should support the sale of PHEV and EV.

GE4
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I don’t want to be audio-recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
We are offering nine [10] different models plus one electric vehicle which gives a
total number of ten vehicles.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If customers are very serious about their order, we would just try to do a dealer swap
and get a deposit from the customer. We usually do not order at the manufacturer
because our customers are not willing to wait that long.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have about 250 new and preowned vehicles in stock which is about
average.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say about 70%. Because of the internet these days, customers know what
they want and they know if we have it in stock or not and they would just come to
us if we have it or they would go to the place which has the car.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We can do wheels and tires and other stuff but we usually don’t do that. What we
don’t do is swapping leather. We recommend our customers getting as higher trim
that includes leather.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the options are controlled by the manufacturer.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
If a car is in a lease, we would use OEM parts but if there is someone coming that
bought a car or another maker, our parts center also uses third party companies.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes we receive a month to month sales quota which I would consider is realistic.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do get them and we should always give that to the customer.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
10 years ago people would still negotiate the price but today we already give them
the lowest price.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes it is based on a catalogue the manufacturer provides us.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
They do instore and out-store training every year.

14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we offer a 6 year 72k miles bumper to bumper warranty and 4
yr/50k miles for Audi.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
Customers can leave a google review, they can visit our website and also use the
dealerrater which is a very powerful instrument today.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
Right now, we are facing a very strong shift towards small and midsize SUVs and
these vehicles are very hot right now. Also, we expect a shift towards more BEV
and PHEV in the next years as soon as the infrastructure is getting better.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We offer the egolf which will have up to 125 miles range by the end of this year and
many more models are planned within the next 5 years.
GE5
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I don’t want to be audio-recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
We are offering 13 [10] different models plus one electric vehicle which gives a
total number of 14 vehicles.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If customers cannot find their car on the lot, we would locate the car and swap it.
We can also order the car at one of our factories and then it really depends on the
models. Depending on the models it can take 4 to 6 months, so usually try to find
the car.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have 178 new and 72 preowned vehicles in stock which is about
average as we start in our main season.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say about 85% of our customers find the car here.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We cannot change the options, we only do accessories. If someone wants to have
leather for example, they would just get a different trim level, as we offer three of
them.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?

The accessories are decided by the dealership but [GE5] decides the different trim
levels. All these levels are decided by an allocation system.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We order all the parts directly at the OEM.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes we receive it but it is called an objective. So we don’t have to hit that goal but
it could be good for our reputation in the company and it could also impact the
allocation process for the next months.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
The company defines different levels and every level is connected with a certain
cash incentive. The higher the level, the higher the cash incentive. There is either
dealer cash that directly goes to the dealership and the dealership can do whatever
it wants and there are rebates that the company gives to its customers. Right now,
we are giving 500 $ off for the all-new Atlas.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
A challenge is that customers know the real price before they come in the dealership.
So it is hard for us to find the best price for this specific situation. This is especially
a problem when people trade-in their car.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
I cannot answer you this question.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
They would do in-store and also out-store training. Next month I will go to a facility
in order to learn about the all-new Jetta.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we offer a 6 year 72k miles bumper to bumper warranty and usually
customers would only get this kind of insurance because that everything they need.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
The company sends out surveys after each purchase or service. Furthermore, the
company works with J.D. power which compares us with other brands. In terms of
the dealership, I don’t know if we are ranked and compared to the other dealerships
in the region. This is more a question for a manager.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
I think in the future, everything is going to be automated and there will be a set price
and you go to a place and pick up the product. I think this is how it is going to be in
about 10 years. Also a main challenge is the SUV trend. Today we are selling more
SUVs than cars and this trend is still going to intensify.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?

We offer the egolf which will have up to 125 miles range by the end of this year and
many more models are planned within the next 5 years. I think that [GE5]is going
to be strong in EV because that’s where they put all their concentration on.

GE6
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer when you just take notes because I don’t want to be audio-recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
We are offering about 15 [19] different models with different submodels and trim
levels.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If the car exists we would try to do a dealer trade because that would be the fastest.
If the car does not exist or the dealer does not want to give it up, we would place
and order at the manufacturer and wait for the next allocation round where we would
get the vehicle. It usually takes between 2 to 3 months and if the car is produced in
the US such as our SUV and 6 to 8 weeks if it comes from Germany.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have about 150 new and 60 pre-owned vehicles which is pretty much
about average.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say about 50%. That is much lower than the other companies because our
customers are so specific and even after we try to do dealer swaps, still 10% of the
customers would like to order their car and are willing to wait.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We can do mat flabs, running boards or roof rags. This is more the accessory parts
but we would not physically replace parts at the vehicle because [GE6] would do
that at their factory in order to keep their high standard. But we can add performance
to the car if the customer wants to. We would do that with the car maker together
such as Brabus.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the options are controlled by the manufacturer and we would get the cars based
on what they project for the region.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We use [GE6] parts only. This has to do with the high quality standard the company
is offering and also the validity of our cars warranties.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?

Yes we receive a month to month sales quota which I would consider is realistic. It
is based on our market share and the market performance.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do get them and we should always give that to the customer. So, if a car
costs 80,000 dollars and we get a rebate of 1,000 dollar, we have to give that
discount directly to the customer, so a new car will cost 79,000 dollars instead.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
All the prices are just a couple of clicks away and therefore we have very educated
customers. Furthermore, in order to be special, we have to provide them with special
services such as free pick-ups & deliveries.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
The manufacturer has quotes for a brake job, telling the mechanic how long he
should need in order to fulfil the job. He only gets paid or the time and the customer
will only pay that time.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
For our new models, a [GE6] rap comes in and does all the training with the people.
Sometimes we would also take a look at our competitors and do a comparison to
learn something about the others. Our main competitor is BMW and Audi and in
some parts Lexus.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we offer a 4 year 50k miles engine and transmission warranty. We
usually do leasing, it’s about 60% and 40% does cash or financing. Leasing is very
good for us because we can keep the customer and at the end of the time we get very
good, certified pre-owned vehicles.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
[GE6] will send out surveys and they measure different KPIs and CSI. At the end
they will compare all the data with other dealerships and the management will get
different incentives, based on the comparison.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
Right now, we are facing a very strong shift towards small and midsize SUVs and
these vehicles are very hot right now. As a dealer I would say that the buyer is being
more educated with the amount of different websites that it can use. In the past, the
sales department was the most profitable part of the business, however today it is
the service part that has become very important.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
[GE6] does offer PHEV and an EV which is GLC e and basically only sold in
California. However, in 2019 they will start offering that here and they have more
vehicle in their pipe. So far, the BEV and PHEV have not been successful but in the

future they will. In about 3 to 4 years, every model will be equipped with a mild
hybrid system that can assist in fuel economy.

GE7
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
VIt is better when you just take notes because I don’t know if I get interrupted or
not during the interview.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [GE7] is offering 8 [10] different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
That really depends where the car is made. [GE7] builds cars in Mexico, the US and
Germany. If cars come from Germany, they can take 6 to 10 weeks. If you want to
customize you own Atlas for example which is our new mid-size SUV, it can take
up to 18 to 30 weeks because there is such a high demand. And it also depends on
the order cycle. But this something we usually only do if there is no cat at the dealer
or we cannot find the car on another lot. But usually for the popular cars like the
Jetta, it is search and find on the lot, we do not need to order the cars.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 220 new cars and 70 pre-owned cars which is about average.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s about 90%. People usually take a look at the inventory and we get new cars with
different trims daily. We offer the trims S, SE and SEL.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We can do a couple of things. We have done roof top, tow hitches, rear locks, heated
seats, leather. So a car arrives and when the customer wants something different, we
usually do that for him in our service place.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
Usually, when the dealer is smart, he will decide what options he wants to offer so
the options are decided by the dealer.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We get the parts from [GE7] but more and more people do the after sales on their
own as they can get more and more parts on their own from a third-party parts dealer.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we get a sales quota from the automaker.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?

Yes, if you sell the quota you will get x-amount of money. If the sales person sells
a car, he will also get a certain amount of money. For example, on a 2017 Passat
you will now get 4500 $ whereas a 2018 Passat gives you 2500 $. This is because
they want to get rid of the 2017 model. For the new Atlas they started giving between
1500 and 2500 dollars.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
So far, we do not face any challenges in the after-sales service as we are having a
great after sales service department
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
It is and because based on that experience we can determine how much time does it
take to do an oil change or how much time does it take to change the brakes. That’s
what we usually do. When a customer comes in to make an oil change, we ask him
to change his brakes etc. This is something we do on our experience. We want to be
sure that we do not calculate 1.5 h and then need 2.5 h.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
They go to special training facilities and become a certified [GE7] service personnel.
Only when they are certified, they are allowed to work at a dealership.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Every new car comes with a 6 year 72k miles bumper to bumper warranty and older
models from 2017 only get the 3 year 36k miles warranty.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
There is a survey that is send to the customer that comes from the dealership and
[GE7].
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
The internet is one of the main challenges. For example, customers check the value
of their car but very often, the value is wrong because it is only an average price and
does not consider the condition of the car. This is a problem when customers want
to trade-in their car.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We have the eGolf that can drive up to 100 miles fully electrical and by the end of
this year if will go up to 200 miles. By 2019 and 2020, there are going to be more
EV and PHEV. It is the right thing to do for the environment.

GE8

1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
It is better when you just take notes because I don’t know if I get interrupted or not
during the interview.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [GE8] is offering 9 [10] different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
Usually, we would try to locate the car within other dealerships and then just swap
the car. There is also the possibility of placing an order at the automaker. The time
it takes to get the car to the dealership really depends on the model. For our US and
Mexican-made cars, it takes about 6 weeks, for the German-made cars up to 10
weeks. That really depends where the car is made.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have about 150 vehicle which is about average. The business this year
has been pretty decent and steady.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say it’s about 95%.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We don’t do a lot of accessories and customizing. If customers want leather seats
for example, they would just order a higher trim level. Sometimes we do add leather
to lower trims but that is pretty rare.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the options are decided by the OEM
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
Only at the OEM.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we get a quota which we call a goal. I would consider that goal being realistic.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes, in the past we did not give too much incentives but right now, we are giving
more and more incentives. What we do is, we give all the incentives to the
customers.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
The main challenge are the after-sales-facilities such as pepboys or autozone who
seem to be cheaper on the first view but they are not. So we have to be very
competitive and offer a very good price. Because in the end, the others are more
expensive than you might think.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
There is something we call labor time guide. That means that a job always costs the
same whether mechanic A, B or C did the job and he or she needed longer than

predicted in the book. The customer always pays the price in the book. This book
comes from the manufacturer.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
[GE8] will send someone here that shows the technology about a new car or product.
Furthermore, they go for a training. That might be in Massachusetts or New Jersey.
All these tests are required throughout the year. The majority of these tests are webbased but some of them are also in person.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our 2018 models, we changed to a 6 year 72k miles bumper to bumper warranty
and older models from 2017 only get the 3 year 36k miles warranty. That is another
sales incentive as it shows the confidence in our products and the quality of our
products.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
That is measured by different surveys whenever a customer had a sales and service
at our dealership. So the survey is pretty detailed, containing 16 to 17 questions with
several sections and they can be voted 1 thru 10. Although it’s a pretty long survey,
customers will answer. And then we are ranked with all the dealerships in New
England. We do not get any special money for being the first, but of course if gives
you a privilege in getting the best cars etc.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
In the future, everything depends on the expression of a brand and a car, the quality
and the durability. What we will also see is a large increase in BEV and that will
have an impact on our maintenance models. Today, our cars have an average
maintenance interval of 10k miles. It used to be 3 to 5k miles. But BEV have barely
maintenance and it might happen that we don’t see them until they return their car
after 2 years. Compared to a lot of other makers in the market, I don’t think that the
breakthrough of BEV takes that long. Within the next 4 to 5 years, we will see a
couple of new models that will have a much higher range than recent models.
However, New England has the problem of the infrastructure. We have to bring in
more charging stations. The state was supporting sales and infrastructure but they
cut the program in the middle of 2017. Other states in New England still have a
program like this.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We have the eGolf that can drive up to 100 miles fully electrical and by the end of
this year if will go up to 200 miles. By 2019 and 2020, there are going to be more
EV and PHEV. I think that [GE8] is going to be big in BEV.

JP1
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
No, please do not audio-record me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
[JP1] offers 15 different models, mostly sedans, a couple of SUVs and Cross-overs
and a mini-van and two different trucks.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If a customer cannot find his car on the lot we usually swop with another dealership
that takes us 1 to 2 days. If we have to order the car at the factory, it takes us 6 to 8
weeks to get the car.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
We have 125 new cars and 450 used cars. So this dealership sells more used cars
than new cars. That’s because of its location and the social factors around the
dealership.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say about 98% of our customers find their car here on the lot.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We have a lot different accessories we offer but what we don’t do is adding leather
seats because that effects the cars warranty. So what we do is, we add a DVD or a
Navigation system but that’s not common. Most of the customers take the car how
it comes. We do also offer special accessories and do the work at an outside vendor.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
They are decided by the dealership.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
Service and parts are ordered by the [JP1] parts distribution center and if they need
a part very quickly, they also order it at AutoZone.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes we get a quota for the dealerships and also for the sales people. But they are
very different sometimes and depend on the dealership.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
They did it but they don’t do that anymore because they don’t want to hurt the resell
value and obviously there is not a big need to do that because the market share is
going in the right direction for us.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
Our main challenge is actually our customer. Because of the internet we have to be
very transparent and tell them the right price. It is not possible for us to lie to the
customer and therefore we are not making as much money as we used to do. Also,

customers are not patient anymore. They show up and they want to get the purchase
done in under 30 minutes. But this is actually impossible to do. The car is the 2nd
biggest purchase in the life so you need to take your time and find the best deal and
the best offer for you.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes it is. When a customer calls us, we give him a rough idea how long it is going
to take and what he has to expect. We do that because we also want to schedule our
service as best as possible and to have as many customers as possible.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
We have a so-called virtual academy. So we do everything online. The course and
the tests, everything is going to be in the dealership. It used to be outside but they
don’t do that anymore.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we have the 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper, warranty
and 5 years 60k miles powertrain warranty. Our trucks come with a 7 years 100k
miles warranty, so it also depends on the model. There is also the possibility to
extend the warranty when you buy the car. We usually work with the third party
company and customers prefer to take the service of the third-party company
because they can do and offer what they want.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
Usually our customers use dealerrater, so they can do everything online. That is
usually for our used cars. For our new cars, [JP1] sends out a survey after a customer
bought the car. This is just something to evaluate the brand and the dealerships gets
evaluated by dealerrate. For us it is very important that the review of the dealership
is good because you want to get customers back for service etc.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
People will less and less come to the dealership and get information in an interview
or discussion with the sales people. They just want to come to set an appointment
for the test drive and they select their car online. What I think is that in 10 years
from now, we will have a so-called product presenter and you will only pick up your
car at the place where they keep all brands at one place.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We have the [JP1] that can drive 130 miles fully electric and people usually lease
this car because they always want to have the best standard of technique. And as EV
are improving very quickly, they will change their cars more often. However, I don’t
think that this is going to be something for the near future. Maybe in California but
not here. A lot of people still buy combustion engines so in the near future (5-8

years) we are still working on better gas engines and diesel engines. But in 10 to 20
years it will probably be electric.

JP2
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you take notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [JP2] is offering 8 [7] different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
It usually takes 4 to 6 weeks but we would typically swap the car with another dealer.
So someone who has the car in red gets ours in white.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 170 cars on the lot
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s about 85-90%. The best way to get the best deal is to finance a car that is on the
lot because then you can get all the important incentives.
6. What dealer options do you have?
Not so many actually. What we usually do is we equip the car with mats, roofs, rugs,
we upgrade the navigation system or we install a SD-card slot. If we want to add
something very special, like a special color to the car, we job-out but we take care
of it.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
Usually it is decided by the automaker but there are a couple of things that we do.
For example we do the VIN edging for our windows that is actually not required by
[JP2]. This an anti-theft method.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We receive most of the accessories from the OEM. What also happens is that
customers can add leather or heated seats without having to order the premium trim.
[JP2] makes it possible that they can order the mid or low trim and add what they
want and need. Also [JP2] is a brand with a very high loyalty rate.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we get a sales quota from the automaker which is on a monthly basis.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes, we get the incentives to derive sales to the business. They change monthly or
even daily or for a special week-end such as Presidents day. Typically you can find
all the incentives on the website. Right now, we offer not so much incentives for the

2018 models but more for the 2017 models. Also, [JP2] does not something the
others do. Other car dealers they want to make the car as cheap as possible and
therefore add incentives you may not be eligible for. We call that [JP2] compliance.
Therefore, the cars sometimes do not look as cheap as the others but only because
the others are not as cheap as they look like. We want to make the price more
transparent.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
The huge amount of information that is out there is a problem. The instant
information that is out there is not always good but because it can be wrong
sometimes. This leads to the trend that more and more car dealers are making less
and less money with a car compared to that what they used to do. So in the future,
you need to make sure that more and more customers come to your dealership, ask
for a car and you have to sell the service and the right parts. The problem is that we
are not making our money by selling the cars anymore but by selling the service and
the parts.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Absolutely, it is about the potential to decrease the amount of time and the length of
stay. Because we actually want them to come, get their car fixed and then leave as
quickly as possible so we have the capacity for the next customer.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
People that work here already have some certain training and when they start
working for [JP2], they have to complete another x-amount of courses online.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Generally speaking, we offer hundreds of warranties. The standard warranty comes
with 3 years 36k miles bumper to bumper warranty and a 5 years 60k miles
powertrain warranty. This includes basically the mechanical components. Also our
pre-owned cars get a 7 years 100k miles warranty so that customers can be confident
that a pre-owned car is reliable. All these warranties come from [JP2]. For
accessories and other supplementary warranties such as tire protection or a gap
insurance, there are outside warranty companies, a gap insurance is an insurance
that pays the difference between the amount the insurance is willing to pay and the
actual cost the driver had.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
We measure that with a so-called CSI. The customer gets an anonymous
questionnaire from [JP2] and gets asked about service and sales. If the results are
summed up it gives a score and therefore a ranking of the dealerships.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
Less and less customers come to the dealership or schedule an appointment. And
when they schedule an appointment, they might not come. It seems as if customers

are not committed to an appointment. Another challenge is the huge amount of
information that is out there. Every deal can be verified and therefore people are not
coming into the dealership anymore. However, the dealership offers you the
possibility of being focused and concentrated. You can have a more open
conversation and around 80% of the potential customers get in the dealership and
leave with something else. Instead of a SUV, they want a compact or 2 rows instead
of 3 rows. Also, a big problem is people do not trust car dealerships and car dealers.
They think they are dishonest and want to cheat. So one of the biggest issues for the
future is to overcome the people’s anxiety.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
[JP2] has worked on the fuel economy of the vehicles instead of developing EV and
PHEVs. The cars have become lighter and 100% recyclable.

JP3
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you take notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [JP3] is offering 7 [14] different models. We also offer pre-owned
vehicles from different brands.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
We would usually call local dealerships in Connecticut and Massachusetts and ask
them if we could swap the cars. We usually don’t order cars at the manufacturer
because it just takes too long. [JP3] is a pretty easy company. They order 7 different
models with 4 to 5 different trims and colors.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
We have about 200 cars in total, new and pre-owned but we usually sell much more
new cars.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s definitely a high amount of customers. I would say around 80% or even more
[90%].
6. What dealer options do you have?
We offer a lot of options. Usually we would just send the cars out. If customers want
leather, a spoiler or a moon roof, we just bring the car to a third party company in
Massachusetts where they do the job for us. That’s just easier for us because they

have trained people and enough space where they could do the job. But usually the
customers take the car how it comes.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
There are some options and accessories that are [JP3] specific but for the aftermarket they have no control so we usually choose options that have a lower price.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We try to get as many parts as possible from third party companies. Of course, [JP3]
does not want to see that but they have little control over that business.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
We receive a sales quote on a monthly basis. This is something that is for the whole
dealership and also for the sales people. I would consider these sales goals as
realistic but they also vary depending on the actual economic situation etc.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
We usually provide special rebates to graduated college students or active militaries.
What they do is they give x-amount of dealer cash and you would get the money
back-end when you sold x-amounts of cars. But they don’t give as much as they did.
There are actually two models we don’t put any incentives on because the customer
will even buy the car without incentives because they are so perfect cars and have a
high resell value.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
I would really say it’s the communication. You have experienced and unexperienced
sales people and you need to be aware that customers want to get their job done
quicker than soon. Furthermore, you need to show back and follow up on your
customers because otherwise they will go somewhere else.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes, it is measured by the manufacturer. They provide us with the estimated time
that a job should usually do.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
The manufacturer offers online tests that everyone needs to take. Sometimes they
offer offside classes but today they try to do more and more course at the dealership.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Basic insurance is 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper and 5 years 60k miles
powertrain insurance.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
The manufacturer sends surveys to their customers after someone went into sales or
service. And based on these surveys they sales and service people get their bonus.
We always make a comparison to other dealerships and based on that result, [JP3]
provides special incentives for the dealerships with a high customer satisfaction rate.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?

It’s definitely going to change. People do not want to negotiate anymore and they
know the best price for the car or the service. I think in the future we will more have
something like product consultants like at best buy who know the product very well
but there are not going to be any sort of negotiations. The internet has already
changed a lot of things. Today there is nothing that I can tell you, you don’t find
online.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
Yes we have both, PHEV and fully electric vehicles. But so far these kind of cars
have not been good for this market. To give you a feeling for that I can tell you that
I still have a couple of 2013 and 2014 hybrid electric vehicles in my stock that I
cannot sell. In the future it will probably go better, especially when gas gets more
expensive, it will also be a questions of gas mileage.

JP4
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
Yes, you can audio-record me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
[JP4] offers six [7] different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
We can locate cars from other dealers and swap it first. It would usually take three
months if you order that from scratch and they will come from Japan and Mexico.
Haven’t had this experience yet though. Production is main stream and not so many
packages are offered so therefore customers would just take the car from the lot or
swap it.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
About 120, just new cars. That is on the high side because we are getting in the
spring time. We are ramping that up as we are getting a new model and winter is
usually slow.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say about 80%. We usually lease new cars, it’s about 75%. That’s what the
customer and we prefer, mainly because of lower payments and it’s more affordable.
6. What dealer options do you have?
These cars are luxury cars and they are already very nice equipped. Toyota and [JP4]
don’t come with too many options and therefore you can easily upgrade ceilings or
a moon roof. We don’t do that because the cars already have running boards, grills,

all weather mats. We would do that at our service area. Plus we have different
packages.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
It’s up to us really. The dealers build the cars how they want it. They have an
allocation system and we can take the cars how they come we can take them or
decline and wait for the scratch. Except for the all-new models, they just build new
cars and send them out. The first models don’t really have much to say. Later, you
start customizing how you need them.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
Both, we with our cars would try to use [JP4] genuine parts and aftermarket parts
because they are cheaper.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes they have targets, objectives on the monthly basis. And they are based on
historic data and they are realistic. Yes, they call it margins money. You get money
based on the volume you do. They have different tiers. It is based on you historic
data and the formulate objectives and if you hit certain amount of percentage you
get x-amount of money.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
[JP4] uses dealer cash vs. direct rebates. Dealership would lower the transaction
price. We would not give a lot of incentives to the customer like rebates, its more
dealer cash that we get. A lot of manufacturer on the luxury side are like that because
they want to sell the price and not the product. The luxury brands have to be careful
how to sell the car. Because of the competitiveness we would just give the dealer
cash to the customer.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
Well the main challenge right now is a lot of pressure on the profit margins because
of the competitiveness of dealers and also because the influx of product. There are
a lot of products. You don’t want to lose too much money. You look at its entity.
New sales department should not lose too much money. The other challenge is
retention. You want to make sure that you keep the customers and make sure that
they come to our service center rather than going to other independent centers. A lot
of customers do that that. But how can we increase that percentage?
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
It is measured. They know exactly what they are doing. Not as important today
because we give loans. So they would usually drop off the car in the morning and
take it back in the evening. But the manufacturer has guidelines and also others
publish such data. They would get a complementary vehicle during the day while
we fix the car.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?

The OEM sends field people to dealerships. There are modules where they test sales
people. Also we do our own training such as walk around. First one comes from
[JP4], second from us and third is the walk arounds. On occasion they would travel
to some other places in order to take different tests.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
It’s a standard bumper to bumper warranty. Its 4 years and 60k miles and customers
can purchase an extension that comes from a third party company.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
It is measured by [JP4]. They send questionnaires once the car is reports sold. It’s a
pretty detailed interview. The trend is of making the questionnaire shorter. And we
have been complaining about that a lot because customers would not answer these
long questionnaires. Some of the questions were not important or were confusing.
We prefer to have a handful of questions.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
The Internet and virtual reality are playing a bigger and bigger role. Online
transaction might come. People still do their research online and then talk to a sales
person. No clear idea about car sharing or self-driving. What about the younger
generation using Uber and Lift and the people that live in urban areas. What about
online purchase? This are the main challenges of the future. What about sales in the
future when people more and more share cars?
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We do not offer EV or hybrid electric vehicles at this point.

JP5
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
Yes okay, you can audio-record me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
Right now, the company offers 12 [10] different models and if you put the five [6]
hybrids on top of that you get 17 [16] different models. That’s about the same what
Mercedes-Benz has but more than Audi or BMW has.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
So there are two different steps. The first one is, there is dealer swaps and therefore
we are looking into other dealerships inventory from Maine to Virginia and see if
we can get the car at one of the 70 dealers or what. We can pick it up with the truck.

4.
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If it wasn’t available that way we order it. It’s between 8 to 12 weeks. Some are
made in Canada, Japan, Turkey and also the US. Depending on the model. If it
comes from Japan, it takes longer because it’s for 30 days on a vessel. If we swap
the car, we can instantly get the car, it is just a matter of getting the driver. Most
customers don’t want to wait for their car, we live in a world of instant gratification.
But there are also the very rare eccentric people that are willing to wait for more
than one year.
How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have 110 new cars on the lot and about 80 used cars on the lot at any
given time. Presold is just about 5%. This is about an average number. But not to
much presold though.
What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s probably 80% of the customers and the other 20% will probably do the dealer
swap. Ordering is very rare, it is not even discussed. [JP5] makes its pretty easy for
the customers to buy a car as they only have a limited amount of different packages.
What dealer options do you have?
It can actually get pretty expensive for the customer because you cannot change
anything without adding it to the MSRP, so you cannot exchange the wheels and
keep the price. So we can do many things like wheels, moldings, trailer hitches but
it just adds to the price they have to pay. We do have the port options meaning that
we can add some accessories at the port, when it hits the US.
Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
In this brand, the dealerships does. [JP5] is very free in saying the dealership has the
control. They don’t force us doing anything. But they want us to put some
accessories on the cars like the tail fin on the trunk and you can add that afterwards.
Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
Never the parts maker. So [JP5] is the mediator between the dealership and the parts
maker. So we would put our order in and every night there is an 18-wheeler that will
show up at the dealership. They say [JP5] on the box and that’s where we get our
parts from. We usually get that from Massachusetts or sometimes from California
and very rarely from Japan.
Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
They look at market share. So in Rhode Island, there are that many cars sold, you
[JP5] should have that certain amount of cars sold. There is no money attached to it.
It is just suggested, that’s where we should operate. What they do is, they take a
look at the end of the year. They had good customer satisfaction etc. and if you are
good, you get a reward and if you don’t hit that you don’t get the reward. But there
is no cash, I wish there was because I was good last year. People usually buy a
Mercedes in order to show their success. In Rhode Island BMW is the first,
Mercedes the second, [JP5] the third and Audi the fourth.

10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Sometimes they might do that but usually they try to gear that towards the sales
person or sales manager. So they might give an extra 200 $ reward to the people
because they want to move the car out of the port but that is not too often. [JP5] is a
clean brand, they don’t give a lot of incentives. They give a lot incentives to the car
though. They would just give the money to customer and not to the dealership. Lots
of incentives to the customers, all the time. [direct rebates > dealer cash]
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
We are not in the car business, we are in the people business. Meeting the
expectations of the guests. And that changes with age. Generation Y that is your age
has already done all the research, tell me the truth. Don’t want to be glutted with
emails and surveys. The more technological we become the more personal we want
to become. Know their name, hold the door for them, carry their stuff to their car,
bring their car to their office and don’t make them come to your place. Just think
one step ahead of them. Start with a coffee or diet coke. Make me feel important is
the new thinking.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
We do measure it. They know how long all the jobs are usually going to take. We
measure that by how we book our work. We know that every car needs about two
hours by average and a couple of hundred dollars.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
Manufacturer usually does that. They stop at the dealership, they have training,
webinars, and sale materials and then the sale and service managers have to follow
that path and make sure that their employees continue learning. Spearheaded by the
service manager.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
When they buy a new car its 4 years and 50 k miles with bumper to bumper on the
highline brands. And then there is a powertrain warranty that will extend that to 70k
miles on particular things like an engine or the transmission. The customer has the
choice to get an extended warranty.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
Third party measures that. Medalia oversees a lot of other car makers and they would
send out a survey after purchasing and servicing a car. Every customer, every times.
Now it’s just emails and they will ask them a couple of questions and they score 0
to 10 and when they score 9 or 10 its good, if its 7 or 8, the survey can extend. But
they usually just want to know if they were happy with that service, if you would
recommend the dealership to a friend and if you would come back. If someone says
no, that’s a red flag. It can then end up being 20 questions. We get all the returns in
at real time. Sales is honeymoon and Service is divorce court. In sales usually a 10,

service is a little bit more a challenge. Maybe someone did not answer my phone
call.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
The dealership of the future will more look like best buy or Apple. And the days of
the sales person are just gone and the car business is behind the times. The customers
wants to come in with no pressure and wants to talk to product person like at Best
Buy and spend as much time as I need, let me learn the car and then they want to
talk about a price, talk to a manager and want to leave. But that’s a lot of risk.
Because you are relying on the customer. Sales people are selling cars. But that day
is coming. 15 dollar an hour job maybe in future and stay for 2 years and then they
leave. But we are not there yet. Electrical grid is not robust enough right now and
we know that this is fragile. How do we charge all the cars? We still need to spend
trillions of dollars and power that by solar and then we can get BEV. Companies
want to do that and I prefer hybrids to BEV. Technology is not there yet. We also
have to face the café-laws.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We are bringing a new hybrid cross-over by the end of this year. So far we have 5
different hybrids right now.
JP6
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
No, please do not audio-record me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
[JP6] in the US offers 15 [14] different models, mostly sedans, a couple of SUVs
and Cross-overs and a mini-van and a truck.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
[JP6] is company that works with the allocation system meaning that they offer you
these cars and you have to take them. You cannot place an order at the dealership
but what we do is we use our dealer network to get the car to our dealership if the
car is not on the lot. We look if someone else has it.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
We have a 110 new cars and 60 cars are incoming in the next days. So for a store of
this size it’s really good.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?

I would say about 90% of our customers find their car here on the lot. So you have
to keep in mind that [JP6] is a Tier 2 brand like Toyota, Nissan and Volkswagen.
Daimler, BMW are Tier 1. They will offer you many different accessories that you
can choose of, but we do not do that here.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We have a lot different accessories we offer from moldings and exhaust tips but
usually customers just take their car how it comes to the dealership. They would just
spend about 200 $ on extras.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the parts and the accessories are decided by [JP6].
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
Everything comes from the OEM.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we receive them. And they are pretty hard to hit. But if we don’t hit them,
nothing happens to us. The thing is, they use the sales in order to determine how
many cars we get for the next month. So if we sell more cars than we usually do,
they will give us more cars the upcoming month.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Some brands base their business on incentives. So lets say there is a Chevrolet
Silverado that has a price sticker of 40,000 $ on it and you get 10,000 $ incentives,
people ask where does this 10,000 $ come from. Also the question is: “What is the
actual resell value for that car? Is it 40,000 or 30,000 $?”. So giving huge discounts
actually just hurts the customer and the dealership. [JP6] is not like Chevrolet or
BMW, they don’t have to give this rebates and they do that because that only hurts
the resell value. So what we do is, that we show the actual price of the car which is
lower at the beginning but there is also not much fighting for rebates.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
Warranties are getting longer and the dealership is suffering from that trend.
Usually, we get money by selling oil, change the tires etc. Since the cars use
synthetic oil today, better tires and better cars in general, customers don’t have to
come in that often anymore. In the past, they made their oil change every 3,000
miles now they do it every 7,500 miles or the brakes last 40,000 miles instead of
20,000 miles. That turns service down. Also, people can easily buy parts online and
they will use YouTube videos and fix the cars by their own instead of going to the
dealership.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes it is. You should always make an appointment and while you make it, we try to
find out what has to be done with the car. Based on that first analysis we can
determine whether the customer should wait until his job is done or we should
provide him a rental car.

13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
The factory has certain requirements and every years training. That can be done
online and also offside in extern facilities, the factories or during test drives. And
they have to be [JP6] -certified.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we have the 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper, warranty
and 5 years 60k miles engine and transmission warranty. There is also the possibility
to extend the warranty when you buy the car. We usually work with the third party
company and customers prefer to take the service of the third-party company.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
So every time you purchase a car or get your car serviced, they will send out an
email and ask 15 questions about the service in general, the cleanness, the car itself
etc. and usually about 20% of the customers answer the survey.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
I my opinion, instead of going to a Chevrolet, a Buick and a GMC dealership, we
will just go to a GM dealership. Or instead of a Lincoln, Mercury or Ford place, we
will go to a Ford place. So we will see the elimination of dealerships and also the
elimination of sales people. And more and more people will just click and pick
which means they will just choose their car online and pick it up and these places.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
It really depends on the oil prices. If the price goes up, people prefer 4 cylinder
vehicles. That’s what really helped us 2007 and 2008. But when the price drops,
people prefer big 8 cylinder engines. But, generally speaking, the EV is something
people will probably go to it. That’s because we have to fulfill a certain fuel
economy in their fleet and we can only do that by selling EV to compensate 8
cylinder engines. But that’s only something for the American makers.

JP7

1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
No I don’t want to be audio-recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
Right now, the company offers 7 [9] different models including two PHEVs.

3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If the customer only wants that car, we try to swap the car. At first we try to sell
from our inventory. It is possible to buy the car from the manufacturer but it takes
between 8 to 12 weeks to build the car. They have so many cars in advance and
therefore it takes very long to do the allocation for the specific customer order.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have 175 cars which is a bit higher than usual because we want to be
prepared for the spring and summer where car sales are usually higher.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say it’s about 99%.
6. What dealer options do you have?
Usually our cars come well equipped and therefore, we only change roof rails for
the SUVs or remote starter for SUVs and sedans. But most of the customers keep
their car how it comes.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the options and accessories come from [JP7], because we are very particular
about warranty and product quality on our products. We don’t use other after-market
products because they don’t look good and when something goes wrong with it, the
warranty does not cover it.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
All the accessories and parts come from the OEM.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
We receive a quota for the dealership.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
We get dealer cash and use that to discount our vehicles for the customer but also
we don’t want to devaluate the brand. Chevy does so the question is what is the real
value of the car when they give you 10k off for a Silverado?
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
Cannot fix issues with a car and 99.9% of the customers do their research first and
know what they want and see the price online.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
x
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
Online testing, we go through the car and do self-drives and also the sales person
needs to be convinced to do that voluntarily.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
New 4 yr/50 k limited and 6 yr/70 k powertrain and used cars go through [JP7]
checks and we sell aftermarket warranties, we work with [JP7]and Allstate
aftermarket warranties.

15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
10 to 15 questions in a survey and also if they would recommend the dealership
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
It’s not going to change, people still want to touch and feel and drive and I don’t
think there will be an online purchase because of that
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We have one hybrid but I have not heard anything about further future models.
JP8
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you take notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [JP8] is offering 22 [24] different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If you build your own car and get it sent, it takes around 6 weeks. Our cars come
from Japan and Alabama, Usually we have something like that every three months.
If we cannot find the appropriate car in the lot, we would just look in the inventory
or swap the cars with another dealer. We just get build-to-order calls for special cars
like the Tundra. Let’s say someone wants to have this pick-up truck as a two-wheel
drive in this area. Normally, people buy 4WD here.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 500 new cars on the lot and around 100 used cars.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say it’s about 85%.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We offer a lot accessories such as rims, sunroofs etc. and that comes from our parts
department. Usually, we do all these accessories at trucks and 10 years ago, we did
a lot installation at our cars. But today, the cars are more and more equipped with
that what customers want and need such as leather and media players. So I would
say, that 95% of the customers keep their car how it is.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
So all these options come from the OEM but the dealership can make some wishes
about that what went well over the last years. [JP8] is a company that is based on
the allocation system. That means that we get our parts and cars by the beginning of
the month and we can choose of a pool of cars and parts.

8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
So we usually keep all the important parts in the stock but if we need parts, we just
order at the headquarters in Massachusetts and have the same or the next day.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
We receive a sales quote on a monthly basis. We call it objective and it is our goal
to hit it. I would consider it being realistic because it is based on the actual market
share in a region. So what happens is that they divide up the markets into different
smaller markets and we should try to keep or increase our market share.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes, we do. Every month or quarter they have a sales contest where they offer
different bonuses, trips or awards. We call it spits and sometimes the sales people
get more money for selling a Camry. The same accounts for service. So they get
bonuses when they sell a certain amount of oil filters for example. Usually they
would not give a big incentive on 2018 cars right now because the model year just
has started. But they would offer more incentives on a 2017 car.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
As we want to grow, we have to consider customers that do not live close to the
dealership but we want to make it attractive for the customer to come to our
dealership. Also, tracking our customers can be hard sometimes. Usually, they
should come in and check their car every 6 months, have an oil change, check brakes
etc. But when they have not been in the store for a while, we just contact them and
ask what is going on, why they haven’t been to the dealership and you try to woo
them with coupons and special offer. We want to make sure they stay at our
dealership and do not go to another place because when they stay with you they will
buy their next car at our dealership. Furthermore, cars are getting better so customers
do not really see a difference between our cars or our competitors and therefore, the
loyalty rate is decreasing as people tend to switch their cars more often so you need
to offer an outstanding service to the customer in order to be different to our
competitors.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
We don’t want our customers to wait and therefore we need to provide them a
relative expectation of their waiting time. Because when the time is exceeding a
certain period, we might drive them home, rend them a car or let them wait until the
job is made. We provide them with complimentary services such as manicure or
stress less couches and drinks.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
Our personnel is trained at our headquarters in Mansfield. So the trainer goes over
the new stuff and tests our employees. That has to be done by a certain time period.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?

Basic insurance is 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper, we call it
comprehensive warranty and 5 years 60k miles powertrain insurance. When
customers purchase a car, they can extend their warranty and add extra maintenance
plans and get service reduced later. This could be [JP8] or a third party company.
Usually customers will buy the product from the third party because they have so
much more extras to offer and are freer.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
After the sales, [JP8] sends a survey to the customer asking about the dealership
experience and trying to find out whether the dealer and the sales person has done a
good or not good job. Also JD Power contacts the owner after having their car for 3
or 5 years and asks about their experience. In my opinion [JP8] is so good because
they never break down and run for ever. That’s at least something the customers
think. So we are saying that 90% of the 1990 Camrys are still on the road.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
I think that companies like carvana.com are one of our main concerns for the future.
Because that would mean that customers don’t have to go to the dealership anymore
but they can just buy everything online. People will not be waiting to come in
especially as cars are more and more having the same level. So the car is actually
not that important anymore. The challenge is to keep the people form thinking that
buying over the internet is better than going to the dealership although they might
spent more time and do not receive their instant gratification.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
Yes, we have the RAV4 as an EV and [JP8] is also working on hydrogen vehicles.
[JP8] has always been at the forefront at HV with the Prius and they kept evolving
that car over the years. We are also working on alternate fuel and also the technology
is Japanese and they are pretty smart in terms of technology such as the plug in Prius
in order to hit the 2025 gas mileage goal.

US1
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you take notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [US1] is offering 23 different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?

Usually it takes 6 to 8 week but only 1-2% of our customers do that. Mostly, when
customers know what they want such as F150 or Mustang customers. So it’s usually
more for special cars and trucks.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 500 new cars on the lot and around 120 used cars.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say it’s about 80%.
6. What dealer options do you have?
It is all about the accessory. Quite often we customize cars with DVD-players or
leather seats, covers, bed liners etc. I would say that more than 50% of our truck
customers customize their trucks but less than 15% their regular cars. There we
usually put a remote start in. 3
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
It’s usually more a decision from the dealer
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
At the OEM.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we receive them. But they are pretty realistic as they are based on previous
sales. Also they are based on the actual economics situation and of course you
always try to make them higher.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes rebate, and we usually spend 95% of the amount of money that we can give and
use for incentives on the customer. The other 5% go to dealer cash when they hit
their sales goals and cash for the dealer person.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
After-service equipment malfunctioning and also trends where dealers are not
needed anymore. In future, you will be able to start your car from the phone and the
manufacturer will just install the electronics and sell the app so no more service at a
dealership is needed.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes it is. When someone calls you, they schedule your appointment in their calendar.
That is important, especially when we have so much business like we do have right
now.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
Sales and service people have to be [US1] -certified. Once a month, people from
extern are coming and we meet them in the conference room in order to keep their
status as [US1] -certified.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?

For our pre-owned cars, we have the standard lemon laws for cars, that’s 30 to 90
days. For our new cars we have the 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper,
warranty and 5 years 60k miles engine and transmission insurance.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
Sales sends out a survey from the manufacturer about the service at the dealership.
Also, customers give us online reviews.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
Being like tesla in the car business. Run the dealership without sales person.
However, I think that the approval process in parts and finance a car cannot be
automated and therefore, you always need a sales person.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We offer both EV and PHEV but so far, they are very unpopular. Between 2005 and
2009, there was a certain demand for these cars but right now I would consider these
cars as dead products. They have a low resell value and the only reason I think they
build it is because of the 2025 gas consumption goals.

US2
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
No, please do not audio-record me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
So we are a franchise company selling three different car companies. We sell [US2],
they offer 2 different models, we sell [US2]with 5 different models and [US2]with
5 different models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If someone wants to have a car that he or she orders at the maker, it usually takes 6
to 8 weeks until they bring the car here. That usually happens with [US2]. But if a
customer cannot find his car on the lot, we would rather do a so-called dealer swap.
We do that in more than 50% of the cases.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have about 300 different new cars all over the three companies. We
have been growing well over the last couple of months.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say it’s about 75%.
6. What dealer options do you have?

We have a special guy in the service area that has been doing his job for more than
35 years. He is specialized in up fitting all the [US2] [US2]because that is where we
do most of our options and accessory business with. So for the [US2]we have so
many different options such as tires, suspensions, air ride suspensions, LEDs, etc.
and we all do that in house with our parts and service.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
All the parts are ordered at the manufacturer. We have hundreds of different
accessories especially for the Wrangler. All the other models usually do not get
customized.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
Everything comes from the OEM.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we receive them. And of course you want to hit them. It is called GVP and says
that you get x-amount of money back when you sold this amount of cars. Our
strategy is to sell on small margins a lot of cars and get back the money from the
quota. So in terms of the sales person, 50% of their salary is bonus-based and comes
from their customer satisfaction rate and sold volume.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes, what we give is a so-called loyalty incentive and also if you come from another
maker, we give a certain amount of money. Furthermore, active military and farmers
get special discounts. And we all it VIN-sensitive, so all the discounts are based on
an actual model with a certain trim.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
So more and more of our business is done online and therefore, we have to be aware
of our google reviews. Because if someone wants to buy a car, they will usually
check out the online reviews of the dealership. So you want to make sure, that we
have at least a four out of five star rating.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes it is. When someone comes in with a car, we send a master certified technician
who checks the car and estimates the amount of work and the implied time for a job.
That takes about 10 minutes. Based on that diagnostic, we can decide if we provide
a rental car or let the customer wait until the job is done.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
There are in house and out of house training sessions. Once in a month, a [US2]
representative come sin and tests us on the products and procedures. We also have
to pass certain tests in order to stay certified. That is for both, service and sales
personnel.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we have the 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper, warranty
and 5 years 60k miles engine and transmission warranty. We also cover our new

cars with a 3 years/36k miles roadside assistance comparable to the AAA. There is
also the possibility to extend the warranty when you buy the car. We usually work
with the third party company that backs up 95% of our warranties.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
Our companies and particularly [US2] have a high customer loyalty. So I have
customers that have bought over 10 cars at the dealership. The cars are user-friendly
and therefore have a high resell value. That is especially the advantage of [US2].
But for [US2] and [US2] it’s pretty much the same.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
I think that in future we are going to have a limited amount of sales people and the
necessity of dealerships is going to decrease.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
We offer a hybrid version of the [US2] but we are pretty skeptical in terms of electric
vehicles. The question you have to ask is do you really safe money with that? What
about the price of the batteries? Out companies and especially [US2] are using the
Diesel to increase the fuel economy or just continue improving the actual gas
engines.
US3
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you rather just take notes instead of audio-recording me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [US3] is offering 6 different models but by the end of this year it is
going to be 9 models as we are developing two all-new SUVs and a sedan. For a
very long time, we only offered big or midsize-SUVs but we are changing that now.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
So there are actually two different options here. The first option is to try to locate
the at car at one of our dealerships. To do so, we go as far as 300 miles
(Pennsylvania). The second option is to build it at the manufacturer but this takes
between 6 to 8 weeks and most of the customers do not want to wait that long.
Usually only 4 to 5% of the customers would do that. The other thing is that we want
to sell this month as we can only guarantee certain incentives for this month. So if a
customer gets his car next month, we don’t know what the actual price is going to
be.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

Right now, I have about 12.5 M$ in inventory which is about 270 cars. This contains
both new and pre-owned vehicles but we sell much more new. The actual price of a
[US3] is about 60,000 $ which is even more than the actual purchase price for all
these German premium brands such as BMW and Audi. This is good but also bad.
On the one hand it allows us to earn a lot of money with one car but on the other
hand we just have a specific amount of customers that want to buy this car. I car is
only good if you can sell it because that’s what creates revenue and profit. For [US3]
as a brand, I can say that we do not compete with other specific brands but our
models are compared to other models from our competitors. For example, we
compare the Escalade to the Land Rover but we do not compare our sedans to the
ones from the German premium makers.
What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s about 95 to 98%. That’s good but it also shows us that we are overproducing as
we can serve all our customers from our lot. You need to know that the company is
now in a change. There is someone coming from Audi, who is right now creating a
new strategy for the brand and he takes all the positive stuff that he learned at did at
Audi to the brand. After 5 years of decline we see some stagnation this year and
expected to brand to grow by next year when the new models arrive.
What dealer options do you have?
What we usually do is we offer more packages. So the customer can choose between
three different trims at a car. So there is the standard, the premium and the premium
superior and that usually has all the options you can take automatically. So what we
can do is, we can change the color, the wheels or the grills and we order all the parts
through the manufacturer and do it here at the service area. But this is usually
something for less than 5% of the customers.
Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
So they let us do what we want because we are an independent dealer. But usually
you try to sell what the manufacturer gives to you. So we are seeing that the
influence of the manufacturer is kind of increasing which can also be a good thing
because the manufacturer takes care that the quality and the processes follow his
standard. The thing is that they sometimes try to force us doing something we just
cannot do because we are making less margins. We are making less margins and can
be short of money sometimes. But for our dealership that does not happen because
we are part of a bigger group (Herb Chambers) so money is not the question. And
that allows us to renovate the store like [US3] wants us to do.
Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
I would say that I order about 98% of our parts and accessories at the manufacturer.
Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we get a sales quota from the automaker. Usually on a monthly and quarterly
basis. The formula they used to do did not make much sense because GM would

always try to push sales and increase the numbers even though when the overall
market goes down. But it is still different from manufacturer to manufacturer but
what I can see is that [US3] is going more and more separate and that is also good
for us.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
It always depends on the strategy a company is following. GM usually gives large
discounts but for the new ones they barely gives incentives because they don’t need
to. Over the time, you give more and more incentives. So we get our money once
we submitted the car and we are getting the money than.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
The majority of the after-sales business is done at the F&I department which is also
the most profitable. They even send an extern company that checks and rates our
F&I department. What we also do is we sell warranties and we do that all over our
companies we offer at Herbs. We also sell a lot of other brands’ preowned cars and
sell them a warranty. That’s how we try to get them.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes, the maintenance time is measured and we have data from the manufacturer.
We need that in order to determine whether we should provide a complementary
vehicle or if we can let the customer wait. But of course you don’t him to wait an
hour for a simple oil change. Also our leasing rate is very high. We have about 70%
leasing which is high. That makes sense because for a car that costs 60,000 $ in
average it is just more comfortable to pay by rend. Usually cheaper cars such as
Japanese cars are not leased, they would rather finance the car. Concerning our
loyalty: I want to say it’s great but also we had a dramatic decrease in cars that we
sell every month. In 2013 it was 550 a month and now that’s significantly lower.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
They get training from [US3]. If a new model comes out they come in advance and
do training on the car. They do that every year. It’s in store but also out store. The
sales people they go out and ride and drive the car. .
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
We offer a 4 years 50k miles bumper to bumper warranty and a 6 years 70 k miles
drivetrain warranty. This includes basically the mechanical components. For our
pre-owned vehicles, we give them 6 years and 100 k miles.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
This is actually something that is done by the manufacturer. They put us into groups
and compare us with other dealerships in that group. Our group contains dealerships
in New Jersey, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Every customer gets a survey after a
service or a purchase and they rate us. And of course no one wants to be average.
Based on the customer satisfaction rate, we bonus our sales consultant and sales

advisor. It’s just something you have to do because you cannot pay someone 100%
of this salary without giving him a reason to work for customer satisfaction.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
The main challenge is going to be the millennials. Meaning your generation. We
need to approach customers differently and every customer independently. I think
the way how people grew up affects their behavior. Everybody wants to share
everything that he is doing. Now, all our cars have an Apple set up and everything
is about the driver, about you. So we need to talk about things away from the brand.
The customer is changing. The internet already has playing a big role, that’s normal
today.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
I think, we have been behind a bit in that field. We had a Plug-In but this car failed,
not because it was bad but just because it was too expensive. Now we have another
but I haven’t ordered anyone and no one asked me about that car. I think this is more
something for the next 10 to 15 years. I think by that time, 50% of the cars are going
to be electric.

US4
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you take notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
In this franchise we offer four different brands. We have [US4] with 5 models, [US4]
with 2, [US4] with 3 and [US4], but besides the [US4], they usually just sell
commercial vehicles.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
We usually just do swaps with other dealerships and try to avoid manufacturer
orders. They take 4 to 8 weeks and we just do that if a customer wants something
very particular.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 250 vehicles on the lot. The most of them are [US4] and [US4].
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
I would say it’s about 90%.
6. What dealer options do you have?

We do a lot of customization, especially with the [US4]. Customers want to put rise
suspensions, life kits, heavy duty accessories. With the regular cars we add remote
starter or things like that. But Jeep in particular has a huge variety of accessories.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
We base all the options and accessories on the wishes of our customers. The OEM
usually does not tell us what we have to order or what we should not.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
All the accessories come from the OEM, the maintenance parts too but when cars
get older we try to get cheaper after-market parts. We procure some of these parts
at third-party companies such as AutoZone if the car has been on the road for a
while. Of course, the manufacturer does not like that but we are independent and
want to offer the best service for our customers.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
We receive a target number, a so-called MSR (minimum sales responsibility). This
number depends on our geography, the competition and our area. Let’s take [US4]
as an example. The company knows their market share in this specific area and
based in the actual market and the market share, they derive the MSR. Because you
want to have a certain market share in the area.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
This is actually a point of contention. Because we as a dealership are part of a VGP,
a so-called volume growth program. It gives us a number ne need to hit every month
and if we do so, we get back a certain amount of money. The higher you hit that
VGP, the more money you get. On the one hand it forces us to stock cars on the lot
on the other hand it leads to the behavior of short deals. Especially smaller dealers
tend get rid of their cars by the end of the month because they are dependent on
these payments. Last month, for example, we received 40,000 $ for beating our
VGP. For some of the cars though, we don’t receive any incentives because they are
very hot models and get sold without incentives such as the [US4].
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
First of all, we don’t push service. When our customers buy a car we usually provide
them with a so-called service contract. That covers 5 years and 70,000 miles with
100 $ deductible. But it’s not for maintenance parts
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
As many other dealerships, we work as a flat-rate shop. That means that the whole
industry follows a book that is standardized and it tells the dealership how long this
job is going to take. This the amount of hours the customer has to pay and the
mechanic gets paid. If he is faster, he makes plus because he works less but receives
more money. If he is slower, he loses money. The customer will always pay the 2
hours.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?

The manufacturer trains them, they come in and they have to do online tests. We are
one out of three first dealerships in Rhode Island and therefore all our worker need
to be certified. So let’s say if the company gives a certain amount of incentive to the
[US4], you are only qualified for that incentive when you are a certified worker. So
that is an extra incentive for the employees.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Basic insurance is 3 years and 36k miles for basically the whole car and 5 years 60k
miles for the drivetrain and transmission. For pre-owned cars we offer the 90 days
warranty and offer a service contract for the customers. Especially for the pre-owned
cars we work together with third party companies. But that really depends on the
car. Let’s say we sell a pre-owned Honda, the [US4] insurance might not be the
right product for him so we tell him that and sell him a third party product. Actually,
we have a lot of different brands for our pre-owned vehicles as we see that as a
chance to gain more customers.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
It is measured by the manufacturer. We encourage our customers to respond to
surveys or give us a review on google or yelp. The manufacturer sends out 10
questions and the results will be shown in an intern system at the manufacturer. The
questionnaire asks about the overall customer quality and there is also an employee
survey. It determines the service and sales performance.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
It is always changing. I have been in that business for several decades now and there
were always significant changes. The last big change was caused by the internet. It
changed the ordering process and service. Customers can do their research on the
internet and they get all their information. When the internet came, people start
doing their research online, they printed everything out and came to the dealership.
Well, you can fight or embrace the internet. We embrace it because it is actually
better because customers have an idea what they want and what they are looking
for. 25 years ago people came in and said they want to have a car and now they
know this and that, they know the pricing etc. and you cannot fight it. But we have
one advantage. If you take a shoe store: people go there, try to find their show and
their size and then they would go home and order the shoe online. That is something
that would not happen to a dealership. That’s because we are franchised and that
helps us a lot. People always want to drive the car, smell and touch the product, and
that is not going to change. So that’s a leg-up we have here.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
Yes, we have the Pacifica hybrid. But I have them on my lot for a long time. So
people do not appreciate the short range and the expensive price. Americans like

performance. However, in about 10 years I would guess that there will be about 25%
hybrid electric vehicles. Electric vehicles are here to stay. But as long as the energy
is cheap and available, the internal combustion engine will be the dominant power
unit of a vehicle.
US5
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
Yes, you can audio-record me.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
So we are a franchise company selling two different car companies. We sell [US5]
and [US5]. [US5] has six different models, two of them are sedans and [US5] offers
8 models, all of them are crossovers and Trucks. So in total we offer 14 different
models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
If we order the car directly from [US5] it would take 10 to 12 weeks and sometimes
8 weeks. But this is very rare. Only 5% of our customers do that, usually if customers
want to have a specific truck with that type of engine, 2 wheel drive or a double cab.
For 10% of our customers, we try to locate the car at one of our other dealerships
and do a so-called dealer swap.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, we have about 300 different new cars all over the two companies. We
have been growing well over the last couple of months and as the main season
arrives we have about 300 cars on transit, meaning they are on the railway to the
dealership.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
Based on the numbers I gave you, I would say it’s about 85%.
6. What dealer options do you have?
We don’t do options here. For leather, heated seats or sun roofs for example we
would send out our cars at let the job be done at special service centers that are thirdparty companies. In-store we do a lot of accessories. I would say about 50% of our
trucks get extra accessories on top of the MSRP.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
What happens is that [US5] will tell us what is available and based on past numbers
and projections, they will send us the models equipped with the options they intend
to get sold the most in the area. If we need special accessories that [US5] does not
offer, we will order that at third party companies such as autozone etc.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?

The source is our parts department and they would always order [US5] parts,
especially when a car is under lease because otherwise it will not be covered by the
warranty. However, if a car is not a [US5] product, which happens sometimes or the
customers explicitly wishes to get a cheaper after-market product, we would also go
to other brands. About 25% of our customers do other parts because of the price.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we receive them. It is on a monthly basis and different for [US5] and [US5].
They have not been realistic but now they are modified and we are also able to beat
the goals. For example, last year the market in the region was up about 4 to 5% but
our target was to increase the sales by about 40% which, of course, was impossible.
[US5] is a bit upscale compared to Toyota.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do and it directly goes to the customer. [US5] incentives are very detailed
so when a customer comes in an takes a look at the price sticker of our cars, they
will always the MSRP and under it, it will show our discounts. And we are very
aggressive with that as we try to offer the best deal. [US5] will give a rebate on the
car plus bonus X, Y and Z. For example, they might give 900 dollars on a new car,
but give 2750 dollars if you come with another vehicle that is not [US5] brand. When
the customer comes in, we already have the lowest price for him and there is barely
any negotiation. I think the stigma where you wanted to pull out as much money as
possible from the customer is over. In 2000 we had 22 [US5] dealerships in Rhode
Island, in 2018 there are only 8 left. So you really need every trade and make
volume. So you need to sell the car and try to reach the objective in order to get
some dealer cash back that you gave as a rebate to the customer earlier the month.
I would say about 75% of our customers still want to negotiate the price.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
I think trading in a car Is difficult. Customers usually do an online research on what
their car is worth. Its shows them X-amount of dollars but when they come in and
ask us to evaluate the car, we give them Y-amount of dollars. So this is a challenge,
as our value is usually lower than the value the customers found online.
Furthermore, another challenge is the technology in the cars. Today, the
transmission or the engine is not our main problem anymore like it used to be 20
years ago. Our new problems are all programming issues like “my phone does wont
pair with my car”. Generally speaking I think that reprogramming makes cars better
and makes them go faster not like some of the smartphones sometimes. Furthermore,
you want to make sure that your service is the best.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Absolutely. When a car is under warranty, the time that is needed for a service is
measured and is defined in a book. The customer will only pay this amount of money
and also the mechanics is paid that much. So if a job is supposed to take 2 hours, the

customer pays 2 h and the mechanics get the money for 2 hours. With better training
and well equipped mechanics, you try to be faster so the mechanics can do more
jobs and therefore get more money.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
Every employee is trained by us in the store and also by [US5] online. They provide
training, especially for the mechanics as they are most important. Also, our
mechanics need to get trained in the field of programming, as we cannot accept when
customers buy a 80,000 dollar [US5] truck and they have to come in after 70 miles
because of a software error in the transmission.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
For our new cars we have the 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper, warranty
and 4 years 50k miles engine and transmission warranty.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
So there are two different ways of measuring the satisfaction rate. We as a dealership
hand our small cards, asking 5 questions and customers will just answer them right
away, using a pen. It turns out that customers still like it that way and we get a return
rate of over 75% which is very good. Furthermore, the company will send out a
survey for each customer are sales and service. They will send an email asking 2
questions: How was the experience at the dealership and would you recommend the
dealership to another person? The first question is to be rated 1 through 5 and the
second 1 through 10. At the end of the year they will take a look at the other
dealership in the region and the Zone and we are usually in the top 10%.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
I think for the future what we need is transparency. We need to show the customer
what the price is and we should not waste their time by negotiation or searching for
the actual price. We should just have it. Customers still want to negotiate so we can
give them an extra hundred dollar off but not much more. Also I think that people
will always want to talk to a sales person. So the question is how we can satisfy the
customer’s wishes and needs. These are the real questions.
Also 90% of our customers shop online and find their exact car and then they come
to us. So I think the dealership has still a place to do business. In future, our cars
will be self-driving, will be electric driven. Furthermore, I think that for Apple and
Google it will be hard to build cars as it requires so much in terms of production
facilities or distribution. So they will rather specialize on selling the software.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
EV are coming but right now, [US5] is only offering them at Chevrolet. [US5] has
promised to bring 25 EV until 2025. Most of that is driven by China because of their
policy. However, I think that by 2030, there will still be the internal combustion

engine but it will be coexistence. It really depends on the gas price. The thing about
EV though is, how can these vehicles be fixed and maintained? What happens in the
case of an accident? How should first responders rescue the passengers?

US6
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
I prefer that you take notes.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [US6] is offering 19 different models, with commercial vehicles 26
models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
It usually takes 6 to 8 weeks but we would typically swap the car with another dealer.
Actually we only order 5 to 6 times a year. This is only something for special
vehicles such as heavy duty or corvette.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 97 cars on the lot. This is a bit more than average because after
Christmas it is a tough time as customers have already spent all their money and
new models are coming to the dealerships.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s about 80 to 90% and we usually swap less than 10 times a year
6. What dealer options do you have?
Most accessories on trucks such as steps, covers or all-weather floor mats. If we
don’t have them in stock, we have to order them.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
Actually it’s both. So the whole nation is broken up in different regions with
different leases, options and even prices. But we can also decide what to do because
we know our customers the best. A lot of our customers return their car or come
from another company and we give special incentives. Furthermore, we have to
consider that our customers lease more and therefore return their cars more often.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We stick with the products from General Motors, our mother.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
We are kind of getting a volume-based quota and the objective is to hit the goal and
get dealership bonus. Sales people get a separate bonus which accounts for ¼ to 1/3
of the salary. So we follow the strategy that we want to reduce the price of our cars

and consequently hit the sales goal and get the money back by the end of the month.
And the sales goal is derived from the performance the last year.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes, for example special financing deals or leasing deals as we want our customers
to lease a car. Also we want to make sure that we can keep a certain amount of
market share. For example, right now we offer 2,500 $ for a Japanese car that you
trade-in and 1,500 $ for a German car, if you change to us. Furthermore, we are
offering 8,200 $ on incentives for the Silverado as the new model is starting soon.
Furthermore, the Silverado has always been number one in NE although the F150 is
top seller in the US.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
Free services. Right now, as [US6], we offer our customers free first and second
maintenance. We do a free oil change and tire rotation. The problem is that people
get used to it and are not willing to start paying money or are angry if something
brakes down because they did not maintain their vehicle properly.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
Yes it is because we want to schedule our appointments properly. SO we get the
data from GM but we as a dealership measure these numbers in order to be able to
schedule our appointments. Because today it is very important to have good online
reviews as customers check the online ratings before they think about coming. SO
if we talk about an oil filter, we might need 30 minutes or if we are busy it might
take 90 minutes. So usually we schedule 90 minutes and try to be faster. So you
want to tell them more and make them happy.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
We have to do several online tests and courses in order to obtain all the product
information we need to get. Every month a person from GM comes and teaches us
about the models.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
Basic insurance is 3 years and 36k miles bumper to bumper and 5 years 60k miles
powertrain insurance. For the EV and Hybrids, they offer 8 more years or 100,000
miles on certain electronic components.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
[US6] sends a survey after a service and sales action containing a bunch of
questions. Then the dealerships are ranked and the best get a bonus. The
questionnaire contains 10 questions and they will not only rate the brand or the
dealership but also the sales and service personnel. Also, you want to make sure that
your online reputation is very good. 30 years ago, the average customer went to 4
different dealerships, today it’s 1.2 dealerships which means that they already know
what they want when they go in the dealership and that you usually only get one
change to convince the customer.

16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
One thing I am concerned about is a lease bubble. Today, our business is 60% leasebusiness and people will return their car when their contract is over. This leads to a
flood of used cars that we as a dealership can sometimes only sell with use incentives
and offers. It is very hard to predict the resell value of these used cars as there is
such a huge offer.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
Tesla really made it cool to have an EV. However, I am not really worried about it
because [US6] is already offering Bold EV which is either number one or number
two in the national sales. In order to beat the federal restrictions for fuel
consumption, we have to equip our sedans with a so-called start-stop system which
turns of the engine when the car stops at a red traffic light. That allows us to sell
pick-ups and trucks. The good thing about [US6] is that I have a car for everyone,
compared to Toyota. UI can offer a car for the father, the mother and the children.
US7
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
No, I don’t want to be audio recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [US7] is offering 22 models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
It can take 8 to 12 weeks. The amount of people that order brand new is very low.
What we usually do is locate another dealer and try to get car from them. This can
happen in 1-2 days.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 800 cars on the lot which is on the upper bound of the average.
But this makes sense because I am selling 200 [US7] a month and especially for
Trucks, the F150 and the Explorer there is a huge demand.
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s about 95%
6. What dealer options do you have?
We have a lot of different options. We can add leather, roof tops, seats, paintings,
we can increase the hp. This can cost up to 4,000 $ and especially the F150 is a car
that we customize a lot. For example, we have our own Tasca edition.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?

It is actually a decision made by the dealership following the idea “what you did
you will do”. Because the demand for options varies between different regions and
therefore it makes sense to let dealerships offer what customers in their region want.
For example, in New England customers buy a lot 4WD because of the snow
compared to Florida.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We order the parts at the maker.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we get a sales quota from the automaker. It is called sales acceptancy and is
given on a monthly basis.
10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
The gas price is one of the main challenges because we do a lot of our business with
trucks. Furthermore, I believe that the internet helps and creates a more educated
consumer. At one point in the future, the internet can make the dealership redundant
because cars are delivered by let’s say Amazon.
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
I cannot answer this question. You have to ask to a professional sales person.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
They have to pass several tests online in order to be a professional sales or service
personnel. Also, they have to go to the headquarter in Detroit to get special training.
They also have to go to the Tasca University where they get all the skills to become
a certified employee. We pay them a one month salary and give them the chance to
work for us 3 to 5 months where we monitor them and if it’s successful, we hire
him.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
We offer a 3 years 36k miles bumper to bumper warranty and a 5 years 60 k miles
drivetrain warranty. That’s for the mechanical components.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
There is a CSI sheet that the company sends to their customers and they fill out the
survey. Then, the results go to [US7]. Our goal Is to get a 95% score which is very
hard.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
One of the challenges is always to have the right product the customer wants to have.
This is especially very difficult for smaller dealerships as they always have to swap
their cars with other, bigger dealers. You always want to make sure that you have
the right cars in your lot that you can sell by the end of the month. Tasca is also a
company that prefers leasing offers as this increases to chance to get the customer

back after the contract ends. If the customer only finances his car, you never know
if he or she returns. Right now, we get back 6 to 7 out of 10 people as they come
back every 2 to 3 years.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
The company already offers 3 different Hybrids and 2 different EV and its number
is likely to increase.

US8
1. Do you agree to proceed with the interview and begin with audio recording?
No, I don’t want to be audio recorded.
2. How many different models does the company offer?
At this moment [US8] is offering 6 models.
3. How many days does it take to get the car after placing an order with the auto
maker if the customer cannot find the car on the lot?
It can take 12 to 14 weeks. People usually do that when they buy a new Navigator
because the cars they order cost about 90,000 $ and they are not willing to accept
every kind of car. They order the car they want to have.
4. How much dealer inventory do you have?
Right now, I have 100 cars on the lot
5. What percentage of all customer orders is sold from inventory?
It’s about 95%
6. What dealer options do you have?
Not so many actually. Usually the cars come fully equipped. We can add a moon
roof, change the color etc. We do not change seat covers because a [US8] has leather
always.
7. Are the dealer options decided by the dealer or the auto maker?
The dealership follows the guideline from [US8] and we follow them. We build how
[US8] wants us to build the car.
8. Do you order option parts directly at the parts makers or at the auto maker?
We order the parts at the maker.
9. Do you receive a sales quota from the auto maker?
Yes, we get a sales quota from the automaker. If we beat them, we actually get
nothing special. However, the makers tries to make it more attractive to achieve a
long-term growth. For example, right now there is a two month sales goal and when
you hit it, you will get 75,000 dollars. Right now, I have not beaten this goal but
there are still a couple of days to go in this month. Sometimes, the money they offer
is just 4,000 $.

10. Do you receive sales incentives from the auto maker?
Yes we do, and the incentive is between 0 to 5000 $, it depends on the model. But
what I do is, I tag the price with the incentive. So when the price is 50,000 dollars
and I get 5,000 dollars off, I will tag 45,000 dollars.
11. What are the main challenges in the after-sales-service business?
It is the contact to the customer. Our problem as a luxury brand is not the money.
We have money but our problem is the contact to the customer and the time. So we
need to take time. Therefore, we use the CRM-system which is a customer
relationship management system. All the data about a customer is filled in the
system and creates automatic messages. For example, if a customer has its birthday,
we send him an email saying “Happy birthday”. The thing about [US8] is that 90%
of our customers come back and this is also because of our leasing philosophy. We
always want to make our customers turn in the old car and get a new one
12. Is the average time that is needed to fix a customer service measured?
I cannot answer this question. You have to ask to a professional sales person.
13. How are service personnel trained and who gets trained?
They have to pass several tests online in order to be a professional sales or service
personnel. Also, they have to go to the headquarter in Detroit to get special training.
So they have to pass a bunch of tests.
14. What kind of warranty models do you offer?
We offer a 4 years 50k miles bumper to bumper warranty and a 6 years 70 k miles
drivetrain warranty. This includes basically the mechanical components.
15. How is the customer satisfaction rate measured?
So there are two different surveys. The first comes from the dealer and the second
comes from the manufacturer. For us, the one from the manufacturer is more
important as it also compares the dealership with other dealerships and where the
dealership still has to improve. The customer gives a feedback between 100, 75, 50,
-50 and -100.
16. What are the main challenges for the future and what does the dealership of
tomorrow look like?
One of the main challenges is going to be plug-in hybrid. I believe this is going to
be concept of the next decades. Also the way how customers are going to buy their
cars. They are going to order more and more online, they will click and pay online
and negotiate per email. This is something the brand [US8] is going to shift to. Only
the pick-up of the car will be at the dealership.
17. Are there already BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) or HEV (Hybrid Electric
Vehicles) in your show room or offered by this auto maker?
No, the company does not really offer PHEVs or EVs and it is probably going to
take a little while until the first PHEVs are coming in.
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